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ABs'rRACT 
CASE ADVOCACY: A STUDY OF THE IN'l'ERVENTIV.E PROCESS IN CHILD ADVOCACY 
Brenda Gay McGol-Ian 
This is an exploratory study of the practice of 
case advocacy on behalf of children. The objectives of the 
study t>lere to identify and classify the me.,ior components of 
case advocacy, to generate hypotheses describing the basic 
dynamics of this process, and to analyze the :i..!'f1plications of 
these "findings for the theory and practice of advoca.cy. 
The study was carrled" out dur·lrJg 1972-1973 r .Data were 
collec ted from 39 practitioners of child advoca,cy who had 
varying levels of education and work" experience and ll/ere employed 
in eight different types of agencies located throughout. the 
country. The respondents submitted 163 incidents of case 
advocacy over a five-month data collection period. 
The critical incident technique was the primary research 
instrument. Respondents were asked to submit brief written 
questionnaires describing the first incident of case advocacy 
they engaged in each \I/eek. Data collected in this manner 
were supplemented by site visits to each of the sample                    
background information qu.estionnaires on the respondents, and 
findings from a baseline study of child advocacy. 
'. 
The incidents ''Iere analyzed in an inductive mann.er to 
identify the major components of case advocacy and to develop 
a classification scheme delineating these variables. The 
incidents l'lere then coded by the conference. method so that 
frequencies and associations among variables could be computed. 
Finally, these findings were analyzed to generate hypotheses 
describing the major dynamics qf the advocacy process. 
Case advocacy was revealed in this study as a complex, 
dynamic process in which there are a number of interrelated 
varia.bles. To describe this process brief'ly, the study 
identified five major modes of direct intervention in child 
advocacy: intercession, persuasion, negotiation, pressure, 
and coercion. In addition, it was noted that indirect modes 
of influence are employed                         The advocate's use of 
one or more of these modes of intervention is determined by his 
analysis of the problem, objective and sanction for the inter-
vention; his resources; and the receptivity of the target sys-
tem. These variables also influence his decision as to the 
level and object of his intervention. It appears, however, 
that there is constant interaction and feedback among these 
components of the advocacy process so that the change agent 
constantly reassesses his approach in relation to his changing 
understanding of these various factors. And after the initial 
intervention has been completed, the advocate's evaluation 
of the outcome influences his decision as to whether to 
terminate his activity, adopt a different strategy, or initiate 
additional advocacy. 
It was noted that the advocates \'/ere reluctant to 
employ adversnrial techniques, making extensive use ot 
collaborative and mediatory strategies. Also, the respond-
ents tended to employ a rather limited interventive repertoire 
and to engage in a rela.tively 10'" level of intervention. 
The               agent and the               system appeared to be 
the primary determinants ot the advocacy process. HO''1ever, 
it was noted that the stronger the sanction for a particular 
intervention, the more options the advocate had in regard to 
object, level, and method ot intervention. Although there 
was no conclusive evidence, it seemed that the resources of 
the               agent and the receptivity of the                                        
the.primary factors related to outcome. 
The find.ings           implications for the organization 
and practice of child advocacy. Also, it is hoped that the 
conceptual f"ramework presented here will contribute to the 
development of" a theory of advocacy practice • 
.,I" • 
This                 was supported by Grant No. OCD-
CB-386 from the Children's Bureau, U.S. Depart-ment of Health,                       and Welfare. 
PREFACE 
A social worker in a                                   child advocacy 
project in a large metropolitan city reported the                    
as . a typical example       her \'10rk: 
John is a                   ye"ar old Indian youth           is 
usually quite responsible and                                   Shortly 
after the start of a ne\'l semester, he walked into my 
              saying that he had just been suspended by tho 
principal for                 around in the elevator. When 
asked why he wasn't in class, he 'explained that he didn't 
like his last t\,10 hours. (This made imlTlediate sense since 
I kne\,l he had been placed in very uns tructured clas ses , 
although he openly admits that he needs structure and 
direction.) I             John       he had discussed this problem 
wi th his school counselor; he said he had hinted a.t his 
dissatisfaction, but that the counselor doesn't take him seriously and "".,on' t do anything about it. II 
I first went to the principal, explained John's 
                        and asked him to revoke the suspension so 
that tie could \'10rk on the schedule problem. He refused, 
saying that if he revolted the suspension, lIit \'louldn't 
mean anything." He also admitted that he wanted to talk 
with John's mother about his brother and thought that the suspension might facilitate this. I responded that 
suspensions are meaningless anyway and that he should not 
use John to deal with his brother's problem. The impor-
tant thing was to get John rescheduled so he wouldn't have 
time to           around in the halls. I also pOinted out that 
it would                       matters to re-admit John that afternoon. However, the principal refused-to meet w1:th John--until· -the 
following day when he lectured him on the danger of playing 
in the elevator and then complimented him on his recent 
schooltiOrk. John left the principal's                               neither 
threatened nor impressed. 
I had also talked with the counselor about getting a 
schedule change for John. The counselor agreed that this 
was necessary, but said that nothing could be done until 
some policies were cleared up. When I said that I didn't 
want John to continue in             he said that I would have to 
work something out as he just didn't have time. Therefore, 
I worked out a new schedule which John started the                    
day. 
iii 
The new' schedule was, of course, the only thing 
which 'I.'1as needed from the beginning; if the counselor 
had been a more resourceful person or more sensitive to 
students' needs, the whole incident might have been avoided. 
As it \-Tas, however, the student had to go through a. maze 
of' nonsense and I had to intervene actively befol'e the 
principal or counselor l'lere \'1illing to focus on l.'iha t 
should. be their basic task of doing whatever is necessary 
to facilitate the education of students. . 
As the preceding example demonstrates, advocacy for 
children need not be a very dramatic affair. The issues are 
often clear, the problems                                     and the.inter-
. ventions simple and direct. Yet the \-Tri ter undertook to 
study this phenomenon                 of a conviction that there 
is need for more effective and frequent practice of child 
advocacy. 
In the incident just cited, it is obvious that the 
advocate's intervention may have averted another potential 
school drop-out. 'Hence, despite the simplicity of the inter-
vention, this example suggests some provolcing questions: 
Was this youngster trying to drop-out or was he being 
pushed out? If the advocate had not intervened, would this 
incident have been recorded as still another child failure 
or a school failure? How many youngsters are being pushed 
out of school under similar circumstances in other locales 
where there may not be any child advocates available to act 
in the manner described above? 
It is estimated that between 1.5 and 2 million school-
age children are not enrolled in school currently. Similar 
deficiencies exist in other important areas of child develop-
ment. For example, only five percent of all children 
iv 
who require mental hea·lth services are receiving them 
currently. Inrant mortality rates in this country are higher 
than those in twelve other nations. Over 400,000 children 
surrer from lead-poisoning annually. Some 9 million 
American children are still living ·below the official 
poverty line. l 
Despite the myth that the United States is a child-
centered society and the pr.oliferation of child-serving 
agencies and programs, these problems persist. The concept 
or child advocacy as intervention on behalf of children in 
relation to the services and institutions impinging on their 
lives was introduced as one means or attacking these problems • 
. The limitations of the child advocacy movement have been 
2 described elsewhere - and they are acute. However, it is 
the writer's ·belief that child advocacy is still a viable 
concept and that its practice may help to enhance services 
        children. While engaged in a national baseline study 
of child advocacy, the author was exposed· to a              
1Statistics have been drawn from "An Introduction to 
the Children's Defense Fund," Washington Research Project, 
Washington, D.C., 1973. 
2See , ror                   Alrred J. Kahn, Sheila B. Kamerman, 
and Brenda G. McGowan, Child Advocacy: Report of a National 
Baseline Study (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, 1973); and Sheila B. Kamerman, 
"Community Based Child Advocacy Projects: A Study in 
Evaluation" (unpublished D.S.W. dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1973). 
v 
of incidents of the type cited above; and this experience 
suggested not only that there is real need for such inter-
ventions, but also that effective advocacy is rooted in 
a specific methodology and knowledge base which should be 
analyzed and conceptualized. 
The practice of child advocacy, no matter how 
effective, can never substitute for the development of 
responsible social policy or the allocation of adequate 
. resources for children. It can, however, help to ensure 
that the services which now exist for children provide" 
maximum benefit to those they are intended to serve. It 
was this conviction which motivated the study of the process 
of case advocacy on behalf of children reported here. 
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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
This is a report of an exploratory study of case 
advocacy as engaged in by P!actitioners of child                    
The'research, conducted in 1972-1973, had the                    
objectives: 1) to identify and classify practice techniques; 
2) to analyze the relationship between the use of specific 
modes of intervention and the immediate context in which 
they are employed; and 3) to generate hypotheses describing 
the major dynamics of the advocacy process. By achieving 
these goals, the researcher hoped to make a contribution 
toward the more effective practice of child advocacy. 
This study,             was funded by the Office of Child 
Development/U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 
was an outgrowth of a baseline study of child advocacy con-
ducted at Columbia University School of Social Work in 1971-
1972.1 The primary investigatory procedure for the current 
study was the critical incident technique. Data collected 
through this means were supplemented by site visits to each 
lFor a final report of this earlier study, see Alfred 
J. Kahn, Sheila B. Kamerman, and Brenda G. McGowan, Child 
Advocacy: Report of a National Baseline Study (l'lashington, D.C.: u.S •. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1973). 
2 
of the agencies in the sample., as \'1ell as by                   from 
the baseline study and a companion evaluative study of com-
1 munity-based chIld advocacy programs. Study                   are 
based pl"lmarily on 163 reports of advocacy interventions2 
submitted by 39 practitioners of advocacy in eight different 
types of child advocacy programs located in various parts 
of the country. 
This chapter contains a description of recent de-
velopments in child advocacy and the problem \'lhlch stimulated 
this research, the o'bjectives of the study, and the relevance 
of the research to the field of social work. 
Recent Developments in Child Advocacy 
The 'concept or advocacy for children is certainly not 
new. In American social welfare, its tradition can be traced 
'back to the la tter_ part of the nineteenth century \'lhen leaders 
in the child \'lelfare f'ield started to publicize the problem 
of child abuse and campai6ned vigorously for legislation to 
protect the interests of children. The Children's Bureau, 
established by Congressional mandate in 1912 to investiJ!,ute 
. lSheila B. Ka:nerman, II Communi ty Based Child Advocacy 
Projectn: A study in Evaltmtionn (unpublished D.S.\'1. disser-tation, Colu:nbiu University, 1973). .' 
2A1thou3h a total of 195 inciJento were                       only 163 :ilct the cri tcr:La                                       J"':Ol' incllwion in the final 
za:l:plo. 
3 
and make public facts about living conditions of children 
and their families, over the years has provided a noteworthy 
example of advocacy within the public sector. The crusade 
for child labor legislation during the 1920's was a high 
point in the history of American social reform efforts. 
More recently, state committees for children and youth have 
advocated for children on many different fronts. And" the 
Child Welfare League of                     has often been a focal point 
of advocacy for children within the voluntary sector. 
The concept of child advocacy as a distinct field of 
practice, however, developed largely outside traditional 
child \'lelfare cha.nnels and appeared on the America.n social 
scene in the latter part of the 1960's. Like other groups 
seeking to redress" major social inequities that \'lere organized 
at the end of" this decade of social change and reform, the 
child advocacy movement was clearly influenced by the civil 
! 
rights revolution and the War on Poverty. It was preceded 
by several major pronouncements regarding the ways in which 
the nation was failing its children. l And like all social 
causes, from the beginning it drew support from a number of 
sources. For some, child advocacy was simply a device to 
lsee, for example, Social Security Administration, ort of the Advisory Council on Child vlelfare Services 
as         on, •• : Governmen-                               ac., 9); 
President's Task Force on"Early Child Development, J. McV. 
Hunt, chairman, "A Bill of Rights for Children" (toJ'ashington, 
D.C.: Office of the Secretary, Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, 1967); and Nixon, Richard M., "Statement of the 
President on the esta"blishment of an Office of Child Deve1op-
ment" (April 9, 1969). 
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attract public attention to. the needs of children; for others 
it provided a banner under which they could attract new 
funding :ror old ideas; for still others, it presented an 
opportunity to design and implement creative solutions to 
some of the problems of children. For all -                      
professionals, and citizens alike - the concept of child 
advocacy embodied a sense of hope and conviction: hope that 
at last something could be done to improve the lives of the 
nation's children; and conviction that this was the time 
for action. 
The first call for the establishment of a national 
system of child advocacy was made in 1969 by the Joint 
Commission on the Mental Health of Children in a report sum-
marizing the results of a major three-year study on the be-
havioral and emotional problems of chi1dren.1 In order to 
begin the process of reordering national priorities and to 
address the many inadequacies and inequities in services for 
children, the Joint Commission recommended the appointment 
of a Presidential Advisory Council on Children with powers 
similar to those of the Council of Economic Advisors. The 
Joint Gommissisn also.proposed the establishment of an 
elaborate network of state and local child development 
authorities with operational responsibilities. The partici-
pants in the 1970 White House Conference on Children, influenced 
1crisis in Child Mental. Health: Challenge for the 
1970's, Report of the Joint commission on. Mental Healtli of ChIldren (New York: Harper & ROw, 
5 
by this report of the Joint Commission, made similar recom-
mendations for the establishment of a national system of 
child adVOCacy.l In 1971, following the White House Con-
ference, the President gave the Office of Child Development 
the charge of establishing a National Center on Child Advo-
cacy. 
In an effort to clarify this mission, the Office of 
Child Development gave a             in 1971 to Columbia Universlty 
School of Social Work to conduct a national study of child 
advocacy.2 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
many diverse activities going on under the child advocacy 
label in order to determine       there was anything new or 
                    about this phenomenon and to attempt some concep-
tual ordering of the field. 
At the time the study was initiated, child advocacy 
had obviously become a bandwagon phenomenon. The diversity 
      activities served to create                     about the nature      
child advocacy. The only thing which was really clear was 
that a great deal was going on under this label. The term 
child advocacy was being used to describe every type of 
action on                     children including direct service, legal 
action, coordination, planning, and lobbying. In addition, 
. 
lWhite House Conference on Children,               to the President (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970). ' 
2Kahn , Kamerman, and 'McGowan,     cit. (Much of the 
background material on child advocacy 1n thIs chapter is dra\,Tn           this study.) 
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there were many sponsors of thie activity. For example, 
federa1 agencies within th.e Department of Hea1th, Education 
and lie1fare such as Social and Rehabili ta tion Services, 
Office of Child Development, Nationa1 Institute of Mental 
Hea1th, and Office of Education, "as well as the Office of 
Economic Opportunity had funded approxima tely           million 
for chi1d advocacy projects. Advocacy projects were a1so 
estab1ished at the state level under the auspices of Gover-
norsl Committees on Children and Youth, Departments of Mental 
Hea1th, and the newly-established Offices of Human Resources. 
Legis1ation to estab1ish various types of child advocacy 
programs was introduced at the state         federal levels; 
and in North Carolina such a bi11 was actually passed. l 
Many agencies in the voluntary sector had also initia-
ted various types of advocacy programs. Although mental 
hea1th associations were especia11y prominent in           regard, 
other citizen groups such as the National Counci1 of Jewish 
Women and the Junior League also started advocacy programs 
in different cities throughout the country. In addition, 
at about this same time the Family Service Association of 
America encouraged its member agenc"ies to in! tiate- -prQg-rams 
of "family advocacy" which closely resembled many of the 
ch!1d advocacy programs. 
lNorth Carolina, An Act to Amend Chapter 110 of the 
General Statutes to Establish the Governor's Advocacy Com-
mIssion on children and Youth, Chapter 935, House Bill 203 
(July 20, 1971). 
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The child advocacy movement also                 new energy 
into traditional self-help organizations and stimulated the 
development       such new groups as parents       emotionally 
disturbed children and               parents associations. One      
the major thrusts was the development       a National Children's 
Lobby, as well as state lobbies in                         Massachusetts, 
and several other states. Also, youth groups which had started 
to organize around student issues in the late 1960's were 
able to use the child advocacy label to broaden their            
and to demand a more active role in the determination of 
public policy. Finally, political action groups such as 
National Welfare Rights Organization were able to use 
children's issues as a cause around which to organize support 
for their particular agendas. 
The baseline study in which the author participated 
was conducted between September 1971 - August 1972. At 
the start of the study an attempt was made to                   as 
many child advocacy programs as possible by contacting 
leaders in the children's field, regional                 of the 
U.S. Department                                           and Welfare, national 
voluntary organizations, State Departments of Mental Health, 
and State Committees on Children and Youth. Mail question-
naires were then sent to all the programs so                        
Finally site visits were made at some 75 programs in dif-
ferent parts of the country. The findings and recommendations 
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included in the final report of the study were based on 
data collected through these various means. l 
The significance of the child advocacy movement can 
best be understood in its historical context. Under              
law tradition children were viewed as the almost exclusive 
prorPerty of their parents, and public intervention in the 
parent-child relationship was considered at best a neces-
sary evil. The earliest child welfare services were orphan-
ages and foster care agencies established to provide for 
children who were orphans or paupers and utilized only 
when parental failure seemed almost total. 
After'the Industrial Revolution, as children's labor 
became less valua'ble at home, early leaders in the child 
welfare field began to observe incidents of child abuse and 
started their crusade for the establishment of children's 
protective services. Mulford has suggested that the early 
leaders in the child protective field "saw themselves as 
'arms of the law' and directed their efforts to the prosecu-
2 tion of parents rather than the provision of social services. 1I 
In this way they emphasized the "child-saving" role which was 
implicit in the orphanages and foster care agencies established 
earlier. Yet, the establishment of children's protective 
services signaled some public acceptance of the notion that 
lKahn, Kamerman, and McGowan,     cit., chapter 6. 
2Robert Mulford, "Protective Services for Children," 
Encyclopedia of Social Work, Vol. II. (New York: National 
Association or social workers, 1971), p. 1007. 
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the state has at least limited responsibility to safeguard 
the interests of children; and it foreshadowed a gradual 
enhancement of the societal guarantee to children. The 
20th century has witnessed a marked expansion in the degree 
of state intervention in the parent-child relationship as, 
for example, in judicial decisions requiring that children 
be given essential medical treatment and           they attend 
, 1 school despite parental                    
However, as Bremner commented in discussing public 
intrusion into family life: 
••• the child did not escape control, rather he 
experienced a partial exchange of masters in 
which the ignorance, neglect and exploitation 
of some parents were replaced by presumably 
fair and uniform treatment at         hands of public authorities and agencies. 
In recent years, the failings of many of these agencies 
created to serve the interests of children have been more 
than adequately documented. 3 In many juvenile institutions, 
for example, children are subject to neglect and abuse of 
a sort \-Ihich would provide grounds for criminal complaint 
lSanford N. Katz, . Fail: The Law's Res onse 
to Family Breakdown (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971 , chapter 1. 
2Robert'H. Bremner, ed., Children and Youth in America, 
Vol. II (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), 
p. 177. 
3see , for example, Juvenile Justice Confounded: 
Pretensions and Realities of Treatment Services (Paramus, 
N.J.: National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1972); 
William Ryan a.nd Laura B. Morris, Child 'Vlelfare Problems 
and Potentials (Boston: Massachusetts Committee on Children and fouth, 1987'; and Task Force on Children out of School, 
The Way We Go To School (Boston: Beacon Press, 1970). 
\ 
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if they received the same treatment from their parents. 
Similarly, s'chool systems have been found to exclude the 
very children most in need of educational services. 
Since the 1950's, some of the leaders in the social 
welfare field, recognizing the futility of many efforts at 
"child-rescue," have urged a more fa.'nily-focused approach. 
The·merger of child welfare and family service agencies in 
some areas is symbolic of           shift in emphasis, as is the 
mandatory integration of programs of child welfare and 
Aid to Families of Dependent Children at the state level. 
Certainly, in recent years the major thrust in child l'lelfare. 
has been toward enhancing parental rights and responsibilities 
and strengthening the family unit; yet the failure to achieve 
any major changes in the quality of services for children 
remains clear. 
Coupled with the recognition of' this failure has 
been the growing conviction on the part of many in the human 
service field that adequate public services are an essential 
component of life in a post-industrial society.l Thus, 
instead of viewing the state as posing a threat to the 
integrity of family life, child .. advocacy-spokesmen are con-
cerned with the contributions to family life which can be 
made by social institutions. Since certain services such 
as adequate education and health care have become essential 
lFor a further discussion of this point, see Charles 
Reich, liThe Nelrl Property, II Yale Law Journal, LXXIII: 5 (April, 
                733-787; and Alfred J. Kahn, Social-Policy and Social 
Services (New York: Random House, 1973), pp. 14-16. 
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to healthy child development, they suggest that these must 
be made available to all as a matter of right. l 
Recognizing the differential opportunities for 
access, the unequal distribution of resources, and the 
many deficiencies in human service agencies, the core of 
child advocacy is then the effort to monitor and strengthen 
these institutions so that they will be better able to 
provide all children with the services for which they were 
originally established. 
The three major themes which underline current efforts 
in the child advocacy field can be identified as follows: 
1) Widespread recognition of the ecological approach to 
child development which suggests that children develop not 
only through interaction with their families but also through 
transactions with secondary institutions such as schools, 
hospitals, child care facilities, and recreation programs; 
2) Increased acceptance of the notion that in the same way 
as parents have certain inherent responsibilities to their 
children, so society has certain obligations to its children; 
3) Commitment to the           that ,since these services are 
provided to ,children, not as a result of charity or 
lRecent court decisions requiring adequate treatment 
for all institutionalized children, Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 
F. supp. 373 and 344 F. supp. 387 (M.D. Ala. 1972) , and adequate education for all children, Pennsylvania Association 
for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of' Pennsylvania, 334 
F. Supp. 1257 (E.D. Pa. 1971), provide graphic examples of this type of thinking in tne legal field. 
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governmental largesse, but rather as a matter of right and 
entitlement, the institutions providing these services must 
be accountable to the public at large and to their consumers 
in particular. 
The critical ingredient of the child advocacy move-
ment is the newly identified societal need to monitor-and 
enhance the transactions between children and the social 
institutions which affect their lives. Thus it can be seen 
that in a conceptual sense, child advocacy shifts the focus 
from intra-familial transactions to the transac'tions between 
children and secondary social institutions; unlike earlier 
attempts ,to intervene in the parent-child relationship, 
child advocacy is viewed as a way to supplement rather than 
supplant parental roles and responsibilities. The key notion 
is that children have certain rights in relation to the 
social institutions which impinge on their lives. However, 
current social circumstances, especially those of poverty 
and racism, require that children be given support to insure 
equal access to the services and benefits to which they are 
entitled. Furthermore, because of the strength of political 
f"orces indifferent to the needs of children,'the inherent 
defects of bureaucratic organizations, and the self-serving 
nature of many professional groups, all service organizations 
must continually be monitored to insure that they meet the 
needs they were designed to serve. 
In practice, then, child advocacy activities might 
include providing evidence at a school suspension hearing 
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as to why an individual child should be re-admitted to 
school; negotiation with a local group of physicians to 
provide free medical care to a certain number of children; 
attempts to mediate between police and a group of teenage 
boys; organization of a group of parents of emotionally 
disturbed children to act on their own behalf; legal action 
against a state school which is not providing adequate 
treatment facilities; public analysis of the budget of the 
state Department of Education to highlight the unequal 
distribution of funds between middle and low income communi-
ties; or lobbying against the establishment of income limita-
tions for day care service. 
From the above listing it is obvious that almost 
every activity on behalf of children including direct 
service, coordination, and program planning can be an advo-
cacy activity or can lead to advocacy. However, rather than 
engaging in a semantic game of relabeling all of these activ-
ities"as advocacy, it was recommended in the baseline study 
that use of the term child advocacy be confined to those 
activities which have the distinct purpose of intervening in 
the transactions between children and secondary institutions 
impinging on their lives. 
In summarizing the national picture of child advocacy 
in its earliest phase, the baseline study commented as follows: 
Child advocacy, in its initial and most undefined and 
unstandardized period, is a nationally distributed, 
urban, small-scale, recent development. Programs tend 
to cluster at either the state level (with state funding) 
or at the community level (with federal funding). They 
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operate primarily under public auspices           to a 
lesser                 mixed auspices. The programs encom-
pass both the provision of direct service and social 
                with various degrees of empha.s1s. Most 
serve both children and their                     rather than 
just children. A               especially those that focus 
on                 distinguish between the interests of 
children and their parents and may even recognize 
a degree of conflict of interest. Programs are 
about equally divided between serving all children 
or a special group of children and                     such 
as the                                 handicapped, delinquent, or 
specific age group.l . 
The study revealed that there are a number of differ-
ent possible ways of thinking about and organizing advocacy 
activities. This is a very new field in which much experi-
menting is going on. Old ways for doing things are being 
challenged while new ideas are being tested out. At the 
time the study was conducted it was too early to draw any 
firm conclusions about the effectiveness of different pro-
grams or even to specify any clearcut models for advocacy 
programs. The activities were too new and                           and 
patterns were just beginning to emerge. For                   social 
work has long made a distinction between case advocacy or 
activity on behalf of an individual client, and class advo-
cacy or activity on behalf of a group of clients; and con-
ventional wisdom has suggested 'that these activities must 
be performed by different people in different organizational 
settings. 2 Yet the Family Service                           an old and 
1 . 
                                and                                   p.60. 
2For a further discussion of this               see Kahn, 
Social Policy,     cit., pp. 181-185. 
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venerable institution in the social work field, is now 
advancing the idea that its member agencies move from case 
to cause advocacy.l Similarly, distinctions have long been 
made between legal and         advocacy; but many new programs 
are attempting to merge these roles. Even the old distinc-
tions between public and voluntary agencies have started 
to blur, as private agencies begin to receive government 
grants, and public agencies establish citizen advisory 
boards and make use of lay volunteers. 
The most useful means for classifying advocacy 
programs seem to be in terms of their starting points and 
targets for"intervention. In regard to starting points for 
advocacy, most programs fall into one of four types. Some 
programs, especially those that have a direct service com-
ponent, start with case services and engage in advocacy as 
they see the need arise in their work with individuals. 
Other programs begin with a survey of needs       a given geo-
graphic area or among a given population group. Still other 
groups start by monitoring the services provided by existing 
agencies. In what is yet another approach, self-help organ-
izations tend to define issues in terms of the personal 
experience of their members and to use personal documentation 
as the initiating force for advocacy. 
In regard to the targets for intervention, programs 
tend to concentrate on one or more levels. Some concentrate 
lEllen P. Manser, ed., Family Advocacy: A Manual for 
Action (New York: Family Service Association of America, 1973). 
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almost entirely on achieving certain benefits for the indi-
vidual case or client. In other words, they do not attempt 
to effect change which benefits a larger group but rather 
engage in whatever activity is necessary to safeguard the 
interests of a particular client or group of clients. 
Other groups concentrate on local service agencies and at-
tempt to effect change in the policies, programs, personnel, 
or. board composition of local agencies. still others con-
centrate on executive or administrative agencies such as the 
state Departments of Education or Welfare and attempt to 
effect change at this level in policy guidelines, adminis-
trative regulations, budget allocations, etc. Finally, 
other groups concentrate on achieving changes in law, 
either by lobbying for new legislation or.by engaging 
in legal action in the courts. 
Generally child advocacy programs tended to cluster 
in three major types: First are the community-based pro-
grams which tend to start either with case services or 
need surveys and concentrate their efforts on effecting 
change either at the case level or in local service agencies. 
Second are the state-wide agencies which usualJ;y- -sot-art -either 
with need surveys or monitoring of existing service systems 
and concentrate their change efforts on the executive and 
legislative levels. Finally, the national organizations, 
most of which are under voluntary auspices, tend to concen-
trate their efforts either on monitoring the actions of the 
., 
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various federal aGencies or on effecting change in the law 
through                           court action. Self-help                              
tend to be distri·buted along this entire range, depending 
upon whether they are local, state-Wide, or national groups. 
The baseline study ''las not able to conclude anythinG 
definite about the effectiveness of various types of child 
advocacy proerams. Generally it seemed that programs which 
have a limited focus and clearly defined eoals are able to 
design and implement their change strategies most effectively. 
A t the time of the study, however, the qua.li ty of pra c tice in 
child advocacy seemed very limited. Among existing agencies 
greatest attention had been given to the question of structural 
variables such as board composition and staffing patterns; 
as D. result, many of the advocacy programs ha.d ela.bora te 
organizational structures \,lhich l'lere largely irrelevaat 
because goals \tlere so diffuse and strater;ies and techniques 
so poorly conceptualtzed. The need for further innovation, 
clarification, and docu'Tlentation seemed clear. 
At tho concluston of the baseline study recommenda-
tions \'lere made for f'uther resea.rch in a number of' different 
areas. One 3ubjoct \'1hich seemed critica.l \-'las that of the 
practice cO!":1ponents .in child advocacy. In order to make 
a contribution in this area, the present study focused on 
methods and techniques employed in case advocacy. 
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Problem 
Although a considerable literature has developed 
around the subject of child advocacy and some initial re-
search efforts are taking place, little substantive atten-
tion has yet been given to the practice components in child 
advocacy. The literature to date has consisted largely of 
1 polemics on the value of child advocacy, discussion of 
varying conceptualizations,2 and proposals for specific 
program models. 3 Little is known about the knowledge and 
skill required for the several tasks subsumed under child 
advocacy. 
lSee, for example, Mary Kohler, "The Rights of Chi1d-
ren, An Unexplored Constituency," Social Policy, I:6 (March-April, 1971), 36-44; Richard J. Gould, "Chilaren's Rights: 
More Liberal Games," Social Policy, I:7 (July-August, 1971), 50-52; .Jane Knitzer, "Advocacy and the Children's Crisis," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XLI:5 (October, 1971), 
                  and Jerome cohen, "Advocacy and the Children's Crisis,' American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XLI:5 
(October, 1971), 807-808. 
2 See, for example, Crisis in Child Mental Health: 
Challenge for the 1970's, OPe Cit.; WIlbert L. Lewis, "Child Advocacy and EcologIcal                       Mental Hyc;iene, LIV: 4 (Octo·ber, 1970), 475-483; Patrick v. Riley, "Family Advocacy: Case to Cause and Back to Case," Child vlelfare, L:7 (July, 
1971), 374-383; and Spencer A. Ward, "components of a Child Advocacy Program," Children Today, I:2 (March-April, 1972), 38-40. .. - - . --._._- - - --
3See , for example, Paul Dimond, "Towards a ·Children's 
Defense Fund," Harvard Educational Revie\,l, XLI:3 (August, 1971), 386-400; Wolf' Wolfensoerger, "Toward Citizen Advocacy for the Handicapped;" (Lincoln: Nebraska Psychiatric Institute, University of Ne·braska Medica1 Center, undated). (Mimeo-
graphed.); John Kay Adams, "School Ombudsmen Explore Student 
Rights," Opportunity, II: 3 (April, 1972), 2J.j.-29; and Sylvia 
M. Pechman, "Seven Parent and Child Centers," Children Today, 
1:2 (March-April, 1972), 28-32. 
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Because of the rapid proliferation of child advocacy 
programs, a great many persons from very different back-
grounds have recently been employed in child advocacy pro-
grams. During the baseline study numerous requests l\Tere 
received for suggestions regarding training.manuals and staff 
development programs. A number of respondents also indicated 
interest in establishing training centers on child advocacy. 
However, before it \,/ould be possible to develop a ItnOl\Tledge 
base which could be transmitted to new practitioners, it 
seemed essential to pool the practice wisdom gained by 
participants in various child advocacy prosrams and to 
begin to conceptualize this in some meaningful l\Tay. 
At the same time, because of the heavy investment of 
public funds in child advocacy programs, concern has been 
expressed about the need to evaluate the effectiveness of 
different approaches and models. Some global assessments .. 
of effectiveness can nOli be made. HOl'lever, it will not be 
possible to conduct rj.Borous evaluations of diff'erent strat-
egies until some specif'ication is made of the actual input 
of various types of child advocacy programs. Actual measures 
of effectiveness can be made onJ.y \'/hen it is possible to 
identify specific goals and processes l\Thich can be related 
to outcomes. Therefore, for the purpose of kno\,lledge develop-
ment., as ,.,ell as traininB.l it seemed appropriate to begin 
to examine the actual techniques and strateeies used by 
child advocacy practitioners. 
, 
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Although there is as yet no adequate practice theory 
for child advocacy, practitioners in         different programs 
have reported varying degrees of success. Therefore, it 
seemed likely that practice wisdom had outdistanced theory 
in this area. For this reason       was decided that a fruit-
ful approach to                     practice theory would be to analyze 
the advocac\y processes actually used in practice and to 
develop theoretical constructs based on these data. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study were as follows: 
1. Collection and description of the advocacy tech-
niques employed by practitioners in programs which use case 
services' as a st,arting point for advocacy. 
2. Classification and conceptualization of these 
techniques at a level of abstraction suitable for further 
empirical verification and transmission to new practitioners. 
3. Development of theoretical formulations which can 
describe the relationship between the use of specific modes of 
intervention and the                     context in which they are employed. 
4. Generation of hypotheses describing the major dynamics 
of the advocacy process. 
5. Analysis of the implications of these findings for 
theory and practice of child advocacy. 
Relevance to the Field of Social Work 
In the same way that advocacy for children has a long 
tradition within American social welfare history, so client 
• 
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advocacy has long been a function of the social l'lOl'lc pro-
fession. However, as a nwnber of o'bservers have pointeci out, 
until the past decade the majority o.f social workers lfere 
preoccupied with conceptualizing and per.fecting individual 
1 treatment techniques. Advocacy was then in a sense redis-
covered by social workers during the political ferment of 
the 1960's. 
Because advocacy has only recently been de.fined as 
an integral                     of the professional role,2 it has 
not received as much attention in social work theory and 
practice as the more traditional methods. For example, 
Hollis, who has proba'bly done more than any other theoris t 
to conceptualize and classify the components of the ca,se''lork 
process, .focused her ef.forts almost entirely on what she 
terms "direct treatmentJl or the communications which take 
place between the worker and the client. And the content 
analysis on which she bases her typolqgy of treatment tech-
niques "las conducted entirely on case records of such direc t 
lSee, for example, Carel Germain, II'Casework and Science: A Historical Encounter," in Theories o.f Social Casework, ed. by Robert \'1. Roberts and Robert H. Nee 
, (Chicago: University o.f Chicago Press, 1970), pp. 3-32; and Richard M. Grinnell, Jr., "Environmental Modification: Casework's Concern or Casework's Neglect?" Social Service 
Review, XLVII:2               1973), 208-220. ' 
2Ad Hoc Committee on Advocacy; "The Social Worker as 
Advocate: Champion of Social Victims,JI Social Work, XIV:2 
(April, 1969), 16-22. 
'\ 
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I trea tment. Howeve.r, in the recently revised edition of 
her basic text, she devotes much more attention.to "indirect. 
treatment" or environmental modification and suggests that 
much more study is needed in this area of casework practice. 2 
To the writer's knowledge, in the social work litera-
ture at present, there are no classification schemes of 
advocacy practice which have been developed inductively 
from actual practice. Yet the need for this is great. For 
example, in reporting on the discussions at a symposium of 
major case\'lOrk scholars held at the University of Chicago 
School of Social Service Administration in May, 1969, Simon 
suggests that issues such as what is actually undertaken 
in advocacy and how " ••• are of utmost significance to the 
future development       social case\,lork theory and practice. ,,3 
Somewha.t similarly, in discussing the social brolter and 
advocate functions which have recently reappeared in case-
work practice, Briar and Miller comment as follows: 
While the methods and techniques appropriate to these functions have yet to be elaborated before 
they can be fully incorporated into the training 
1 Florence Hollis, A T ology of Case\'Iork Trea tment (New York: FamiJ.y Service sscca         o·                   • 
2Florence Hollis, Case\,lork: A Psychosocial Therapy, 
2nd ed. (Netl Yorlt: Random House, 1972), pp. l39-lb3. 
3Bernece K. Simon, "Social Casework Theory: An Over-
View," in Theories of Social Casel,olork, ed. by Robert w. 
Roberts and Robert H. Nee (chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), p. 392. 
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of all caseworkers and thereby become part of every 
caseworker's repertoire, the rationality, utility, 
and relevance of these functions offer hope for 
their future development. l 
In a recent article, Richan suggests that there are 
three major obstacles to social workers' engaging in advo-
ca.cy: 1) lack of technical expertise; 2) agency and com-
munity pressures against such activity; and 3) moral di-
lemmas raised by advocacy such as competing loyalt:f.es, 
paternalism"and individual redress versus social refol'm. 2 
Although research studies of the type being reported 
here can never provide any final answ'ers to moral dilemmas 
of the type suggested 'by Richan, the study should contribute 
to the development of the ImO\'lledge base necessary for 
practitioners to make informed choices. In addition, by 
conceptualizing practice techniques of case advocacy, the 
researcher would hope to ameliorate to some degree the prob-
lem of lack of technical expertise. Finally, this study 
should contribute to the development of practice standards 
for advocacy, an endeavor which could help to alleviate the 
community and agency pressures against social workers en-
gaging in advocacy. For example, in a recent legal suit in 
st. LoUis, a social worker ,"as fired from a state hospital 
because, contrary to the wishes of the attending psychiatrist, 
1 . Scott Briar and Henry Miller, Problems and Issues in Social Casework (New York: Columbia                       Press, 1911), p. 244. .. 
2 Willard C. Richan, "Dilemmas of the Social Work 
Advocate," Child Welfare, LII:4 (April, 1973), 221. 
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she arranged legal counsel for an adolescent patient who 
wished to know her rights l'lith respect to release. On the 
basis that the presiding judge had excluded expert testi-
mony intended to show that she had engaged in appropriate 
social work behavior, the worker appealed a jury decision 
in favor of the hospital. The appeal was denied in a 
United states District Court on the basis that social work 
has no professional standards for advocacy to justify such 
1 expert testimony. This is certainly a searing indictment 
of a profession which prescri·bes advocacy in its CO,de of 
Ethics. 2 Yet the implication is clear that if National 
Association of Social Workers were to develop practice 
standards for advocacy, individual workers engaging in advo-
cacy would enjoy much greater protection in the face of 
community and agency pressure. 
The research being reported here was, of course, 
limi.ted to a study of the techniques of case advocacy 
employed by practitioners of child advocacy; and only a 
portion of the respondents were professional social workers. 
Therefore, the findings cannot be generalized to the social 
work field as a whol.e. By conceptualizing this limi.ted 
1 Ronda S. Connaway, et al., "Issues in Professional 
Advocacy in lilenta·l Heal th Service Delivery Sys terns" (paper 
presented at the Third National Association of Social 
Workers' National Professional Symposium, New Orleans, La., 
Novem'ber 28, 1972). 
2Ad Hoc Committee on Advocacy,     cit. 
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portion of the advocacy process, however, the researcher 
hopes to contribute to the broader task of developing a 
knowledge base and practice standards for the profession 
as a whole. 
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CHAPTER "II 
ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL INTERVENTION: 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
As suggested in Chapter I, the literature on child 
advocacy is very limited; and that which does exist is 
primarily o:f an exhortative" ·rather than substantive type. 
Although the literature on social work advocacy is more 
extensive, it too tends to be largely polemical; and the 
limi ted. substantive work \'lhich is available :focuses more on 
class than on case advocacy. For this reason the researcher 
had to turn to the broader subject o:f planned social inter-
vention to discover any material which could contribute to a 
conceptual unders tanding o:f the adv'ocacy process. Hence, 
this chapter, which reviews the advocacy literature 'brie:fly, 
will attempt to highlight the relevant theoretical work on 
strategies o:f social intervention contained in the casework, 
community organization, and organizational change literature. 
Advocacy - as the term is being used in this study -
is, o:f course, a relatively recent phenomenon and can perhaps 
          be understood as one proposed solution to problems o:f 
organizational - client relationships l'lhich are so pervasive 
in bureaucratic society. A recent book by Katz and Danet1 
1 Elihu Katz and Brenda Danet, eds., Bureaucracy and 
the Public: A Reader in Official-Client ReI"iitions (New Yorlt: 
Basic Books, Inc., 1973). 
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suggests that social                       have traditionally been 
concerned with lntraorganizational aspects of bureaucracy, 
whereas ,the public at large is worried about the external 
effects of bureaucracy. 
                    kinds of people voice different kinds 
of criticism about bureaucracy, 'but if one listens 
closely, it is not dirficult to hear that they are 
tallting about the \'1ays in which formal organizations 
deal \,11 th their clients, or beyond that, the "lays 1n 
wh:tch formal organizations affec t the environments 
1n which they exist, including the lives and personali-
ties of their t·lorlcers. ' The most common complaints 
voiced against bureaucracies are that they are 
inefficient, impersonal or                   and inaccessible 
when really needed.l 
The authors later go on to point out that a number 
of solutions have been proposed to deal with the problems 
imposed on clients by bureaucracies. For example, some 
have suggested changing the organizations by the intro-
duction of human relations training; others have proposed 
changing the environment by encouraging citizen participa-
tion; and still others have suggested developing new types 
2 of mediating mechanisms and regulatory agencies. Advocacy, 
of course can serve a mediating function, and it can also 
be a form of citizen participation.' 
Advocacy Practice in Social Work 
The notion of the social worker as a sort of urban 
broker was first introduced in 1958 by Wilensky and Lebeaux 
1 Katz and Danet,     Cit., p. 6. 
2 Ibid., pp. 393-400. 
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who suggested that social workers could function as "guides, 
so to speak, through a new kind of civilized jungle ••• putting 
people in touch with community resources they need but can 
hardly na,me, let alone locate. III 
In the early 1960's, Mobilization for Youth in New 
York Cityimpumented this broker model in practice, broaden-
ing the concept to include brokerag'e on behalf of groups of 
individuals. Yet, as Grosser later pointed out in an 
article first introducing the notion of an advocate role 
for social \'1orkers: 
It has been the experience of t'lorlte rs in 
neighborhood community development progra,ms 
that the brolter role is frequently insufficiently 
direc ti ve ••• Often the ins ti tu tions \'1i th \,Ihich 
local residents must deal are not even neutral, 
much less positively motivated, to\'1ard handling 
the issues brought to them by community groups. 
In fact, they are frequently overtly negative and hostile, often concealing or distorting 
informa tion a'bout rules, procedures, and office 
hours. By their own partisanship on behalf of instrumental organizational goals, they create 
an atmosphere that demands advocacy on              
'of the poor man. 2 
It was this experience which led Mobilization for 
Youth to introduce an advocate model in practice; and the 
1 Harold L.                     and Charles N. Lebeaux, Industrial 
Society and Social loJ'elfare (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1958, p. 286. 
2Charles Grosser, "Community Development Programs 
Serving the Urban Poor," in Readings in Community Organiza-
tion Practice, ed. by Ralph M. Kramer and Harry Specht 
(Engie\'lood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 217. 
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earliest reported at.tempts at lay advocacy came out of their 
work in the early 1960 I s .1 They demons tra ted that nel'l 
advocacy techniques utilized on behalf of the poor in 
dealing "'lith various adlninistrative bodies '<Tere successful 
in achieving and implementing new client rights and improving 
the delivery of existing entitlements. These same techniques 
were later used with similar results in the                     action 
programs and neighborhood service centers established under 
the Office of Economic opportunity.2 Yet, unfortunately, 
li ttle t'lork was done by these early leaders in the field to 
conceptualize the advocacy process. Instead, the liter-
ature disctissing these experiences tended either to report 
specific case illustrations or to defend and expound ·the 
·3 advocacy concept. 
Scott Briar was the first to suggest that case advo-
·cacy should be an integral component of the professional 
caseworlt role. In t'lhat had the hallmark of e. seminal 
1 See, for example, Francis P. Purcell and Harry Specht, 
"Selecting Methods and Points of Intervention in Dealing with Social Problems: The House on Sixth street," and Richard A. 
Clow·ard and Richard M. Elman, "The Storefront on Stanton 
street: Advocacy in the Ghetto," in Cormnunity Action Aga.inst 
Poverty, ed. by George A. Brager and F'rancis P. Purcell 
(NetV' Haven, Conn.: College and University Press, 1967). 
2 . See, for example, Ralph M. Kramer, Participation of . 
the Poor: Com.arative Case Studies in the War on Poverty 
'ne:; et'lOO                           J .: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969); and 
Robert Perlman and David Jones, Neie;hborhood Service Centers 
(lofashington, D.C.: Government Printing Office; 1967). 
3see , for example, Grosser, OPe cit., and George A. 
Brager, "Advoca.cy and Political Behavior, Ii Soc ial               XII: 1 (January 1967), 5-15. 
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article for the field, he described the concept of the 
case\'Torker-advoca te as one \'1ho is " ••• his client I s supporter, 
his adviser, his champion, and if need be, his representative 
in his dealings with the court, the police, the social agency, 
. 1 and other organizations that Caffect_7 his' \-Tell-being." 
Since that time he and his former colleagues at the 
School of Social l'lelf'are of the Uni versi ty of California 
at Berlceley have done much to popularize the concept of 
advocacy and have done some limited research in this area. 
One study, for example, demonstrated that "welfare recipi-
ents represented at fair hearings by advocates had nearly 
double the 'chance of \'I'inning their appeals as unrepresented 
recipients.,,2 Althou@l this group also failed to produce 
any real conceptual analysis of the advocacy process, 
Terrell was able to identify a               of roles f'or the social 
worker acting as advocate for a group of' clients. He                    
for example, that the advoca.te can act as general spokesman 
for the group; can provide knm'lledge and consul ta tion to 
community groups about the strengths and vulnerabilities 
of institutional systems; can recommend strategic actions 
              might be undertalten; can· attempt                                          
vailing pressures to the actions of public institutions; and 
Iscott Briar, "The Current Crisis in Social Caset'lork," 
Social l'1ork Practice (Ne\'T Yorlc: Columbia University Press, 1967), p. 28. (cited in Ad Hoc Committee on Advocacy, 
    cit., p. 17.). " 
2scot t Briar and Alan S. Kalmanoff, "l'lelfare Hearings 
in California" (University of' Calii'ornia at Berkeley 1968) (Mimeographed). Cited in Scott Briar and Henry              
Issues and Problems in Social Caseworlc (Net., York: Colwtibia 
                      Press, 19'(1), p. 243. 
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can do contingency planning in order to capitalize on socIal 
              \'1hen they occur. l 
Also, in a recent publication, Briar and Miller suggest 
that there are a few' general practice prinCiples for case 
advocacy which can be identified from the limited experience 
to date. Firs t, in regard to knm'1ledge base, caseworkers 
performing advocacy tunc tions require knOl'lledge of organi-
zational dynamics and                                 processes; familiarity 
with the policies, regulations and appeal machinery of the 
agencies with which they are dealing; and kno\'1ledge of the 
law and legal process. Second, in regard to techniques, 
advocates may need to employ a more aggressive style of 
l'1orle than that to \,lhich case\'1orlters have been accustomed in 
the past. 2 
In general, it seems that the social \-'/ork literature 
on advocacy has been largely polemical rather than analytical 
in nature. Part of the reason 'for this may be that, as 
Grosser has pointed out, "During most of the 1960's, it 
l'TaS only a small, though persistent and articulat,e, minority 
l'li thin the social worle profession that pursued the issue of 
advocacy, attempting to define priorities in social work and 
then to revise and update practice. 113 Therefore, the 
1 Paul Terrell, "The Social \vorker as Radical: Roles of 
Advocacy, II New' Perspec ti ve s: The Berkeley Journal of Soc ial 
\'lelf'are I (Sprin3, 1967), 87. 
2Briar and Niller, op. cit., pp.                    
3Grosser, Nel>l D'irectlons in Community Organization: 
From                       to Advocacy (Hel,/ York: Praeger Publishers, 1973), p.         -
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proponents of an advocacy model for social \'1orlt prac tice \'lere 
forced to direct their efforts toward defending the concept 
against attacks of "non-professionalism" and to\'1ard expound-
ing the need for social \'1orlters to adopt an advocacy role. 
The fact that an ad hoc committee of the National Association 
1 of Social Workers did endorse this concept in 1968 and that 
at leas t one school of social \'lork has instituted structural 
procedures to protect stud-ents who engage in advocacy2 \'1ould 
seem to indicate that the advocacy "cause" has been won, at 
least \'lithin the social \'lork profession, and that its pro-
ponents should turn their energies toward further analyzing 
and explicating the advocacy process. That such efforts have 
not taken place is pro'bably the result of two major factors: 
first, effective advocacy is difficult to carry out and still 
more difficult to analyze and conceptualize; and second, 
although this has been identified as -an appropriat_e function 
of the social 1'1ork profession, because of the                    
ramifications of advocacy, society at large has not been 
willing to institutionalize or fund such activity at an 
3 adequate level. 
1 Ad Hoc Committee on Advocacy,     cit. 
2David \Ilineman and Adrienne James, "The Advocacy 
Challenge to Schools of Social Work," Social               XIV: 2 
(April, 1969), ,23-32. 
3The National Center for Child Advocacy of the Office 
for Child Development is one of the 'first efforts in this d1rection. 
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To da to, the most systcma tic \'1ork on the advocacy 
process is thnt of the                 Service Aooocio.tion of America 
(FSAA) and it!; membel' aGencies lllhich recently initiated a 
proGram of family advocacy in oreler to insure that "systems 
and institutions \'li th direct bearing on families "10rk for 
those fa.milies, rOo ther than ac;a.inst them. ,,1 
In order to accomplish this,'FSAA is advancing the 
concept of case to cauoe advocacy in \,lhich it is sUGgested 
thfl t social problems identified thr:ough casew'ork \·11 th indi-
viduals should be addressed in ter:ns of their social causes. 
                            tha.t, "As in                           there are six essential 
parts of the advocacy proceso: definition of the proble:n, 
case study, d5.aG;nocis, treatment plan, imple:nenta tion of 
.. ') the plan, and evaluation. :1'<. 
In terms of specific methods of advocacy, they 
reco:nmend the                             studies and su.rveys, expert testi-
mony, case con:i:'erences, intera{;cncy committees, educational 
methodf'>, posi tion-tal:in[s, adminil3trative redress, cle:nonstra.-
tion projects, direct contact with officials and le3islators, 
coalition Groupo, c1icpt Groups, pctition3, persintent 
demands, dcmonotrntions and                     3 --_._--
lEllcn P. i:Ianser, eel., FamilY'                     A                   for 
Ac t:i.on (NCH Yodc F::U:lily Service iu;sociu 1. ron of' A:Hcrica, 1973)    
p. 3. 
              p. 9. 
3nO'bert                     "Fo.:nlly.l\.dvocacy: From Caoe to Cause," 
in                         op. cit., nj). 152-157. -- --- - .. 
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The t'lork of the FSl\A haG been derived from an intereGt-
        interplay of theoretical                   and practical exper-
ience, and it has provided the most                 analysis of the 
advocacy process to do. te. HO\'Tover, the FSM formula tions 
\'Tere of only limited value in this study because they relate 
so specifically to the case to cause model for advocacy 
pracl;ice and assume a particular type of organiza.tional 
setting. 
Envirol1!:lental Modification in Case\'lork Practice 
,Case advocacy belongs under the rubric of \-That case-
\'10rlc theorists have tra.di tionally termed "environmental 
modification." Yet as Grinnell has recently documented, 
a1 thouGh env lronmen-cul nlodifica tiOll has lonG been a reco3n'izcd 
method of                         treatment, leaders in the field have never 
examined this approach in as much su'bstantive detail as thcy 
have the dlrcct treat:nent of'individuals. 1 Perlman, for 
example, ha.G conuilen-ced that social \'Iork methods of environ-
mental intcrvention have someho\'( "not mnde their t'lay into 
nor                   their place in the 'treat:nent techniques' so valued 
by clu:;m'lOJ:-I:ers. ,,2 
1 Grinnell" on. cit. --=-- --
2Uelen Harri::; Perl:nan, "Once More, Hi th Fcclinr.;," in 
                              or 30cinl InV;l'ven1"i()Y'l, eel. by E.J. i',iullen, J.H. 
                                  {; 0.1. ( Sun                             Joo:,;ey-Bass, Inc., 19'"(2), 
po 201.               in Grinnell, OPe cit., p. 215.) 
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As had been noted, hO\,lever, in the revised edition 
      her basic text, Hollis devoted more serious attention to 
the issue                                                                 She suggests that 
this \'lork can be analyzed in three ways: 1) types of com-
munication betw'een worlcer and collateral; 2) types of re-
sources involved; and 3) roles or functions of the, \'l'orker. 
The types       communication l'lhich take place bet\,leen l'lorker 
and collateral are those       sustainment, direct influence, 
exploration-description-ventilation, and person-si"tuation 
2 
                        The resources employed by the l'lorlcEl!r are 
those of the employing agency, other service systems or 
institutions, task-oriented collaterals such as employers 
and landlords, and                                   colla teral"s such as 
relatives and friends. The major roles identified by 
Hollis as appropriate for the social \'10rker engaging in 
                            modification are as                   provider of a 
resource; locator of a resource; creator of a res"ource; 
interpreter; mediator; and aggressive intervener. She 
suggests that these last two roles a.re appropriate to case 
advocacy; but since they               some conflict or strain 
in the client-collateral relationship, she warns that these 
lHollis, Caset'lorlc,     cit., chapter 9. 
2 Although the emphasis on collateral communication is 
nel'1, Hollis relies in this analysis on the same typ es of 
communication identified as                 place betl'leen \'10rlcer and 
client. See Hollis,                         cit., for a fuller descip-tion of these                   types oI'Communication. 
· ." 
roles should be taken on only when the sanction is clear, 
other methods have failed, and there has been a careful 
assessment of long-run as tllell as short-run effects. l 
strategies of Community Organization 
As discussed earlier, the concept of advocacy as a 
social t'lork function developed out of the co:mnunity organiz-
ing experience, and it is the literature from this field 
tllhich is mos t relevant to the current study. For example, 
an article by Roland vlarren "1hich firs t appeared in 1965 
outlines three types of purposive social change at the 
community level: collaborative,                     and contest. 2 
He suggests that the selection of a specific strategy should 
relate to the type of issue agreement-disagreement \,Thich 
exists bet\t1een the change agent and the target system. In 
other words, if there is consensus about the issue or at 
least about the values underlying the issue, the change 
agent can use a collaborative strategy in l'1h1ch his principal 
role is that of enabler or catalyst. If there is difference 
about the issue but a possibility that agreement can be 
reached, the change agent should use a campaign strategy 
- -- -in which his principal role is that of persuader. If there 
is dis sensus abou·t the issue in that the target system either 
1 Hollis, Case\'lorlt,     cito pp. 157-160. 
2 Roland L. l'1arren "Types of Purposive Social Change at the Community Level,fl in Kramer and Specht,     cit., pp. 205-222. 
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refuses to l'ecognize the issue or is unlilcely to modify 
his vie\,ls over time, the change agent must use a contest 
strategy ill \'1hich his primary role is that of contestant. 
Warren also suggests ·that other dimensions such as the 
relationship of the objective to the community pOl-ler struc-
ture, the relationship of the change agent to the target 
population, and the timing may influence the selection of·a 
specific strategy.l 
In a recent publication, Brager and Specht have 
elaborated on laJ'arren's l'lOrk. 2 They suggest that the three 
major factors \-Ihich influence the communi·ty organizer's 
choice of tactics are the substance of the issue or goal as 
perceived by the change agent and target system, the resources 
of the parties involved, and the relationship of the change 
agent and the target system to each other. They then 3 . 
propose the follet-ling typology: 
WHEN THE GOAL IS 
PERCEIVED AS: 
(a) Mutually enhancing ad-justments; or rearrange-ment of resources 
(b) Redistri'bution of resources 
(c)               in status relationships. 
(d) Reconstruction of entire system 
lWarren, OPe Cit., p. 210. 
THE RESPONSE THE MODE OF 
IS: INTERVENTION IS: 
Consensus Collaborative 
Difference Campaign 
Dissensus contest or 
disruption 
Insurrection Violence 
2Brager and Specht, 2E.:.. Cit., chapter 12. 
                and Specllt. on- cit 263 .... ".;;&.!..' p. • 
In another major \'1ork on com.'1luni ty organiza tion, Cox 
et ale take a somewhat different approach to the issue of 
strategy.l They identify three major modes of in.fluence: 
force, inducement, ang value consensus. They point out, 
however, that each of these modes of influence is dependent 
on the others                 they are mutually supportive and 
each may be a goal as             as a means to the other·s. 
Therefore, in developing strategies to attain specific 
objectives, these authors suggest that organizers must 
consider a mix and phasing of strategien. The strategy 
used at a particular point in time should be determined ·by 
conditions at the moment as they effect the organizer's 
overall objectives. In particular, the authors highliBht 
the importance of such                       variables as the resources 
of the target system, the social class of the various con-
2 stituencies, and the complexity of the problem. 
A major theme in the community organizing literature 
seems to be that change strategies can range from consensus 
to conflict and that the selection of a specific tactic at 
a particular point in. time               be deter:nined by such 
variables as the resources available, the relationship and 
degree of agreement bet\'1een the change agent and the target 
system, the relationship of the various constituencies to 
the community power structure, and the timing and complexity 
l Fred M. Cox, et al., eds., strategies of Community 
Organization (Itasia-;-Irr:-: F.E. Peacock PUblishers, Inc., 1970). 
2 Ibid., pp. 155-167. 
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of the. issue. This is somet'lhat different from the tradi tion-
al casework position, as                           by Hollis, t'lho also 
highlights the importance of careful assessment of the 
situation, but implies that conflict methods should be 
used only as a last resort.                   the community organizing-
social               tradition, certain theorists, of course, 
emphasize a consensus approach \'Thereas . others emphasize 
a conflict model. 
The consensus model is perhaps best illustrated by 
the t'lork of' Lippitt, vlatson, and vlestley in their classic 
text on planned change. l Although stressing the problems 
of ambivalence and resistance to change, they base their 
model on the presupposition that the target system has made 
a deliberate decision to change and has asked for the help 
of an outside agent. They identify seven major phases in the 
chanse process: 1) Develop the need for change; 2) Establish 
a change relationship; 3) Identify and clarify' pro"blem; 
4) Examine alternatives and                     goals; 5) Initiate 
change efforts; 6) Generalize and stabilize change; 
7) Terminate the helping relationship.2 In their discussion 
of actual change strategies, they emphasize such factors as 
neutralizing resistance, developing a positive relationship, 
obtaining mutual expectations, arousing and supporting . 
The 
and 
1 . Ronald Lippitt, Jeanne                     and Bruce Westley, 
Dynamics of Planned Change (New York: Harcourt, Brace Company, 1958). 
2 Ibid., chapter 6. 
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intentions to change, mobilizing competence, and providing 
direct and indirect support during the change process. 
This model is rather dramatically differ.ent from 
that of" Saul Alinsky l'lho was a consummate tactician of the 
conflict approach to social change. A few of his rules for 
pO\,ier tactics, taken from his last book, Rules for Radicals, 
perhaps best illustrate this                    
POl'ler is not only l'That you have but \·rhat the 
enemy thinks you have ••               go outside the exper-ience of your people ••• Whenever possible go outside the experience of the enemy ••• Ridicule is man's most 
potent \'leapon ••• Keep the pressure on ••• Pickl the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it. 
Alinslty, of course, al.ways worl ... ed on behalf' of 
the powerless against the powerful; and as Brager and 
Specht have suggested, when the goal is redistribution of 
resources or a change in status relationships, the mode of 
intervention :nay well have to be campaign, contest, or 
disruption. 2 Certainly, the approaches of Lippitt,      
al. 'and of Al.insky have both been very successful in 
different circumstance"s. Hence, their experiences would 
seem to highlight the need in any type of advocacy or social 
intervention for careful evaluation of the situation and 
for differential use and blending of strategies. 
lSaul D. Alinslty, Rules for Radicals (Neltl York: 
Vintage Bool .. s, 1971), 1'1'. 121-130. " 
2Brager and Specht, OPe cit., p. 263. 
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Bureaucratic-Community Group Lirutages 
As suggested earlier, organization theorists have 
given remarltable little attention to the issue of bureau-
cratic-client relations. HOt-lever" Li tl'lak and his f'ormer 
                      at the University of Michigan have dealt exten-
si vely \'1i th the problem of the relationship be t\'leen bureau-
cracies and primary groups.l One article on                    
participation in bureaucrat:l,c organizations is especia,lly 
   relevant to this                 Th1s paper suggests that 'because 
of their inherent characteristics, bureaucracies are most 
efficient at handling expert tasks whereas primary groups 
are most effective at handling non-expert (col:tplex, unpre-
dictable, human relations) taslts. Many objectives require 
the accomp1isrunent of both expert and non-expert tasks. Yet 
because of the contradictory structures of these tt'10 forms 
of organization, some mechanisms of coordination are 
necessary \orhen com:nuni ty groups .mus t intervene in bureau-
cracies or when the t\,10 types' of organ1za tion must l'lork 
together. 
1 See, for                 Eul3ene Li t"'1alt and Henry J. Meyer" 
"A Balance Theory of Coordination Bet\'1een Bureaucratic Organi-
zations and Co:rununity Primary Groups," in Behavioral Science 
for Social                         ed. 'by E.J. Thomas (Ne\'l YorI,,: The Free 
Press, 1967), pp. 246-262; EU3ene Litl'lak and Lydia F. Hylton, 
"1nterore;anizationa1 Analysis: A Hypothesis on Co-ordinating 
Agencies," Administrative Science Quarterly, VI:4 (I.larch, 1962) 395-420; anCI"'J'a:i1eo Avedis Ajemian., ilrllfie Unrepresented Citizen 
in a Bureaucratic SOCiety: A Comparative Analysis of Three 
Citizen CO!ilplaint OrG;anizations" (unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, l1'he University of Michigan, 1971). 
2 Eugene Li tl'lult, e tal., "Com.'1luni ty Participa tion in 
Bureaucratic OrGanizations: Principles and strategies," 
                              1:,4 (1970),                  
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The authors go on to suggest that there are several 
major variables \-lhich should determine the Itind of linkage 
or coordinating mechanism employed by a                     group 
intervening in a bureaucracy.               it is important to 
assess the social distance (degree of hostility or friend-
liness) betvleen the bureaucracy and the primary group. 
Second, it is necessary to iderttify the stage of change 
                      since all interventions require at least t\-10 
stages: attracting the attention of the bureaucracy and 
getting the bureaucracy to change.                     is necessary 
to evaluate the types of tasks involved (expert, non-expert, 
or interdependent) at each stage of change.                   it is 
important to consider the attitudes of the larger community. 
Litl'lak and his associates then develop a classification 
scheme \'rhich rates common linkage mechanisms such as advo-
cate bureaucracy, voluntary association, mass               indiGe-
noos                 and ad hoc demo,nstration along these various 
dimensions. In                     they propose two major principles 
of community lirucage to bureaucratic organizations: 
When co:nmunity primarY' groups seek to influence 
bureaucracies on technical :na tters, they should 
have 11nlca:-ges \'1i th 'bureaucratic intensity-; -wh-en 
they             to                                         rna tters t<Titfiin 
the bureaucracy, they should have 1 inkages           th primary 3roup                     • 
• • • "then the ourea llcracy and the c o:nmuni ty 
are very close, the                     should use linkages 
tha t open un dis tance bett'Teen it and the bureau-
cracy; \,/hen· the cOnl!nunity and the bureaucra.cy are 
too far, they should have                     that bring 
them closer together •. ( emphasis authors t ) I 
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Finally, they suggest that when a bureaucracy is 
receptive to the request       a primary group and the larger 
community is hostile, the primary group should use mech-
anisms t'lith lOl'l public scope or visibility; on the other 
hand, if the bureaucracy is hostile and the larger 
community is supportive of the primary group's request, 
mechanisms l'lith high scope should be used. 
The variables identified by Litt'1alt, et al., as social 
distance and public attitude are similar to those identified 
by the theorists in the                     organization field cited 
earlier. HOt'lever, by their delineation of the tt'lO stages 
of change and their analysis of the different structures 
required to accomplish different types of tasks, these 
authors made a major contribution to the effort to concep-
tualize the process of organizational change. 
Advocacy by Legal Paraprofess:i.ona.ls 
The concept of advocacy has, of course, been borrowed 
from the legal profession, and some recent work on the use 
of paraprofessionals in the legal field is                   to 
this study. For example, a training manual developed at 
the Center on Social Welfare Policy and Law contains some 
interesting ideas on tactics for advocates dealing t'1ith 
bureaucracy.l 
1 l'lilliam P. Statslty and Phillip C. Lang, liThe Legal 
                                  as Advocate and Assistant: Roles, Training 
Concepts and Materials,lI in. A Compilation of Natel"ials for 
LeBa]. Assistants and Lay Advocates, ed. by Mary Ader (Chicago: 
National Clearinc;house for Le3al services, North\'1estern 
University School of Lal'l, 1971). 
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In regard to                             tactics, they suggest 
the use of' personal contact, human appeal, cO,-optation, 
using the "split between bureaucratic-self' and prof'essional-
self'," selectivity, irrationality, leaving the adversary 
a way out, and avoiding the point of' no return.1 In terms 
of' "manipulating                                   menta1ity,1I they propose 
responding, delaying, using vertical and 'lateral inf'luence, 
threatening loss of' anonymity, questioning the application 
or interpretation of' rules or procedures, and raising the 
2 broader issues. Finally, in regard to exerting extra-
bureaucratic pressure, they suggest limiting the players, 
using the experts, using politically potent outsiders, and 
using a connection with legal services. 3 
Tha general approach of' the training manual is, 
hm'rever, similar to that of' the authors cited earlier 
in that it stresses the need for advocates to know, the 
strqcture, policies, and procedures of' the bureaucracy with 
which they are dealing, to conduct carefUl assessments of' 
each situation, and to develop dif'f'erentia1 strategies in 
which choice of' tactics is determined by the agency, the 
situation, the opposition, and personal style .• 
1 Statsky and Lang,     cit., pp. 159-161. 
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One further article that should be mentioned in this 
survey of the literature on advocacy and social intervention 
is an unpublished paper by Finestone which outlines the basic 
, 1 questions underlying all social work change efforts. 
In this article t'lhich ''las especially helpful. to the re-
searcher in her efforts ,to identify the major dimensions of 
the advoca.cy process, Finestone suggests that all change 
efforts require consideration of the follo\'Ting issues or 
questions: problem identification; problem determination; 
goal specification; problem evaluation; auspice and structure; 
change agents; client system; relationship o:f agent and client 
system; entree into change efforts; change methods; intra and 
2-intersystem implications; feedback and evaluation. 
As suggested at the beginning of this chapter, the lit-
erature on advocacy       rather limited; hence it provided 
little in terms of a theoretical :framework :for this study. 
        available advocacy literature does, however, highlight 
the importance o:f the advocacy :function and o:f:fer some 
tentative suggestions as to possible roles :for the advocate. 
A more use:ful source :for the researcher \'las the recent 
literature on social                             especially that in the 
                    organization field. These writings delineate the 
1 . 
Samuel Finestone, "Basic Questions Underlying Social 
vlorlt               Efforts," (Colu.'1ibia University School of Social 
Worlt, July, 1970). (MimeoGraphed.) 
2Ibid., pp. 5-7. 
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systemic nature of all social change                 and emphasize 
the need for a· systematic aJ;>proach to pra-ctice. More 
specifically, authors such as l'larren, Brager and Specht 
suggest that interventive strategies range along a con-
tinuuln of collaborative ,to adversarial approaches. In 
add1t10n, they hiGhlight the need ,for a careful selection 
and, differential use of tactics based on a thorough assess-
ment of relevant contextual variables. Finestone's formula-
tion of the major questions                 underlie all social \'lorlc 
change                 is, of course, closely related to this 
conceptualiza tionj hOl·rever, he provides a more precise 
delinea tion of specific contextual variables. As \'rill become 
evident in the follm'ring chapters, despite the limitations 
of the advocacy literature, the \·rritings on social interven-
tion just cited influenced the researcher's analysis of the 
practice of child advocacy in tha t they encouraged ,her to " 
examine the context tori thin ,·rhich specific methods and tech-




THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
This was an exploratory study undertaken for the 
purpose of developing theory in a relatively net'! and un-
explored area of practice. As Kahn has suggested, this type 
of research                   an important phase in the development 
of knowledge because it provides a necessary link bet\,leen 
random observations of practitioners and experimental ·test-
ing of formal hypotheses. l The objective of research at 
this level is a systematic ordering and conceptualization 
of practice which permits the formulation of verifiable 
hypotheses. 
The design of an exploratory study of this type should 
therefore fulfill three major criteria: 1) it .must provide 
a means for the systematic collection and ordering of data; 
2) it must be flexible enough to permit the researcher to 
follow promising leads and to note serendipidous findings; 
a.nd 3) it must provide sufficient empirical data to insure 
that the researcher·' s ef'forts at analysis and conceptualiza-
tion accurately reflect the phenomenon under study. 
In designing this study, the researcher was influenced 
lAlfred J. Kahn, "The Design of Research," in Social 
Work Research, ed. ·by Norman A. Polansky (Chicago: The 
UniversIty of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 51. 
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by Glaser and strauss l'lho suggest that theory developed on 
the basis of' observations of' the real world is liltely to 
provide a more valid explanation of the phenomenon being 
examined and to be more amenable to empirical verification 
than that which is proposed on a sort of' "grand-theory" 
basis. l They argue that comparative, inductive analysis of' 
data gathered in a systematic manner can be far more fruit-
ful, especially in a relatively new and unexplored area, 
than efforts to conduct rigorous tests of limited theoretical 
constructs. And certainly the work carried out by them 
and their adherents attests to the validity of this approach. 
The experience of Hollis in developing a classifica-. . 
tion scheme for casework treatment techniques also supports 
Glaser and                   formulation. 2 Prior to the time she be-
gan her content analysis of' communications in selected case-
work interviews, she, as well as others, had proposed classi-
fication schemes based on theoretical formula.tions; but 
content analysis revealed that distinctions \'1hich seemed 
valid on a theoretical level could not be made in practice. 
In contrast, the classification scheme developed on the 
basis of content analysis of' actual intervie·ws has been 
lBarney G. Glaser and Anselm L. strauGs, The Discovery 
of Grounded Theory: strategies f'or Qualitative Research . 
(chicago: AldIne                       Company, 1967), pp. 1-18. 
2Hollis, Caseworlt,     cit., chapter 5. 
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successfully utilized in a· number of independent studies of 
treatment techniques. l 
Critical Incident Technique 
The prima·ry research tool selected for use in this 
study was the critical incident technique rirst described 
by Flanagan at the University of Pittsburgh. 2 Kahn suggests 
that this technique, which is used to :formulate a functional 
description of an activitY,may be "a particularly valuable 
exploratory-formulative method, especially helpful in the 
conceptualization of practice wisdom.,,3 Based on the 
assumption that facts about actual behavior are more useful 
than general impressions and conjectures, the technique 
builds very simply on the capacity of people to make' obser-
vations about their own and others' behavior. The technique 
consists essentially of a set of procedures for collecting 
reports made by qualified observers about overt incidents 
which have special significance and meet systematically 
defined criteria. There is no assumption that the data 
collected in this manner provide a representative sample 
of the behavior under study. 
lsee, for example, Francis J. Turner, "A Comparison of Procedures in the Treatment of Clients with Two Different Value 
Orientations," Social Casework, XLV (May, 1964), 273-277; and 
Shirley t4. Ehrerikrantz, itA Study of Joint Interviewing in the 
Treatment of Marital'Problems," Parts I and II, Social Case-
work, XLVIII (October and November, 1967), 498-502, 570-574. 
2 John C. Flanagan, "The Critical Incident Technique,1l 
Psychological Bulletin, LI:4 (July, 1954), 327-359. 
3Kahn, Social Work Research,       cit., p. 71. 
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F1anagan describes the five major steps in the criti-
ca1 incident technique as it is most commonly used as follows: 
(A) Determination of the general aim of the activity. 
This general aim should be a brief statement obtained 
from the authorities in the field which expresses in 
simple terms those objectives to which most people 
would agree. (B) Development of plans and specifi-
cations for' collecting factual incidents regarding 
the activity. The instructions to the persons who 
are to report their observations need to 'be as specific 
as possible with respect to the standards to be used 
in evaluatins and classifying the behavior observed. 
(C) Collection of the data. The incident may be reported 
in an interview or l'lri tten up by the o'bserver himself. 
In either case it is essential that the reporting be 
objective and include all relevant details. (D) Analysis 
of the data. The purpose of this analysis is to summa-
rize and descri'be the data in an efficient manner so 
that it can 'be effectively used for various practical 
purposes., It is not usually possible to obtain as 
much o'bjectively in this step as in the preceding one. 
(E) Interpretation a.nd reporting of the statement of 
the requirements of the activity.l 
, The critical incident technique as standardized by 
Flanagan is an outgrowth of studies conducted in the Aviation 
Psychology Department of the United states Army,Air Forces 
during World War II to develop procedures for ,selecting, 
classifying and training aircrel'/s. After World 'tolar II the 
American Institute of Research was established by some of 
the psychologists who had participated in this research. 
In 1947, whi1e- the Ins ti tute was carrying out two-s-tudles-
similar to those undertaken earlier in the Air Force, the 
procedure was formalized and was labeled the "critical 
incident technique." . Since that time the procedure has 
been successfully used to define the critical requirements 
- IF1anagan,     cit., pp. 354-5. 
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of behavior in a wide range of situations. Flanagan, for 
example, reviews studies employing the critical incident 
technique in the following areas: typical performance; 
proficiency; training; selection and classification; job 
design and purification; operating procedures; equipment 
design; motivation and leadership; and counseling and 
psychotherapy.l 
Use in Social 't'Tork Research·· 
The first successful use of the critical incident 
technique in social service-related research was reported 
by Goodrich and Boomer in 1958. 2 They employed this pro-
cedure in their study of the residential treatment of 
hyperaggressive children. In order to study the inter-
action between staff and children and to capitalize on 
the therapeutic intuition and knowledge of the staff, they 
interviewed periodically over a three-month period all the 
people having regular contact with the six children under 
study. During the interviews they asked each respondent to 
describe an actual incident in which the adult did something 
which in the respondent's judgment was either good or bad 
lFlanagan,     cit., pp. 346-354. 
2 D. l'lells Goodrich and Donald S. Boomer, II Some Concep ts 
about Therapeutic Interventions with Hyperaggressive Children,1I 
Social Casework, XXXIx:4 (April, 1958), 207-213, and XXXIX:5 
(May, 1958), 286-292. 
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for the child in question. After classifying and analyzing 
the incidents collected in this manner, the researchers 
identified 31 separate principles of therapeutic interven-
tion which they classified under four major headings: 
promoting personality change; promoting ego growth; support-
ing existing ego controls; and staff member's management of 
himself. In commenting on their findings, Goodrich and 
Boomer concluded that                   their research had limita-
tions and their classifications of therapeutic intervention 
was not complete, the study did provide a careful description 
of' certain aspects of residential treatment and "illustrates 
the usefulness of' the critical incident method f'or clinical 
research. ,,1 
Another early example of the use of this technique in 
social worlt research is the study reported by Whitmer and 
Conover ",hich examined critical precipi ta tine; fac tors in . 
the decision to hospitalize a mentally ill family member. 2 
By employing the critical incident technique in a study of' 
this type, Whitmer and Conover extended the use of this 
research method beyond that originally envisioned by Flana-
gan who recommended its applicabi1.ity primarily for studies 
of' job behavior and requirements. After collecting and 
IGoodrich and Boomer,     cit., p. 211. 
                  A. Whitmer:and C. Glenn Conover, "A Study of 
Critical Incidents in the Hospitalization of the Mentally 
Ill," Social Work, IV:l (January, 1959), 89-94. 
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analyzing 224 incidents over a three-year period, the 
researchers concluded that "the family seeks hospitaliza-
tion in a mental hospital for one of its menmers primarily 
because of behavior and circumstances rather than because 
of a recognition of the pathological symptoms of mental 
illness.I.This ·finding, of course, had important implica-
tions for public education in terms of the problems of 
prevention and early intervention. 
The critical incident technique was also used in a 
research project conducted as part of the curricluum stUdy 
of the Council on Social l'lork Education. 2 This study \flas 
conducted in order to determine the critical job require-
ments of the four key social ''lork positions· in public as-
sistance and child welfare agencies. In this rather 
ambitious project the researchers asked respondents occupy-
ing positions on the same level, on the level                      
above, and on the level immediately below the position in 
question to report six recent incidents (three effective and 
three ineffective) in which a person occupying that position 
did something especially effective or ineffective in accom-
plishing his job aim. . The researchers eventually collected 
7,275 incidents from respondents in nine state departments 
IWhltmer and                       cit., p. 93. 
2 . Irving l'leissman and Mary R. Baker, Education for 
Social l'lorkers in the Public Social Services (New York: 
Council on Social work Edu(;ation, 1959). 
of public \'leli'are. 1 These reports \'lere then used to identify 
the distinguishing job characteristics of the four major 
social \'1orlt positions in the public social services and to 
make inferences about the educational objectives these 
imply. 
The critical incident technique \'Ias also used success-
fully in three doctoral dissertations completed by students 
" " 
at Columbia University School of Social Worlc. In 1959-60 
McGuire used this approach "lith nine group '-lark field in-
structors to collect 276 incidents describing effective 
and ineffective teaching. 2 In 1962-63 Holtzman used this 
technique to study the teaching methods used by five case-
work field instructors. 3 And Morgan used the same approach 
to examine the intervention techniques employed by thirteen 
4 social group \-10rkers over a two-year period. In each of 
these studies the researcher \'las able to use the data col-
lected in this manner to analyze, classify and conceptualize 
in a meaningful \'ray the particular behavior under study. 
1 Weissman and Baker,     cit., p. 22. 
2Rita Audrey McGuire, "The Group Work Fleld Instructor-
"in-Action: A study of Field Instruction Using the Critical 
Incident Technique II                             D.S .t-I. disser"tation, -
Colwribia University, 1963). " 
3Reva Fine Holtzman, "Major Teaching Methods in Field 
Instruction in Casework" (unpublished                 dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1966). 
      H. Morgan,                             Techniques in Social 
Group Work: A Study of Soc"ial Work Practice Using the Critical 
Incident Technique" (un:Rublished D.S.t-l. dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1966). 
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studies such as these l'Thich employ the critical in-
cident technique do have serious limitations in that the 
procedure does not provide for any random sampling and 
relies primarily on the subjective judgments of the re-
spondents. In addition, the data analysis (conceptualiz-
ation and classification of incidents) is very subjective in 
that it is based entirely on the judgments of the researcher. 
HOl'1eVer, as the results or these studies indicate, the pro-
cedure does provide a means of obtaining sufficient empiri-
cal data in a relatively unknolffi field to begin the process 
of systematic analysis. 
Assu."nptiol1s and Limitations of the Study Design 
A review of the research studies cited above sug-
gested that the critical incident technique, with modifica-
tion, l'1ould be an appropriate tool for studying the' tech-
niques employed in child advocacy. The oriBinal plan \'Tas 
to supplement the data collected in this manner \'/ith direct 
observation of practice in t\'TO child advocacy programs. 
However, it quicltly became apparent that the very na ture of 
the interventions engaged in by child advocates made this 
plan unfeasible since so much advocacy takes place either 
on the telephone and/or outside the office, \'There opportuni-
ties for observati0l1: are very limited. In addition, it ''las 
felt that the presence of an outside observer might alter 
the outcome of the delicate                           \,lhich advocacy 
frequently demands. 
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,Since the researcher participated in the baseline study 
of child advocacy described earlier and was interested in 
examining the techniques employed by persons engaging in' 
child advocacy as defined in that study, specifying the aim 
of this activity presented no difficulty. It l1as simply 
decided to use the definition \,lhich had been arrived at 
after a year's extensive study of the phenomenon, and which 
was later endorsed by the Office of Child Development, i.e., 
child advocacy is intervention on behalf of children in 
relation to those services and institutions that impinge 
on their lives. 
Since' this is obviously a very broad definition which 
encompasses a wide range of activities from case service to 
lobbying and legal action, a more difficult problem was that 
of deciding whether to           t the study in any \'lay. After 
considerable thought and examination of the,practice dif-
ferences bet\,leen case and class advocacy, as ,hiBhlidlted in 
the baseline study, it \'las decided that this study should be 
limited to those interventions which had the goal of case 
1 advocacy, at least as a starting point. Also, because 
Of the obvious                       in educational backgrqun9,S,9f 
legal and lay advocates, it was decided to confine this 
study to lay advocacy. 
One of the assumptions of the critical incident 
lSee Kahn, Kamerman, and McGo\'lan, op. ci t., pp. 75-78 
and 84-95 for a fuller discussion of the-affference between 
case and class advocacy. 
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technique is that the respondents are qualified to make 
judgments about the behavior \,lhich they are reporting. Since 
the child advocacy field is so new, there were no available 
criteria by which to determine qualifications for the respon-
dents. Given the limited state of knowledge in this field" 
it seemed that those who are currently engaged in child advo-
cacy would be as \'Iell, if not better, qualified than anyone 
else to malte such                         Therefore, rather than estab-
lishing any arbitrary criteria for respondents, it was 
decided to accept the judgments of all practitioners in 
the child advocacy programs included in the sample. 
In,designating the types of incidents to be reported, 
the researcher decided to ask each participant to report the 
f'irst 'advocacy activity he,engaged in or observed each week, 
no matter whether this was effective or not. Since most of 
the incidents would 'be those which the respondents themselves 
engaged in, it was felt that there would be a natural ten-
dency to report only the most dramatic and effective inci-
dents. Therefore, by this limitation the researcher hoped 
to limit the bias in reporting and to oQtain a wider range 
of incidents than would be possi'ble if the incidents were 
completely self-selected. (This does not imply that the 
incidents collected in this manner in any \,lay represent a 
random sample.) It was also decided to ask the respondents 
to report only on current activities and to record their 
observations as soon as possible after each intervention 
took place in order to maximize their recall about the 
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specifics of the incident. Since there was no readily 
available means to insure that the participants followed 
their instructions or to check the accuracy of their recall, 
the integrity of the respondents is a major assumption 
throughout the study. 
In regard to the method of data collection, it was 
decided to ask each respondent to complete a written question-
naire about each incident reported. The researcher also 
decided to supplement these questioru1aires with telephone 
interviews when there were any omissions. or areas of con-
fusion in the written reports. Because of the complexity 
.. of the information to be reported, it was                   that in-
person individual interviews \-[ould be the optimal 'Ilay of 
collecting data. However, this \-Tas obviously hnpossi'ole 
because of the geographical distances involved; therefore, 
this seemed the best compromise solution. In order to make 
the completion of written reports somewhat mo.re palatable 
to the participants, sufficient funding was obtained to be 
able to pay $10 for each report. The researcher felt con-
fident about the use of telephone interviews to supplement 
the l>lritten data since she had participated in a study l"hich 
used this method successfully l'1i th personnel in social work 
agencies. l Also in a study of physicians, Colombotos had 
Ine·borah                   "A Comprehensive Child Welfare 
Research Program: The Agency Phase" (paper presented at the 
Na tional Conference of Social vle1fare, San Francisco, Calif., May 27, 1968), pp. 5-6. 
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                      that no sn:nplo bins \Oms created by the une of 
telephone versuz                   interviewn. 1 
t'Tl th                 to the total number of incidents to be 
collected, I,'lana.can sum,,;ests that :t.ncidentn should bc 
collected until the point of diminishinu; returns is reached, 
i. e •. , until 50-100 ne\'1 incidents identify only 2-3 nCN 
':) behaviorn. - In several of' the social                 studies described 
earliC!r, a toi;al of 200-300 incidents seemed sufficient 
for thin purpose. In the t\'10 studies of therapeutic inter-
vention, for exa:np1e, Goodrich and Boomer collected 240 
                      and l,jorgan collected 306 incidents. h Therefore, 
it \'las originally decided to set as a goal a total of 300 
incidents. 5 
                                of'                       Ins                      
The prbw,ry da tEl co11ec tion :i.ns trUInent \'l<:1.S the 
cri tica.l Inciucn t X'cport i·orm. The researcher had origin-
!llly                           to u:.:c 0. brief'., open-ended type of ques tiol1-
naire. After                       this with several prnctitioners in 
thc f:l.eld an.1 conduc tin·: a pre -tent \'li th them, j. t \'1I1S dec iued 
tho. t; u :r..Ol'C c;,:tcndcd anc1" f;o:llC\'lha t more de tailed ques tionnairc 
--.-----.--
lJ·ohn Col();,il)()tOG. IIr.l.llli::!                   t!:: of' pr;rsbl1n.1 vo. Tc1o-
1101"'" "·1·                                     "1 r.(): •. j ... ·J] .. i·c l·r'b·!'·' .c·- ., •• ,.11 ( -,.,.. P J.:..o._ 1       _ • _ • II... C. .., t. _'co •••• .{ • \c Cp ....... ._0                                 pal).:.r 
Pl'c;'.;cnt.E:d :.! t             annual                         0:': the J\:!!8ric{1.!1 A::;Bocia(;lon 
for Public Opinio!1 H<.:f::eo.l·dl, Groton, Conn., ;··"iuy l l l., 1965). 
r· 
                            0:('                                                       :i.n               col1ccl:i.on, it vms onl:l 
                                          ob ! ..           i.ll                 "!r:(! :i.dcn tr:., )':)3 of:' \·!h.i.ch :llC         the cri (;er.i.{) 
fm' lnL!lll:; :i.OIl in Clle .l'.:.n:.!l :-:a:l:p.'.';!. 
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\&lould be necessary to capture all the complexity of the 
advocacy interventions. The respondents ''Iere able to 
provide such rich detail about their experiences, the 
researcher concluded that it would be more fruitful to 
study advocacy interventions in all their                         even 
if this should mean that a smaller total number of incidents 
could be collected. The instrument l'las pre-tested l'lith 
five respondents in the Ne"l-.york City area. This group 
included the educational coordinator of a                     action 
program, the chairman of a students rights lay advocacy 
group, the director of an adoptive parents self-help 
organization, a paraprofessional in the health field, and 
a professional child \'Ielfare \'lorlcer. During this period the 
instrument was revised three times. 
The final version of the instrument asks for more 
information about context than is customary in critical 
incidents studies. Yet, as Flanagan has commented: 
It should be emphasized that does not consist of a single 
governing ••• data collection. thou6ht       as a flexible set 
must be modified and adopted 
situation at hand. l 
Selection of Sample 
the critical technique rigid set of rtues 
Rather it should be 
of principles \'lhich 
to meet specific 
The agencies selected to participate in the study were 
knOl'ln to engage in case advocacy and l'lere ones from whom the 
researcher felt she could obtain cooperation. In selecting 
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Ar;tency 
Child Advocacy Program-Parent Child Center Boston, Kass • 
Child Service and Famlly Counseling Center , Atlanta, Ga. 
Citizen'Advocacy 
Progra:l Mt. Holly" N.J. 
Institute tor Ct'llld Advocacy Los Angeles, Call!. ' 
Min.'lesota youth Advocacy Corps st. Paul, Minn. 
New England HO::le for Little Wanderers Boston, .. ass. 
Social Advocates for Youth Santa Rosa, San Diego, Goleta cal1f. 
West Nashville Youth                        ,.NashvUle, Tenn. 
.... . " .. 
. : .     . 
" 
I; ..... . ' .. : ..       . . . . 
• : ........ '. ''rABLB 1 .. 
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                              CHAMC'l'ERISTICS CP.         AGENCIES 
• " 
Geographic llase 01' SponBorsh12 Location Cperat10n Ausp1ces IFuniUng Source 
Northeast Neighborhood Parent ChUd Federal Catchment Area . Center (OCD/HE'd) 
Voluntary    Public 
South County Autonomous (Title lVA)50': Fees      
N.J. State 




West . Neighborhood Community Federal Catchment Area Mental Health (BEH.NOOJIHEW) Center 
, Federal 55" Public Jr. " Sr. • Mid-West High Schools Minn. State (LEAA) 
1n 3 cities Dept. of' State Dept. 01' Education Education        Local 10)0' 
Endowment 1/3 
Northeast Greater Voluntary 1/3 Mdtropol1tan Autonomous ! Fees for service . Area (includes State                   ot Service 1/3 
West COll:lllunity Autonomous Voluntary (8 10cal ottices) 








'farget Starting P01ntB Population tor Advocacy 
Familles and Needs Survey Children 0-5 Case Service (Poor.                  catchment area 
• 
FllJ:Illie sand Children Case Service ", 
I 
Neurologically Handicapped Case Service Children and Adults 
Families and Needs Survey Children Case Service (Poor,                   Monitoring ca tchment area 
.. 0\" , 
. ..... : 
Pre-Delinquent and Delinquent Case Service Youth 
Fllmilies and 
Ch1ldren (Primary focus Case Service on emotionally disturbed) . 
Pre-Delinquent youth ' 'Case ServIce 
Families & Chil-
dren                     Case ServIce 10-16 Poor, white catchment area) - , 
Ii 



























                - Parent Ch1ld Center Boston. I'.ass. 
Child Service and Family Counseling Center Atlanta. Ga • 
Citizen Advocacy 
Program Mt. Holly, N.J. 
Institute tor Ch1ld Advocacy Los Angeles. , Calit. 
Minnesota youth 
Advocacy Corps 
St. Paul, Minn. 
New England Ho:ne tor Little Wanderers Boston, Mass. 
Social Advocate. for youth Santa Rosa, San Diego, GoletaJ Callt. 
West Nashville youth Services Nashville. Tenn. 
". 
.- .I ........ ·.·=' ... I_ ..... .; ..                           ____     __ .. __ •.• ___ ..........    ...............     ...... _ ... ...-.- ......     • 
" 
..       , . " . · : .. -· :, .. :-./ ....           ' ... . ..... ":.; . ;.;. · ',' 
      . 
.:. ': . 
'!:-:":, . 
Tar:get l5)'Stea 
      - primarily. health and weltare systea 
All 
All 
All - primarily school system 
All - primar1l¥ host agency (school 
• .1uvenUe .1ust1ce system 
All . 
All - pr1lllar1ly achool &: 3uvenile 3ustice system 
All 
, . '.' 
:; . . , . , 
;' .. 
..       "0 
. , 
" " 
" , . 
" .. ' 
.       ... '. ",' . -. . 
    1--Continued 
Date 
" Program Established 
Needs identi1'ication Access Service case Advocacy Feb. 1972 Class Advocacy (l1!nited) 
Direct Service 1905-1907 Case Advocacy (Advocacy          Class Advocacy - Aug .. 1971 (limited) 
Direct Service provided by .. 
volunteers on 1-1 Jan. 1972 basis Case Advocacy 
Access Service Case Advocacy Sept. 1971 Needs identification Claso Advocacy (United) 
Direct Service 
Case Advocacy Jan. 1912 Class Advocacy 
(Host Acency) 
Direct Service 1864 Residential \ (No tormal Treatment                  Program • 
Direct Service pro- )'.arch 1970 vided by volunteers April 1971 
: on 1-1 basis; Cace Sept. 1971 Advocacy; Class Advocacy (limited) 
Direct Service Access Service Jul:r 1971 CBse Advocacy; ClasR Advocacy (l1mited) 
Type or Sta1't 
Mixed 1iiil!ienous PBraprofessional &: Professional 
Mixed • Professional (Social Work) • Paraprotessional 
Volunteer 
, . 
Indigenous . Paraprotessional 
Pro1'essional 
(Education • Socal Work) 
Professional (Social Work) Some Para-professional -Volunteer &: Youth (Profes-sional &: 
                                   
Indigenous Paraprofessional 
'.: .:" . .. : .. -:. "         . :.:,;.-: ..... : .. : . ., 
" , 
Advocacy Hole 





Special1zed . : ' 
" 
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              - Parent Ch1ld Center Boston, YASS. 
Child Servlce and Fam11y Counseling Center Atlanta, Ga. 
Cit1zen Advocacy Progra:lI Nt. Holly .. N.J. 
'Institute for Ch1ld Advocacy Los Anteles, Calif. 




New England Home tor Little Wanderers Boston. VASS. 
Social Advocates for Youth Santa Rosa, San Diego, Goleta, Calif. 
West liashville youth Services lIashvUle .. Tenn. 
.' .-
Statt Deplc,ment 
Staft assigned to 3 I te8.C\S organized 
              substantlve areas 
Staff assigned to 1 
                              units in main otfice & 7 branch oftices 
Volunteers matched on 1-1 basis with clients 
Staft organized around 5 target school districts 
Starf aSSigned on individual basls to specific schools 
Staff assigned indi- ., vidual caseloads on basis of worker in-terest & agency need 
Volunteers matched on 1-1 basis with clients; stafr have runctional ass1gnments related to expertise ' 
Staft assigned to specif1c geographic area 
,', 
' . 
.. .: . . . .: : ., 
.. .• 0·· .. , _. 0 0 .: .... ..... - .... .•.. _, 
    l--Continued , , 
Size Volume of' cases ' Orga.!lizatlonal. start (1972) Budget AutonollW" 
$100,000 Component ot 10 300 larger . organizatlon 
101 8,000 $lt 1II111lon Autonomous 
5 49 $48,000" Se1ll1-Autonomous 53 Volunteers .. 
: 
'1 I 
I 283 $124,000 10 I Seml-Autonomous 
i 
I 
24i 1,310 $435 .. 000 Se1ll1-Autonomous 
.. . , 
112 1 .. 000 $lt 1II1111on Autonomous 
Var1es - . Varies - Varies -approximately approx1mate17 approx1mate17 Autonomous equivalent ot 75-125 lao,ooo -3-5 tuU-t1me 0,000 statt 
1 238 $200,000 Se1ll1-Autonomous 
. : 
, I ., 
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-. ;. ...     .. 
A2ency Type ot Board 
Chlld Advocacy Professional Progrnm - Parent Advisor,y (Host or-Child Center ganization has Boston,               community board) 
Child Service and 
Family Counselins Traditional Center . Board ot 
Atlanta, Ga. Directors 
Citizen Advocacy Advisor,y Program (Professional) Nt. Holly, N.J. 
Institute for Communlty Child Advocacy board in Los Angeles, tormation Calif. : 
.. 
Minnesota Youth Advocacy Corps St. Paul, Minn. 
New England Home Traditional for Little Board ot Wanderers Directors Boston, Y.ass. . 
Social Advocates for Youth Small, Santa Rosa, local board San Diego, Goleta, Callt. J 
West Nashv1lle .. Communlty 




    l--Continued : . 
"        
. ..... 
Levels of           ox' ueC1s10n-Makl.ng 
                  Case Policy 
Individual/Team 4 Administration ..    
Team / Board 4-5 Unit Manager . 
2 Volunteers Administratlon 
. .. .. Combination 
3 Supervisor Ie Administratlon .- Staft .: 
: . . 
Varies - Administration : I 4 staff primarlly 
I 
Funding Body 
      '., 
I , 
! .. 
\ 4 Staft Board ' . . . 
2 Volunteers/· Administration 
; Statt ·4 
\ 
.' 
3 Statf' Adm1nistratlon .. 
"0 "0' 
.0 • 
• :"., t' 
'. to .' ........ ".               • • • 
specific agencies, an attempt ",as made to introduce variabil-
ity \,Iith regard to the matters of size, location,                        
(auspices and funding), population served, organizational 
structure, target systems, program goals, advocacy role 
(specialist or generalist), and type of staff. Since the 
agencies included in the final sample had all participated 
in the baseline study (t·'i th the exception of the child '<lel-
fare agency discussed belo\<I), it '<las possible to classify 
them according to these variables before making the final 
selection. Table 1 presents a list of the total sa:nple 
classified in this manner. 
In view of the diversity of child advocacy programs 
and the many variations in background and training of 
practitioners in this field, it seemed desirable to obtain 
incidents from as many different sources as possible; on the 
other hand, because of the time limitations of a funded 
study" there was an obvious limit to the number of advocates 
who could be trained to participate within a reasonable 
period of time. Therefore, the researcher originally 
arrived at a compromise goal of collecting \'leekly incidents 
from four practitioners in each of six agencies over a 
three-month period. However, after the participant obser-
vation phase was eliminated from the study, it was determined 
that a somewhat larger nurriber of' agencies could be asked 
to participate. 
Initially, twelve agencies which had been included 
in the "baseline study were asked to participate in this 
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              Of this original group, one refUsed immediately, one 
refused after a two-month period of discussion, and three 
refused after initially agreeing to participate. In giving 
reasons for their refusals the director of the first program 
stated that he did not feel his staff engaged in enough 
case advocacy to participate; the directors of the other 
programs concluded that they or their staff members did 
not have sufficient time to take on this additional task. 
Therefore, the researcher originally started data collection 
in a total of seven agencies (one of which ''las a federation 
with three semi-autonomous local offices participating). 
There were no specialized child welfare agencies included 
in the original sample because there were none in the base-
line study. HO\'lever, the researcher later decided that this 
was an unnecessary limitation and decided to include one 
such agency that ''las known to engage .in extensive case 
advQcacy. Hence, there were eight agencies in the final 
sample. 
With the exception of one agency, the agencies which 
wi thdre\,l from the original sample were qui te representa ti ve 
of the total group, so it seems unlikely that the .sample 
loss had any significant influence on the findings. The 
one exception was a program of internal advocacy in a state 
school for the retarded. Since the sample included only one 
other program of internal advocacy in which the primary tar-
get system is the agency employing the advocate, the loss of 
this agency meant that there could not be as many incidents 
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of internal advocacy reported as the researcher had originally 
hoped. Because there are so few programs of internal advoca-
cy in operation, it \-las not possible to substitute for the 
loss of this agency; yet this loss did create a limitation 
on the findings of the study. 
Very early in the study, it was learned that it \'las 
unrealistic to ask for four part·icipants in each agency since 
there was not a sufficient number of staff or volunteers in 
some programs, and in others the director was reluctant to 
select a limited number. Therefore, depending on the set-
ting, the number of par·ticipants in each program ranged 
from t1'l0 to nine (in the federation of agencies mentioned 
earlier). Since the goal was to obtain a range of incidents 
rather than a representative sample, this change in selection 
of informants did not create any particular problem. 
Collection of Data 
In October and November of·1972 form letters were 
written to the directors of the agencies selected to par-
ticipate in the study soliciting their cooperation (See 
Appendix for example of form le.tter). The researcher then 
called these· directors to answer their questions and arrange 
meeting times. 
From November 1972 to Ja.nuary 1973 the researcher held 
one and a half to three-hour meetings in each agency l'li th 
the advocates who had agreed to participate in the study. 
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(Negotiations with the staff at New England Home for Little 
Wanderers were not completed until                   During these . 
meetings the writer explained the purpose of the study and 
answered general questions. She then distri·buted folders 
containing the information sheet for respondents (Appendix 
I B), a sample critical incident report form (Appendix C), and 
a number of blank forms, return.envelopes, and bills. After 
              the participants time to read this material, a volun-
teer was· asked to present one incident as an example of an 
advocacy intervention. The researcher used this incident to 
solicit questions and to illustrate the type of information 
which l'laS being sought. At this time a                         info!"ma-
tion sheet l'laS a.lso distributed for respondents (see Appendix 
D). In some agencies, participants completed this form dur-
ing the actual meetinc;, and in others they l'lere asked to 
return this by mail. Generally, the researcher found that 
participants seemed \,Iilline; to participa te in the study and 
appeared clear about the type of information they "Iere be-
ing asked to submit. In each agency, respondents \'lere told 
that they could begin submitting incidents immediately. 
During the data ·collection phase, the researcher·dis-
covered that \'lith fe\\[ exceptions, the reports submitted \'/ere 
appropriate and complete. Therefore, instead of calling the 
participants bi\,leekly as o,riginally planned, they l'lere called 
only \'lhen there \'laS some question about a particular report. 
HO\'1ever, all respondents \'Iere called at least once to acknow-
ledge receipt of their reports, to indicate that the information 
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they had submitted was satisfactory, and to encourage their 
continued participation in the study. 
A major problem which arose during the data collec-
tion phase was that the reports simply were not submitted 
as quickly and as :Crequently as had been anticipated. None 
of the participants submitted reports \'leekly, some sent 
only one or t"ro reports, and seven who had agreed to parti-
cipate did not send any reports. (It should be noted that 
the participants in volunteer programs, most of whom have 
only one client, had explained at the start that they would 
not have enough incidents to report on a weekly basis; and 
three of them did not engage in any advocacy during the 
study period.) 
The researcher tried to deal with the data collection 
problem in a number of ways. First she called the directors 
of those agencies which had su'bmi tted very few incidents and 
asked them to discuss this with their staff members. Then 
she made individual calls to all those who had agreed to 
participate. Almost without exception, they responded that 
they had not had time for this yet, but ,would send reports 
as soon as possible. (One respondent explained that she 
had been transferred to a different position "rhere she would 
have little opportunity to engage in advocacy.) This appeal 
to individual resp?ndents did produce a limited number of 
new incidents; but since the reports were still trickling in, 
the researcher sent a memorandum to all participants on 
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Februa.ry 15" 1973" making some general comments and aski.ng 
for suggestions about this problem. (See Appendix F) 
Once again the results were discouraging. Most of those 
who                       were participants who had already submitted 
at least some reports. Some said that despite the promise 
of payment" they found report-writing a chore and tended 
to procrastinate; however" they had noted incidents as they 
occurred and would submit reports as soon as possible. A 
couple of the participants explained that they often had 
several incidents in one week and then might go several 
weeks without any incidents. Some said they simply had not 
had additional advocacy incidents to report, but that they 
would continue to submit reports when such incidents oc-
curred. Several of this group said that they could submit 
more reports if they could descri'be incidents which occurred 
prior to the starting date of this study. Finally, two 
federally-funded agencies had recently been i,nstructed to 
shift the emphasis of their program so that staff members 
were not engaging in case advocacy on any regular basis and 
could report only on past incidents. 
There are several possible explanations for the data 
collection problem. First, it may be that the staff in these 
agencies are simply not engaging in as much advocacy as is 
generally assumed. Kamerman, for example, discovered that 
it takes approximately eighteen months to two years for 
community based advocacy projects to become fully 
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operationa11 ; and at the time of this study, only one 
of the agencies in the sample had an advocacy project 
which had been established longer than two years. Second, 
negotiations regarding participation in the study were 
conducted during the transition period bet",een the November 
election and the start of President Nixon's second term 
in office, at which time major budget cuts were announced. 
Therefore, during the data collection period, the programs 
which were operating at least in part on federal funds 
were experiencing great uncertainty as to their continued 
existence and future program emphases. For example, one 
of the agencies which withdrew from the study was forced to 
close, and another was 'forced to reduce i ts operations sub-
stantially. As a result, participation in a study such as 
this obviously took low pDiority         staff members as well 
as administrators. Third, studies employing the critical 
incident technique in the social work field in the past have 
all been conducted by researchers who were working in the 
same agency as the respondents or who held some sanction 
over them. (The one exception is the study conducted under 
the auspices of the Council on Social Work Education in which 
respondents were asked to complete reports on only one occa-
sion during a regular staff meeting.) Without this immediate 
              or sanction, the researcher antiCipated some              
culty in data collection and, as mentioned earlier, arranged 
lKamerman,     cit., pp. 121-124. 
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to PLlY the                               However, payment was obviously not 
an adequa.te                     to insure sustained participation. 
Therefore, in future research' dne would \'iant to re-examine 
the utility of the critical incident approach. in a study 
such       this. 
                  the respondents had originally been told 
that the reporting period would end on April 1st, by early 
March only a'bout 85 incidents had been received. Therefore, 
the researcher was forced to make several compromises in 
the study design. First, the reporti.ng period \'Tn.S extended 
to April 20th. Second, guidelines for reporting incidents 
\llere modified to permit respondents to report on more than 
one incident in a given week and to describe incidents from 
                    about i':hich t!1ey had suf':r5.cient recall. 'J'h:i.rd, 
respondents \-lere told tha. t they could give their reports 
                      Finally, because of the time limits inherent 
in a funded study, the researcher decided to mal-:e do ,·lith a. 
smaller total number of' incidents than origlnally planned. 
It should be noted, however, that before setting the final 
deadline for reports, the researcher conducted a preliminary 
analysis of 125 incidents. Since the last 25 lncidentn 
                    revealed only one technique \1hich had not been 
identified prevlously, it seemed that a saturation point 
was                 approached. lJ.'herefore, al thour;h the size of the 
fina1,nample (163) doc::; create a limitation on the study, 
it may be that the                                   not require as               o. sample 
as the l'ef.:mlrchor had                             projected. 
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One l'lould, of course, prefer to make as few of these 
compromises in study design as possible. However, in such 
a new and diffuse field as child advocacy, these compromises 
seemed not only unavoidable, but also justifiable in view of 
the exploratory nature and ultimate objectives of the study. 
The only alternative would be to abandon any attempt at 
systematically ordering the advocacy process until the field 
i.s more fully developed and organized. Extending the data 
collection period and permitting. the respondents to report 
verbally did not seem to have any significant influence on 
the type of incidents reported. The more serious modifica-
tion in study design arose from the decision to allow re-
spondents to report on past incidents and 'on more than one 
incident in a given week, as this allowed respondents to 
determine on a very subjective basis what incidents they 
would report. A comparison of these incidents with those 
reported on a regular weekly basis did not indicate any major 
differences in the type of incidents reported. However, out of 
a total of 163 incidents of advocacy, only 23 unsuccessful 
incidents were reported. In view of the known difficulties 
of advocacy, it seems highly Unlikely that this sort of 
success rate is representative of the total practice of 
child advocacy. Therefore, one can only assume that the 
respondents, whether consciously or not, tended to select 
successful incidents to report. Since the study was not 
intended to draw any conclusions about the components of 
effective versus ineffective advocacy, this bias may not 
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be as serious as it at first appears. Ho\'rever, since it 
seems likely that this bias limited the range of inter-
ventions reported, it does constitute a limitation on the 
degree to which the study findings         be generalized. 
Methods of Data Analysis 
Several methods of data analysis \'lere employed in 
this study. The original desisn called only for inductive 
analysis.of the incidents reported .in order to develop a 
classification scheme of techniques employed in child 
advocacy. It \'las then projected that the data analyzed 
in this way· would be examined in relation to                              
characteristics of the agencies and the 'background of' the 
respondents in the study sample. 
After the first 25 or so incidents were received, 
however, it \'las decided to revise this plan of examinins 
only the a.dvocacy techniques in order to make full use of the 
rich data being reported. Consequently, a coding scheme 
was devised to standardize the data in relation to such 
variables as type of client, source of pro'blem, goals, target 
system, time and staff investment in advocacy, use of out-
side resources, etc. 
A first year graduate student in               \'Iork. who had 
some kno\'1ledge of the child advocacy f'ield was then hired 
and trained to code the incidents. The researcher also 
re-coded J.O% of the incidents in order to check for re-
lia'bility. Because the original research instrument was 
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not designed for this typ e of analysis, the que"s tions \'rere 
very open-ended and coding had to be done on a very sub-
jective basis. Consequently, the reliability error was 
14.5% on a total of 110 items; and all efforts to improve 
this rate of error proved futile. Therefore, the researcller 
abandoned "the attempt to correct this further and introduced 
an additional method of data analysis described below'. 
Although this is a very high error rate, this method of 
analysis did help to standardize the data sufficiently to 
permi t description of a number of variables \'1hich could not 
have been considered otherwise. Because of the high rate of 
error, hotrever, the researcher decided that any measures of 
statistical significance would be invalid and that analysis 
of this portion of the data must be limited to a description 
of frequencies. 
A second procedure in data analysis t'las the coding 
of the background information sheets. This t'1as a much 
easier task since many of the items were precoded on the 
questionnaire. The researcher re-coded 50% of these 
questionnaires to test reliability and discovered     5.1% 
uncorrected error rate on a total of 35 items. These varia-
bles were then also analyzed in a descriptive fashion. 
A third procedure in data analysis was to code 
organiza tional charac"teristics of the agencies in the 
sample on the basis of information gathered in the baseline 
study, the evaluative study of community-based child advo-
cacy programs, and interviews with program directors. 
Tho mos t important and                                 method of da·ta 
analyoi.:J introduced in part because of the high rate of error 
in the deduc tive method of analyois described above, \'rao an 
inductive analysis of each incident. This \'Ias conducted to 
determine \'That techniques \<lere e:npl"oyed and what were the 
most sIgnificant                     in these incidents. In order to 
do this, the researcher examined each group of 25 incidents 
and developed tentative classification schemes based on the 
infor:na tion presented in these reports. She then employed 
t\'lO doctoral students in social \'lork \'Tho had extensive experi-
ence administerinG advocacy pro,Jrams and asked each to examine 
a group of 25 incidents in order to develop a classification 
scheme based on independent analysis of the reports. Finally, 
after meeting \'Ti th these consultants and inteera ting thej.r 
stlggestion:3 \,11th her O\'tn analysis, she developed a classi-
fication scheme based on whet appeared to be the twelve most 
critical factors in the advocacy interventions reported. 
Each of the 195 incidents submitted \'Tas examined by 
the researcher in conjunc tion \'1i th the t\·/o consul tants to 
determine LC' it met the specified criteria for child advocacy. 
The 163 incidents \·[hich :net these cri tcria consti tuted the 
fins.l sample. These incidents \-Tere then coded by the confer-
ence method according                   classifica tion sche:ne which had 
been. inductively der:tvetl. li'requencies \·/ere computed for each 
of the variables In this classification scheme. 
The final procedure in do. to. anlllye is l'lao to examine 
the                       mcthodG so i.dent:i.fied in rela tion to the other 
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variables in the classification scheme and to compute measures 
of association               these variables and the                                
and respondent vnriables described ell.rlicr. 1 These findings 
were used in conjunction \'1i th the inductive analysis of 
advocacy incidents to analyze the major dynamics of the 
advocacy process. 
lSincc the study employed a purposive rather than a 
rnndom on:nple, thci'e is no nr.;surnp tion that the frequenc lcs 
and aGsociutions completed nrc representative of the total 
prac tice of child advocacy. rrhese procedures Nere carried 




DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE 
As discussed previously, in selecting the sample an 
effort was made to secure the cooperation of child advocacy 
programs which represented a range in terms of such char-
acteristics as program goals, auspices, organizational 
structure, staffing patterns and geographic location. 
Table 1 in Chapter III describes the sample agencies classi-
fied according to these and other selected variables. This 
chapter will present a capsule description of each program, 
followed by a description of the background and experience 
of the child advocates who participated in the study. 
Child Advocacy Project, Parent-Child Center Boston, Massachusetts 
The Child Advocacy Project of the Boston Parent-Child 
Center is one of seven sU9h programs funded by the Office of 
Child Development/U.S. Department of Health, .Education and 
Welfare in 1972             an advocacy component to existing 
Parent and Child Centers. The Parent and Child Center pro-
gram, established in 1967 as a downward extension of Head 
Start, was designed to provide coordinated health, education-
al and social services to low-income families with children 
under three. The advocacy components were added as a means 
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of assessing the needs of all children under five within 
the target areas; identifying, coordinating and mobilizing 
available resources; and developing new services or re-
sources when necessary. 
The Boston Child Advocacy Project is located in a 
primarily black, low-income area of the city. The project 
is visualized as serving a mediating function between the 
target population and the service resources of the commu-
nity. In order to accomplish this, the staff are attempting 
to educate the community about services available and the 
means to obtain them, while at the same time they are attempt-
ing to inform the providers of service about the needs of 
the community, and gaps, duplications, and deficiencies in 
service. They see themselves essentially as change agents, 
working to make service systems more responsive to the needs 
of the people and to educate community· residents to become 
their own advocates. 
The staff is divided into three teams, the leader of 
each being a professional with a different specialty. The 
two outreach workers on each team are indigenous paraprofes-
sionals. The outreach workers canvass local neighborhoods· 
in order to identify needs, link people with appropriate re-
sources, and initiate any necessary case advocacy. At the 
same time they are expected to provide their team leaders 
with information and documentation about unmet needs. The 
team leaders, who have each formed                       of 
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representatives from local agencies related to their par-
ticular specialties (health, education or welfare), attempt 
to resolve the problems identified by the outreach workers, 
either by exchanging information and ideas within their 
committees or by organizing the committee members to engage 
in class advocacy. 
The Boston Child Advocacy Project has also formed an 
advisory board composed of the heads of agencies, political 
leaders, and influential citizens. This board is used as a 
mechanism for dispensing information and creating concern 
about community needs, as well as a support base for the 
advocacy activities of the project. 
Child Service and Family Counseling Center Atlanta, Georgia 
Child Service and Family Counseling Center in At-
lanta, Georgia is a voluntary multi-service agency, which 
was ,formed by the merger of two well-established child 
welfare and family service agencies in 1969. The agency 
had one main office with seven branch offices, a staff of 
107, and a budget of 1.5 million dollars in 1972. (Be-
cause of the                                 in Title IVA                                
operations have been reduced slightly since that time.) 
The agency is organized into seven multi-functional 
units, each of which is headed by an                         social 
worker and is composed of professional, paraprofessional, and 
indigenous staff. The staff carry out a program of individual 
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and family counseling, group             child welfare services, 
and family life education. In 1972 the               served" 
approximately 8,000 clients. 
The agency initiated a family advocacy program in 
1971 in accordance with the recommendations of the national 
office of the Family Service Association of America. The 
goal of the program is to improve social                                        
affecting family life and the welfare of children. Advocacy 
is carried on at four levels: 1) case advocacy by the social 
work staff; 2) case advocacy by the agency board or admini-
stration; 3) class advocacy with or on behalf of groups of 
clients; and 4) class advocacy through joint efforts with 
other community agencies and organizations. 
Rather than hiring advocacy specialists, the de-
cision was made to encourage direct service staff to take 
on advocacy functions. Therefore, most of the advocacy 
in the agency is carried out by staff acting in their on-
going professional roles. In addition, staff and board 
advocacy committees have been formed to receive recom-
mendations from the staff about problems requiring class 
advocacy and to determine what further action should be 
taken by whom to correct the problems so identified. 
Citizen Advocacy Program Mt. Holly, New Jersey 
The Citizen Advocacy Program was established in Janu-
ary 1972 with a grant from Social and Rehabilitation Services/ 
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u.s. Department of                                     and Welfare. The 
                  which is under the auspices of the New Jersey 
Association for Retarded                     is designed to assist 
neurologically handicapped children and adults through the 
provision of volunteer services. 
The program has adopted the citizen advocacy model 
first developed by Wolf Wolfensberger in                   Nebraska. l 
This model, which 1s based on the premise that handicapped 
individuals should be aided in the process ot                                      
suggests that volunteers working on a one-to-one basis with 
client "proteges" are best able to understand and fight for 
the rights of the handicapped because they are not con-
strained by the vested interests common to all professionals. 
The Citizen Advocacy Program is located in a semi-
rural section of the state and serves individuals within a 
tri-county area. A staff of five administer the program 
            has arranged approximately fifty matches between 
volunteers and proteges. The volunteers provide companion-
ship and direct services to their individual                     taking 
on a case advocacy function whenever this seems necessary. 
Although the volunteers are expected to take on the needs of 
their proteges as· if they were their own and to act only in 
accordance with the wishes of the proteges, their ultimate 
goal is to help handicapped individuals who were formerly 
1 Wolfensberger,     cit. 
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institutionalized maintain thernseJ.ves in as normal a way as 
possible within the community. 
Institute for Child Advocacy 
Los Angeies, CalifornIa 
The Institute for Child Advocacy was estabJ.ished in 
1971 with a joint grant from the Bureau of Educationally 
Handicapped and the National Institute of Mental Health/ 
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The 
project, which is located in a primarily black, low-income 
area of the city, is administered under the auspices of 
the Central City Community Mental Health Center. 
The project was developed in an attempt to identity 
priority needs of children within the community and to 
generate pressure for the enhancement of eXisting services 
and the development of new resources. The basic goals of 
the program are to identify the needs of children and fami-
lies in the                       to advocate to meet the needs of 
these children, and to disseminate information on children's 
services. 
The project is administered by a professional with 
experience in community organizing and has a full-time 
staff of nine paraprofessional workers. During the first 
year of the project, the staff concentrated on providing 
information, referral, case advocacy and direct service to 
individuals identified through an outreach program. At the 
same time they conducted a survey of available resources in 
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the community. During the second year, the decision was made 
to concentrate effort on the school system. Consequently, 
the staff are now engaged in creating community task forces 
to work on issues which the community has identified as 
having high priority such as the development of delinquency 
prevention and recreation programs. At the same time same 
of the staff have been assigned to work in specific schools 
within the target area in an attempt to create a link be-
tween the schools and the community at large. 
Becaus·e children' s issues tend to have low priority 
in an area which is overwhelmed by economic problems, the 
project has had difficulty creating community interest in 
the concept of child advocacy. However, they have recently 
created a council composed of ten agency representatives 
and ten community residents and are working toward transfer-
ring policy-making responsibility to . this· body. 
".- .. - -:;" ... 
Minnesota Youth Advocacy Corps st. PaUl, Minnesota 
The Minnesota Youth Advocacy Corps was established in 
January 1972 under the auspices of the state Department of 
Education. The project has an             budget of $435,90.0 ,. 
which is funded by a grant from Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration and matching state and local funds. 
The project was stimulated by concern for the youths 
released from state correctional institutions who had greatly. 
increased their learning skills while in custody but tended 
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to drop-out or be pushed-out of local public schools short1y 
after their return to regular classrooms. The initiators of 
the program fe1t that if the educational climate for these 
youths could be improved by giving staff help to the public 
schools, the youths would have a better chance of sustaining 
the gains they had made while in custody. Consequently, 
the original plan for the youth Advocacy Corps envisioned 
that the advocates would           primarily with youngsters 
returning from correctional institutions. In the process 
of implementation, however, it was discovered that school 
administrators were equally concerned about pre-delinquent 
and probationary youths and that the juvenile courts were 
begiruling to concentrate on maintaining these youngsters in 
the community rather than taking them into custody. Hence, 
the youth Advocacy Corps expanded its basic objectives to 
include the provision of educational and counseling services 
to pre-delinquent and probationary youths as well as to 
students released from correctional institutions. 
In addition to providing direct service to these 
youngsters, the staff in the program provide consultation 
to school officials, parents, and community agencies, and 
engage in extensive brokerage and case advocacy within the 
school and in the larger community. 
The youth Advocacy Corps has a staff of 26t education 
and social work professionals who are located in public junior 
and senior high schools in Duluth, Minneapolis, and st. Paul 
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Minnesota. Since this is primarily an internal advocacy 
program, in which the staff work under         immediate 
jurisdiction of local school administrators, the project 
staff are assigned only to school systems desirous of their 
services. Because the program is                           by the 
state Department of Education, however, the staff occupy 
rather ma.rginal roles within the local school system and 
are allowed a great deal of autonomy in their work. 
New England Home for Little Wanderers 
Boston, Massachusetts 
New England Home for Little Wanderers is one of the 
oldest child welfare agencies in the country. It is a 
voluntary, non-sectarian agency serving approximately 
1,000 children in the greater Boston area. The annual 
budget of l! million dollars is drawn in almost equal 
parts from its endowment, contributions, and fees for service. 
The primary program                   is on emotionally dis-
turbed children for l'lhom the agency maintains four resi-
dential treatment units. In addition the staff provide a 
variety of other child welfare services including foster 
'care and adoption, recreation and activity groups, and 
parent-child counseling. 
        agency does not have any formal advocacy program, 
although the administration is active in a number of com-
munity social action programs. Case advocacy is, however, 
defined as an integral component of the social worlt role 
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and staff are encouraged to engage in advocacy when the need 
arises in relation to their work ",ith ind.ividual clients. 
The agency is organized in a fairly traditional 
social work pattern in that there are two major divisions 
(casework and group work), and 'the workers within each 
division are accountable to their immediate supervisors 
who are in turn accountable to the director of their 
division. Because of the strong therapeutic emphasis of 
the agency, the casework staff carry relatively low case-
loads of an average 12-15 cases for which they have total 
responsibility. The social work staff is composed almost 
entirely of highly skilled and experienced professionals, 
although a few paraprofessionals have been hired recently. 
The staff generally perceive their primary responsibility 
as the prOVision of intensive individual treatment, but 
they are allowed great autonomy in their work and are free 
to engage in any case advocacy which seems appropriate. 
The agency occupies an old, highly respected position 
in the community and the members of the board of directors 
are generally elite, rather influential citizens. Con-
sequently, the staff have a relatively strong support base 
, when they do engage in advocacy. 
Social Advocates for youth 
San FranCiSCO, California 
Social Advocates for youth is a federation of eight 
semi-autonomous community-based delinquency prevention 
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programs. The agency was established in March 1970 with 
the goal of reducing juvenile delinquency rates through 
the provision of alternative services to delinquent and 
                              youths. 
The primary program emphasis is the provision of 
direct service and case advocacy by volunteers working on 
a one-to-one basis with youths identified as manifesting 
problem behavior by the               and/or juvenile justice 
systems. In addition to administering the volunteer pro-
gram, the staff of the local offices provide individual 
and family counseling services and engage in case and 
class advocacy in relation to local service systems. 
The central office of Social Advocates for youth 
provides seed money to local projects and is responsible for 
hiring and training the local administrators. In addition, 
it provides ongoing consultation and is attempting to develop 
an information exchange system for the local projects. 
The local offices each have a small board of directors 
                of influential Citizens who are responsible for 
raising funds and providing sanction for the agency in the 
community. Policy determination and project                              
are, however, the. responsibility of the directors and staff 
of the local offices, most of whom are youths in their 
twenties who have knowledge and experience in the local 
community. The staff are primarily college graduates, al-
though a number also have professional degrees in education, 
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counseling, and social work. 
The three projects which participated in this study 
are located in santa Rosa, Goleta, and San Diego, California. 
West Nashville Child and Youth Services 
NashvIlle, Tennessee 
West. Nashville Child and Youth Services was established 
in July 1972, with a grant from the Youth Development and 
Delinquency Prevention Admlnistra.tion/U. S·. Department of 
Health, Education and l'lelfare. The program is administered 
through the Tennessee Department of Mental Health which 
also provides 20% of the funding. During the first year 
of the program, there was one neighborhood project which 
had extensive administrative, research, and training COM-
ponents. During the past year, these functions have been 
transferred to a central office and four additional com-
munity projects have been established in various areas of 
Nashville. Since the original project was the only one 
which partiCipated in this study, this is the only project 
described in this section. 
This is a community-based program located in a low-
income, white neighborhood. Although the project is funded 
under the rubric of delinquency prevention, it has a total 
child development focus and provides services to all children 
and families within the target area. The three basic objec-
tives of the agency are crisis intervention with children in 
need of immediate help, outreach services which fill a 
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preventative function for high-risk parents and children, 
and enhancement of existing service systems in the 
community. 
The project has a staff of seven indigenous para-
professional workers who provide outreach, counseling, 
brokerage and case advocacy services. The staff is 
trained and administered by a child development consultant. 
The project has a             advisory board composed of 
cit1zens ident1fied by the staff as indigenous commun1ty 
leaders. It is projected that as this board gradually 
assumes policy-making responsibility for the project, it 
will beg1n to take on more extensive class advocacy 
functions. 
Respondents 
According to the background informat1on form 
(Appendix n) the 39 respondents who supplied advocacy 
incidents                     a wide range in terms of personal 
background, education and experience. Two-th1rds (26) 
of the respondents are females and one-third (13) are males. 
They range in age from 16 to 40 plus, but the majority (59%) 
are in the 21-29 age group. They are almost evenly divided 
between those who are married (20) and those who are single 
(15) or divorced (3). They are predominantly white            
but approximately one-third are from minority groups. The 
vast majority (31) either reside or formerly resided in the 
community served by the agency. Their incomes are relatively 
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low with almost one-third (12) earning less than $5,000 
per year and only two earning more than $12,500 per year. 
The group is almost evenly divided between those "Tho 
have graduated from college or beyond (20) and those who 
have not; however, there is a 'wide range in that 15% (6) 
have less than a high school education, and over ane-third 
(14) have a master's degree or beyond. Of those who had 
adyanced study, the overwhelming majority (19) majored in one 
of the social sciences. Slightly over half of the group (21) 
had some kind of specialized training in advocacy, most of 
which was agency-based. 
All except two had previously worked in some other 
position. The largest single group were those who worked 
in some type of counseling capacity (12); hOl'lever, nine 
had experience in teaching, and the remainder had a variety 
of experiences in child care, community organ"izing, office 
work, military service, skilled and unskilled labor. In 
addition, approximately one-fourth·. (10) mentioned signifi-
cant volunteer experience. In terms of their current posi-
tions, the vast majority are direct service workers (29), 
five work in a supervisory or administrative capacity, 
three are volunteers, and two are students. The longest 
period of time employed by the current agency was six years, 
but only four have been                   longer than two years, and 
over half (21) have been working in their present capacity 
less than one year. 
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In response to a question about experiences in their 
background which were                       helpful in their work as 
advocates, over half (23) mentioned previous work or volun-
teer experience. Another sizable group (16) mentioned 
general life experiences, frequently citing personal 
problems (5), residence in or knowledge of the                     (8), 
and experience as member of a minority group (6). Only 10% 
(4) mentioned education or                    
Taob1e 2 below presents these findings in detail. 

































Married Separated or Divorced 
Total Number Responding 
Residence 
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Formerly Within Area 
Outside 









. Parents I Occupa tion 
(For 'l'hose u.nder 30 Only) 




Total Number Responding 
Under $5,000 
15,000-$7,.499 7,500-$9;999 10,000-$12,499 12,500 + 





































Less than 12th grade 6 High School Graduate 4· 
Some College 8 College Gra.dua te 4 
Some Graduate Work .2 
Master's Degree 12 
Post-Master's study 2 
Total Number Responding. 38 
Field of Concentration 
(For Those with Advanced Study .Only) 
Number 
Education 2 Social Welfare 12 Psychology 4 
Humanities 3 other (Business, Law, Nursing, etc.) 5 
Total Number Responding 26· 
Specialized Training in Advocacy 
Number 
In-Service Training 
14 ( Curren t Agency) School-Based 2 
                        Agency and School 2 Other 3 None 8 




















Prior 'tAlorlt Experience 
Number 
Casework, Counseling, etc. Teaching 
Child Care, Recreation 
Office Worlt, Business 
Skilled Trade 
Unskilled Work (Factory, 











20.3 15.3 17.0 13.6 10.2 
10.2 6.8 
3.3 3.3 
Total Number Responding 59 100.0 
(*20 of' the respondents worked in more than one field.) 
Current Position 
Direct Service l'lorker 
Supervisor, Administrator Volunteer Student 







Full-Time Part-Time (Includes Students 
and Volunteers) 
Total Number Responding 
Length of Time in 
    Months or Less -6 Months 
7-12 Months 1-2 Years 
More Than 2 Years 



























Of 195 incidents reported by the 39 advocates parti-
cipating in the study, a total of 163 were determined to 
meet the criteria specified for child advocacy. (Those· 
reports which could not be used in the final analysis were 
almost all incidents in which the respondent did not engage 
in any deliberate intervention with the target system, but 
rather provided simple information and referral.) 
The number of incidents reported by individual re-
spondents range from one to fourteen; and the number of 
inCidents included in the final analysis ranged from one to 
ten. Table 3 presents a frequency distribution showing the 
total number of inCidents reported and the total number of 
incidents included in the final analysis by the number of 
advocates in each category. 
As can be seen in this table, almost half (19) of the 
advocates reported between four and six incidents. Although 
fourteen of the respondents reported one or more inCidents 
which did not meet the criteria specified for child advocacy, 
almost all of these were submitted in the early phase of 
. . data collection. After further clarification by telephone 
with the individual respondents, they seemed to have no 
difficulty understanding the definition of child advocacy and 
selecting incidents which.met the criteria specified. Only 
six respondents reported more than one incident which could 
not be considered a clear example of child advocacy; and 
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three· respondents who each reported ten or more incidents 
and submitted them in one mailing, so there was no time for 
the investigator to correct their perception of the type 
of incident being sought. 
The total number of incidents submitted from each 
of the agencies in the sample ranged from seven to .thirty-
six; and the total number of incidents utilized in the final 
                  ranged from seven       twenty-seven. (The one 
agency which was clearly underrepresented in the final 
sample was the Citizen Advocacy Program. This was unfor-
tunate, but unavoidable, since the agency program is pri-
marily a volunteer one in which each volunteer works with 
one client; therefore, although six volunteers had originally 
agreed to participate in         study, only two engaged in any 
advocacy during the study period and these two had only a 
limited number of inCidents to report.) 
Table 4 presents a frequency distribution for each of 
the sample agencies showing the total number of respondents, 
the total number of inCidents. submitted, and the total 
number of incidents included in the final analysis. 
-In summary,. it should be noted that de.spi te the 
                      of several agencies originally selected to 
participate in the study and the difficulties in data 
collection discussed' in Chapter III, the participants in 
the study work in a variety of agency settings and represent 
a wide range in terms of their personal background and exper-
ience. Hence, although the incidents included in the study 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS AND NUMBER OF INCIDENTS SUBMITTED FOR EACH SAMPLE AGENCY 
Incidents Included Agency Respondents . Incidents Submitted '. in Final Amlysis 
Number Percent NUlnber Mean Percent Number Mean Percent - -
Boston Parent-Child 
Center 5 12.8 36 7.2 18.5 21 4.2 12.9 
Child Service and 
Family Counseling 4 5.8 11.8 Center 10.3 23 22 5.5 13.5 
\0 
Citizen Advocacy \0 
Program 2 5.1 7 3.5 3.6 7 3.5 4.3 
Institute for 
ehi1d Advocacy 4 10.3 26 6.5 13.3 18 .4.5 11.0 
Minnesota youth 
Advocacy Corps 4 10.3 23 5.8 11.8 23 5.8 14.1 
Ne\'l England Home for 
Little Wanderers 4 ·10.3 23 5.8 11.8 23 5.8 14.1 
Social Advocates 
for youth 9 23.1 24 2.7 12.3 22 2.4, 13.5 
t-le s t Nashville Child 
and youth Services 7 17.9 33 4.7 16.9 27 ·3.9 16.6 
Totals 39 100.0 195 5.0 100.0 163 4.2 100.0 1. ... _ 
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do not in any way constitute a random.sample of advocacy 
.practice, they do represent great diversity in regard to 
the education, work and life experience of the respondents and 
the geographic location, program goals, organizational 
auspices and structure of the agencies within which the 
incidents took place. Without the financial support of the 
Office of Child Development, it would not, of course, have 
been possible to examine such a wide range of advocacy· 
practice. Since it was possible to tap this breadth of 
experience, however, the fact that certain common themes 
could be discerned among such diversity tends to lend 
credence in the study findings and to suggest their appli-
cability for the broader field of child advocacy. 
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CHAPTER V 
OVERVIEW OF INCIDENTS 
This chapter presents an overview of the 163 incidents 
of child advocacy submitted "by the study respondents. The 
findings reported here reflect the preliminary analysis of 
the incidents conducted before the classification scheme was 
developed and are based entirely on the advocates f perception 
and reporting of the incidents. The intent in this chapter 
is to present a phenomenological descI'ipt1on of the incidents 
included in the study; the following chapter will present a con-
ceptual analysis of the major variables 1n the advocacy process. 
As discussed in Chapter III, because of the open-
ended nature of the research ins trument, there               a relia-
bility error of 14.5% in the coding of these variables; and, 
of course, the incidents reported do not in any way represent 
a random sample of advocacy interventions. Therefore, the 
frequencies reported can only be viewed as suggestive of 
I 
some of the dimensions of child advocacy. 
Description of Clients 
In regard to the type of client on whose behalf the 
advocates acted, it was noted that 93 (57.1%) were individ-
uals a.nd 54 (33.1%) involved a parent and child or family 
group. The remainder of incidents involved siblings, 
.' 
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peer r.r,t'OllPS, or             ti tute f::unily uni ts. 
In those incidents in which the age of the children 
\lIas                     (125), almost two-thiI'ds (82) involved chil-
dren                               or over;           only               (18) involved chil-
dren aged five or under. Almost two-thirds (73) of the 
youngsters in those incidents in t·rhichsex was mentioned \'lere 
males. 
In those incidents in 1r:hich clicnt race "..ras specified 
(116), just half (58) were \'lhi tes, 42 "..rere blacks, and the 
remainder were Chicano, Puerto Rica.n or Indian. Socio-
economic status was indicated in 106 of the incidents. 
Approximately five-sixths (89) of these clients were poor, 
but only 18 (20%) of these could be cOrlEl:i.dered             t has 
!'requent;ly           lauelt'Hl "ilLul                             families. II The 
remainder of the clients were almost evenly divided between 
middle a.nd \llorkine; clo ss families. 
In order to assess the degree       incapacity of the 
clients repreElentE:d by the advoca tes, an. attempt \'Ias made 
"to deterr.line the number and type of personal problems or 
client handicaps                     by thc respondents. The client 
proble:ns             ldenttfl.erl as :('0110\'15: physica.l illness or 
disability, 26 (16.0%); mental illness, 8 (4.9%); retardo.-
tlon/leal'tlinr!.                                   ties, 19 (11.             emotional instability, 
        (25. :3}::); laS turln:'1ce in family relo. tionshipn,       (39 0           ; 
delinquc-:ney/crlm.lnal charge.,           (2r,.             drug addiction, 
5 (3                 t:.lcohol:tGm, 7 (l-I-.                 school behavior problem, 
60                           other behavior problcill, G (3.7%); inadequatc 
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income, 60 (36.8%); inadequate education/job training, 46 
(28.2%); other, 30 (18.4%). (These categories are, of 
course, not mutually exclusive as many clients exhibited 
more than one handicap.) 
Reasons for Advocacy Intervention 
An attempt was made to categorize and tabulate the 
sources of the ·problems requiring intervention by the advo-
.. cates. Table 5 summarizes these findings. Since the 
attempt was made to identify as many problem sources as 
possible, the categories in the table are not mutually·ex-
clusive. Hence, the total number of problem sources 
identified was 399 which yields a mean of 2.4 per incident. 
Goals 
Effort was also made to                   and categorize the 
advocates' goals in the incidents reported. In the same way 
that many incidents had more than one problem source, so 
many involved more than one goal. Hence, there were a total 
of 747 goals identified or a mean number of 4.6 per incident. 
The results of this analysis are summarized below in Table 6. 
Source and Extent of Advocate Involvement 
In regard to referral source, it was noted that 76 
(46.6%) of the incidents involved clients with whom the 
advocate had an ongoing relationship. The other primary 
reasons for advocate involvement were referral by another 
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TABLE 5 
REASONS FOR ADVOCACY INTERVENTION 
Number 
PROBLEM SOURCE 
Lack of                     Resources (No 
Existing Social Provision) 5 
Inadequate Resources (l'Taiting lists, staff shortages, etc.) '.. 20 
Lack of Case Integration 18 
Unreasonable Policy or Procedure 28 
Failure to Carry Out Stated Policy or Procedure 14 
Disputed               or Decision 16 
D.isagreement bet"leen Client and Target System 27 
Discrimination or Prejudice in Target System 11 
Poor Quality Service 45, 
Lack       Resrnnsiveness in Target System 81 
Alleged Legal Violation 10 
                  Neglect or Incapacity 78 
Other 46 















(Categories are not mutually exclusive; therefore fisures do not total 100%.) 
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TABI.E 6 
GOALS OF ADVOCACY INTERVENTIONS 
Number 
GOAL 
Securing Information 105 
Securing Admission or Ne\'1 Service from 
Target System' 57 
Maintaining Client in Program of Target 
System 34 
Securing Additional or Improved Service 83 
Securing Release or Discharge of Client 
from Target Sys tem 14 
Compliance \'1i th La\" 13 
Enforcement of Stated Policy or Procedure 15' 
Reversal of Prior Ruling or Decision 32 
SpeCial Treatment (Exception to usual 
policy or procedure) 4·6 
Change of Policy or Procedure '4 
Change of Attitude or Behavior of Personnel 
in Target System 74 
Change of Personnel 1 
Case Integration 25 
Program Coordination 1 
Expansion of Existing or Development of 
Ne\'l Comrauni ty Resource 8 
Maintaining or Enhancing Client's Level 
of Func ti oning 158 
Strenthening or Improving Family Relationship62 


























social agency (20.9%) and parent referral                 Other 
sources of advocate involvement such as self and peer 
referral and advocate initiation were each inv01ved in 
five per cent or less of the·incidents. 
Fifty-two (31.9%) of the interventions were conducted 
by telephone, 41 (25.2%) by personal                   and 43 (26.4%) 
by some combination of these. Only 6 (3.0%) involved any 
sort of written                                 The majority of incidents 
involved relatively little time investment on the part of 
the advocates. For example, only 35 (21.5%) incidents 
involved four or more contacts and only 32 (19.6%) of the 
problems took longer than a week to resolve. The largest 
single group of incidents, 61 (37.4%), involved only one 
contact with the target system, and an additional 46 (28.2%) 
involved only two contacts. 
In 136 (83.4%) of the incidents, the respondents 
themselves made the decision to intervene; and in no case 
was the decision entirely that of the supervisor or agency 
administrator. Hence, it wou1d appear that the advocates 
are permitted to function relatively                               In 
regard to staff inv.:estment in the incidents, 151 (92.6%) 
involved         the advocate; other staff were involved in 8 
(4.9%) of the incidents; supervisors were involved in only 
3 (1.8%) of the interventions reported; and administration 
and board members were each involved in only one incident. 
Clients, however, were directly involved in 74 (44.2%) of 
the interventions. Also, the respondents utilized agency 
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consultants in 53 (32.5%) of the incidents. And they asked 
independent individuals or organizations to intervene in 39 
(23.9%) of the incidents. 
In describing the specialized resources employed 
for their advocacy, 109 (66.9%) indicated that they had 
specialized knowledge of the target agency which enabled 
them to intervene effectively. In contrast, only 29 (17.8%) 
mentioned that ·they required any specialized training for 
their interventions. Another 48 (29.5%) indicated that they 
needed a positive relationship with the target system to 
intervene successfully. 
The advocates generally displayed a high degree of 
personal involvement in the incidents they reported. Only 
4 (?5%) said that their involvement was low or below 
average, whereas 99 (60.7%) indicated that their involve-
ment was high or above average. Asked to account for their 
high degree of involvement, 119 (73.0%) menti.oned their 
feelings for the client; 15 (9.2%) said that their feelings 
about the target agency influenced their involvement; and 
50 (22.7%) mentioned their feelings about the type of inci-
dent involved. Only 7 (4.3%) described all three as influenc-
ing their involvement. 
Target Systems 
The types of target systems involved in the 163 
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It was reported that more people from a wider range 
of positions in the target systems were involved in the 
incidents than were those in the advocate agency. For 
example, 86 (52.8%) of the incidents involved t\<lO or more 
individuals from the target system, whereas only 10 (6.1%) 
of the incidents involved more than one person from the 
advocate agency. Similarly, in terms of the range of 
people involved, 8', (53.4%) of the incidents involved 
supervisors, board members or others from the target system, 
"lhereas only 13                 of the incidents involved anyone 
other than the respondent from the advocate agency. 
The majority of the target systems "lere receptive to 
the requests of the advocates in that the respondents indi-
cated that t;he target systems· \'/ere somewhat or very reccptiV"c 
in go                 of the incidents and that they were somewhat 
or very unreceptive in only 23                     of the incidents. 
Part of the reason for the receptiveness of the target 
systems may be due to the fact that a majority of the re-
spondents, 92 (56. 4r6), had direct prior contact "lith the 
target agency, and only 5                 had no prior knoNledge of 
the system. 
Results of Advocacy Interventions 
Commenting on the e1"'fects of their interventions, Iho 
(83.           of thr.! respondents reported that they ach:teved at 
Jeast partinl success and onother 6 (3.'nt) indicated that 
GOIlle other                                                     had been found or that they 
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\'1ere at lea:Jt \·lor! ... lna on some alternative plan. Conse-
quently, only 17 (10                   considered their intervention a 
total failure. 
In uiscussine; the reaGona for their success, the 
largest                 95 (58.3%), mentioned the responsiveness of 
the target system. Other major reasons offered for their 
success included l\:nO\ofledc;e of the target system,             27.6%); 
influence "lith t.he target system,         (27.6%); prior relation-
ship \'lith the               system, 39 (23.9f6); relationship "lith 
the client, 26 (16.076); :i.ntervention of a third-party, 26 
                      and oimple persistence, 19 (11.7%). Legal sanction 
and the ability to pose a threat to the. target system were 
each ment:i.oned 'by only' 6 (3.           of the respondents. 
In suggesting reasons for                     failure, the larce::;t 
numbur, 11                   of the 25 \'lho offered any reason for 
their complete or'partlal failure), mentioned their lack 
of                 or influence in rela.tion to the target system. 
Others indicated such reasons as lack of resources in the 
tarc;et or advoca te ac;el1.cy, simple                             discrimination 
in the               syctem, and third-party intervention. 
Summary of'                                  
Prom the fl.ndinc;s diacussed in this chap ter, it can 
'be seen tho. t the client popula. tion served. by the child 
advocates participat:i.n;s in               study \"as qui te diverse 
and not atypical of t.he population frequently served 'by 
children' C Ci.;enl! i.cr.: • III other \'Iorel::;, the cliento 
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were primarily individual children or famil.y groups and 
the largest single group were adolescent boys. The client 
population was almost evenly divided between whites and 
minority group members. The overwhelming majority were 
from low-income families, but only a small percentage would 
be considered multi-problem. The clients were reported to 
display a high number of personal or behavior problems and 
in almost half the incidents, .. the respondents indicated that 
.there was some degree of parental neglect or incapacity. 
Almost all of the respondents were concerned about 
maintaining or enhancing the clients' present level of 
functioning; but their specific objectives in the incidents 
reported were primarily those of securing additional or im-
proved service, changing the attitudes or behavior of per-
sonnel in the target system, or securing special treatment 
on the basis of individual client needs. The problems 
the target systems precipitating the advocates' intervention 
were primarily those of poor quality service, lack of re-
sponsiveness, unreasonable policies or procedures, and disa-
greement with the client. The interventions reported took 
place primarily at the staff or supervisory level and in-
volved relatively little investment of time or energy on 
the part of the advocates. The majority of respondents had 
prior contact and adequate knowledge of the target systems; 
and since the target systems were generally responsive to 
their requests, they were able to achieve a high degree of 
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success using rather low-key, collaborative approaches. 
The advocates did display a high degree of personal in-
volvement in the incIdents, based largely on theIr feelings 
for the clIent; therefore, it is possible that their concern 
and persistence contributed to the responsiveness of the 
target systems. 
       
CHAPTER VI 
DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEr;IE 
In describing her use of the                   incident tech-
nique for inductive conceptual,ization, McGuire com..'llentad that 
" ••• the classification of incidents became a slow, painstak-
" . 
ing process characterized by many shifts in thinking and 
much retracing of steps                 reached. Early formula-
tions, sometimes achieved by intuitive flashes, had to 'be 
subjected to re-examination and then accepted, rejected, 
or recast in clearer terms."l This researcher discovered 
that this \'las an accurate description of the conceptuallza-
tion process. 
The primary advantage of the critical incident tech-
nique is that it utilizes raw data as the starting point for 
conceptualization. However, as suggested                         this 
does not eliminate the                 of researcher bias; the very 
fact that the technique does not impose an explicit theoreti-
cal framework means that the researcher must examine the 
data from the subjective                     of his own values, 
                        leanings, knowledge base, and experience. 
Once the decision has been made as to which variables should 
be considered, it is relatively easy to determine subcategories 
IMcGuire, OPe cit., p. 77. - ' 
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on the basis of raw data and to test the reliability of 
these classifications. The decision as to which should be 
the primary categories of the classification scheme is, 
however, largely a subjective one. It was this decision 
which posed the most difficulty for this researcher and . 
which necessitated three major reworkings of the classifica-
tion scheme. 
Devising the Classification Scheme 
The methodology employed in this study was described 
in detail in Chapter III. In regard to the development of 
the classification scheme, however, it should be stressed 
that the researcher first used the inductive approach only 
in regard to the classification of advocacy techniques; the 
other major dimensions in the advocacy process were identi-
fied deductively, and coding was initiated on this ·basis. 
It was only after the coding had been completed and the 
incidents had been extensively analyzed that the decision 
was made to identify and categorize all of the major dimen-
sions on an inductive basis. This shift in design became 
essential once it was determined that the classification - - - - - - - -
scheme developed on a logical basis simply did not capture 
or adequately describe all of the major elements in the 
advocacy process. However, the classification of techniques 
continued to be the primary emphasis of the study. 
In developing the classification scheme presented in 
this chapter, the researcher was guided by Finestone1s 
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suggestion that the following operations facilitate develop-
ment of a classification scheme: 
1. Identification of the distinctions implied 
in the classification. 
2. Conceptualization of the distinctions by 
formulating dimensions. 
3. Defining the dimensions         stating the 
basic                         underlying their choice. 
        Stating additional assumptions and dimen-
sions when these seem indicated. 
5. Identifying the sub-categories of each 
dimension. 
6. Reconstructing the original classifications after considering various possible combina-
tions of categories in the dimensions. l 
A'classification scheme of the major variables in 
case advocacy as engaged in by practitioners of child 
advocacy is presented in Figure 1. The remainder of this 
chapter is devoted to description and analysis of the twelve ,. 
dimensions identified in this scheme. The frequency dis-
tribution for each variable is reported; and, where appro-
priate, examples of actual incidents of child advocacy are 
provided for illustrative purposes. (The examples are 
taken verbatim from the advocates' reports and have been 
edited only to eliminate identifying data and unnecessary 
detail.) 
1 Samuel Finestone, "Issues Involved in Developing 
Diagnostic Classifications for Casework," Case\'1ork Papers, 




CLASSIFICATION SCHEME: MAJOR VARIABLES 
IN CASE ADVOCACY ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN 
I. Change Agent (Advocate) 
II. Client/Beneficiary 
A. Individual B. Family/Primary Group C. Specif1c Category or Class of Children 
III. Primary Source of Problem 
A. Individual or Primary Group B. Transactions between Individual/Primary Group and Service System C. Intraorganizatlonal (Service system) 
1. Structural Defect 
2. Personnel Deficiency D. Interorgan1zational (Service Networlt) E. Community/Society 
IV. Target system 
A. Internal (Intervention directed toward advocate's 
Ol'm a.gency)' . 
B. Education C. Juvenile Justice 
D. Social Service E. Financial Assistance 
F. Health G. Housing . H. Other 
V. Objectives 
A. Securing Existing Right(s) Service(s}, or Resource{s} B. Enhancing EXisting R1ght(s}, Service(s}, or Resource(s) . 
C. Developing New Right(s}, Service(s), or Resource(s} D. Preventing, Limiting, or Terminating Client 
                        with Dysfunctional Service System 
VI. Sanction for Intervention 
A. Law or Public Statute B. Administrative Entitlement 
C. Administrative Discretion 





1. Client Situation 
2. Target System 3. Service Network/Outside Resources 4. Community 
B. Influence 
1. Client/Primary Group 
2. Target System 3. Service Net1rrorlc/Outside Resources 4. Community 
C. Coopel'nt.ion of Client/Primary Group 
D. Communication-Relationship Skills 
E. Personal Co:nmitment of Advocate 
F. Organizational Commitment of Advocate's Agency 
VIII. Receptivity of Tareet System 
A. Very Receptive 
B. somewhat Receptive 
C. Neutral/Mixed 
D. Some1rrhat Unreceptive 
E. Very Unreceptive 
IX. Object of Intervention 
A. Individua.l/Primary Group 
R. Line Stoff C. Supervisory or Administrative Personnel 
D. Policy-Milking or F'undin!3 Body 
E. Public Official(s) 
F. Independent Service                           (Third Party) 
G. Ad Hoc Coal:i.tion/Co:n:nunity Group 
H. Leglslative Body* 
I. Adjudicatory Body 
X. Level .of Intervention 
A. Local/County 
Bo state C. National'x, 
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FIGURE 1--Continued 
XI. Method of Intervention 
A. Intercession 
1. Request 
2. Plead 3. Persist 
B. Persuasion 
1. Inform 
2. Instruct 3. Clarify 4. Explain 5. Areue C. Negotiation 
1. Dialogue 
2. Sympathize (Commiserate) 3. Bargain 4·. Placate D. Pressure 
1. Threaten 
2. Challenge 
3. Disregard (Ignore) E. Coercion 
1. Deceive 
2. Disrupt* 3.                                               Redress 4. Lee;al Action 
F. Indirect 
1. Client Education or Tra.ining 
2. Community Organizing 3. Third-Party Intervention 4. system Dodging 5. constructing Alternatives 
XII. Outcome 
A. Goal Achieved 
B. Goal Partially Achieved 
C. Goal Not Achieved, but Other Satisfactory Result 
D. Goal Achieved, but Later Nullified 
E. No ChanGe or Achievement 
*None of the sample incidents could be classified in these 
en tegorics. llo\"lovel', :Lf a suf1'icicnt number of incidents 
.. could be collected, it seems likely that some would f'all 
in to             c.:a       ..                   Therefore, it seerlled appropriate 
to include them 1n the claosiflcation scheme. 
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I. Change Agent - This refers to the person. or persons 
who initiate the attempt to change or influence the target 
system. 
In all of the sample incidents, the change agent was 
the advocate. This factor was pre-determined in this study 
because of the cri teria specified for the r.eporting of 
advocacy interventions. However, if one were examining 
the advocacy process from a different perspective, the change 
agent could be some other type of person or organization. 
For example, the change agent could be the client, a client 
organization, an attorney, a journalist, or a social action 
group. 
II. ClIent - This refers to·the person or persons whom 
the advocate expects to benefit from his intervention or on 
whose behalf he is acting. Is the client an individual child 
or a family unit? If a larger group is to be the beneficiary, 
is this a special category of children (retarded, physically 
handicapped, poor, minority, delinquent, etc.) or all chil-
dren within the advocate's domain?l 
The primary clients or beneficiaries in the incidents 
reported were distributed as follows: 
Individual Family/Primary Group 




(57.1% (39. 8% 3.1 
(100.0%) 
lAlthoUgh the study focused on case advocacy, some 
interventions initiated on behalf of an individual are later expanded to benefit a larger group. 
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. III. Problem - This refers to the primary source or 
location of the difficulty which precipitated the advocate's 
intervention. For example, does the problem arise from 
intrapsychic or interpersonal conflicts or fxom distorted 
communication or interaction between the client and the 
target system? If the problem is internal to the target 
system, is it a structural problem (poor policies, rigid 
procedures, dysfunctional role allocation, etc.); or 
is it a personnel problem (unqualified staff,                   atti-
tudes, slipshod work, etc.)? If the problem is rooted in 
the larger community, is it an issue of poor coordination or 
duplications and gaps within the service network; or is 
it a problem of discriminatory attitudes, lack of public 
support, or inadequate resources in society at large? 
The primary problems in the sample incidents were 
identified as follows: 





14.1% 22.7% 27.0% 22.7% 4.9% 8.6% 
When a client presents his situation to the                      
the first task is that of developing some understanding of 
the problem. The way in which the problem is defined is of 
major importance in determining what type of advocacy, if 
any, is to be attempted and what the target system is to be. 
For example, incident nos. 45 and 56 below both describe 
problems which are transactional in nature in that a child 
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hus "become a behavior problem in school. IIi incident no. 56, 
the advocate defineo the problem primarily as a failure 
of school personnel to respond to the needs of the individual 
student nnd focuses on the school as the target system. 
In contrast, in                     no.           the advocB,te starts on 
this basis; but l'lhen his initial e.f.forts fail, he decides 
to l'e-evalua te the problem. On the basis of new inf'orma tion 
he obtains, he concludes that the student's needs can not 
be met in the regular school system. Therefore, he makes a 
referral to a more specialized resource. 
Incident No. 56 
F. is a las t semes ter senior in high school and \,lill 
graduate in June if he passes the six COUl'ses he is tal(ing. 
I had previou31y helped F. set up his schedule for this 
semegter and am 1n the process or                     a tutor for his 
economics course. 
In February, the a.ssis tant principal told me F. \'10uld 
not be able to graduate Gince he had been                 out of his 
two art clas£cs. I ','las a\'rare that F. \'TaS skipping art class 
and had talked with him about the possibility of getting 
kicl'-;:ed out of class and not being able to Graduate. l-lhen 
informed by n.ssistant principal a.bout F.'s situation, I 
became a\'rare that he and the administrative assistant felt 
there \'las no reason to try to help F.                   II he ,'ron' t 
graduate any\'my; he "Iants the diploma but isn't "lilling to earn 1 t. II . 
My Goal was to get F. back in art class and reach an 
ar.;reement "Ii th art teacher "as to "Iha t F. l'Iould have to do to 
stay in class and receive passing grades so that he may 
graduCl te. 
The art teacher "nUi 'Ililline; to allm'l F • back in class 
\'1ith the condition tha.t if he vias truant or misbehaves, he 
,'rould be throu':;h. The teacher \'Iunted F. to s ien a contract 
to thlrJ effect, but; Ii'.                   not uecau:::;e he fel1; it \'lOuld be 
next to                           .f'or h:l::l. not to Gkip any classes. " 
F. then ca:nc In to           \d. th lae to see if I could help 
him. I               if he \'1oulc.i be \"lillint; to oll3n a contrac t \,11 th 
the art teacheY.'                       him r:ix 8]tips ror the remainder of' 
the                   ter, if th0 tea.eher                             I·'.                     a I then 
tall.od \'li th           teacher ::,'lVJ he o.c;reed. I alno                       the 
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teacher to talk with F. about his other responsibilities in 
order to pass the course. He did this the next class period, 
and F. signed the contract. I assigned myself to check on F.'s absences from art 
and made it clear to him that only absences such as doctor's 
appointment, being home sick and other acceptable school 
absences would not count as skips. 
I feel my advocacy was successful because F. still 
has the opportunity to graduate in June if he passes his 
courses. I have talked \,li th him and discussed the fact 
that the responsibility for his graduating is on his shoulders 
and no one else's. I feel such intervention could have been handled by 
another adult in the school if any had wanted. No special 
expertise was necessary, just an interest in F. and a willing-
ness to recommend an alternative way of handling the situation. 
I felt the art teacher was glad to have an a.dult intervene 
and offer another alternative so he could give F. a better 
chance of making it. 
Incident No. 45 
M. 'would not attend school regularly .... Rhe felt she 
didn't need to attend school; her excuse was that the chil-
dren at school picked on her, and that she didn't like to 
ride the bus. My goal \'1as to get         to attend school regularly. I 
hoped, by working with the school, to interest M. in school 
so that she \'lould \'lant to go. . 
I talked with M.'s principal and teacher to see if 
we could work out something that would help M. to become 
interested in attending school. The teacher said she could 
not do anything to help M. because she felt that M. needed 
some other kind of help. I talked to the bus driver to see 
if something could be worked out                       the bus problem. 
,+,he bus driver failed in his attempt to get M. on the bus. 
On behalf of M., I put in for a transfer through the 
Board of Education to another school. M. was                          
but after going to school for a few days', she stopped going. 
I then                                           of                       to                   for M. to take psychological tests to determine what her pro'blem was. 
The test report stated that M. was emotionally dis-
turbed and needed to be placed in a special school. I started 
proceedings to have M. enrolled in such a school. Forms had 
to be filled out by school prinCipal, Board of Education, 
mother, family doctor and myself. Within a short time, the 
placement was made at the school. . 
My goal had shifted               of getting M. to attend 
school regularly to that of discovering what her problem 
was, and on the basis of that discovery, placing her in a school for emotionally disturbed children. 
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IV. Target System - This refers to the organization, 
institution, or social system which the advocate is attempt-
ing to influence or change in some way. Is the target the 
                own agency (internal advocacy)? If it is another 
service system, what type of system is this - educational, 
juvenile justice, social service, financial assistance, 
health, housing, or other? 
The target systems               advocacy interventions 
reported were distributed as follows: 
Internal (Host Agency)" Education Juvenile Justice Social Service· Financial Assistance Health 
Housing other Total 1 
16 47 26 
20 17 12 19 
9.B% 2B.9% 16.0% 
12.3% 10.4% 7.4% 5.5% 
9 ?Ol          
99.      
The choice of target system is directly influenced by 
the advocate's understand:i,ng of the problem·. Effective 
advocacy, however, seldom employs a simple cause-effect 
model. For example, in incident no. loB below, the original 
problem seemed to root in the school system. Therefore, 
the advocate could have intervened with the school person-
nel who were obviously neglecting their responsibility to 
attempt to understand and meet the educational needs of 
all children. Instead, the advocate conducted a thorough 
investigation \'lhich led him to decide that intervention 
with the welfare department would be the most effective 
means of resolving the presenting problem. 
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Incident no. 108 
S. is a black, 9-year old, second-grade, borderline 
student who was suspended from school. Because of neglect 
at home, he would come to school with strong odors of 
urine and wearing filthy clothes. The children would 
reject him and he ilould therefore become very hostile and 
aggresslve. The teacher was unable to meet both S. IS 
needo and the needs of the other children. 
My goal was to get S. readmitted to school and to 
contact the necessary persons to correct his hygienic 
situation. 
! first contacted the school to get all the infor-
mation I could on S., and then called the mother to set up 
an apPointment to visj.t her at home. At her home, I told 
hel:' "Thy S. had 'been suspended; she did not know about the 
sUffoension. She told me she had had a nervous breakdown a 
fe"i" months ago and \'laS presently an out-patient. When I 
asked l'1ha.t kind of assistance she \'las getting due to her 
condition, she told me she was receiving state aid and had 
no one to help her with S. and her two other children. 
I informed her that she could receive Aid to the Disabled 
(ATD) as well as Aid to Families of Dependent Children and 
that her social service worker could make it possible for 
her to have a helper come to the house unt.il she l'laS fully recovered. 
I then contacted the pupil services l'lorker and related 
to her the information I had received, explained the situa-
tion, and informed her that the necessary steps l'Tere being taken to correct the situation. On that basis, S. was readmitted to school. ' 
I took the mother dOl'Tn to the department of· social 
services and made complaint that she should be receiving 
ATD. I did Bet her status changed, for she is now receiv-ing $150 more a month. , 
I feel my intervention wa.s successful. My firs t 
goal of getting S. readmitted to school ''las achieved by 
going outside the school system to another system - department 
of social services - to secure health and financial assistance for S.IS family. 
In a some\'lhat similar case, incident no. 131 belol'l, it can 
be seen that the advocatels understanding of the problem 
infl ... tenced the selection of target. Since the child had 
been truant for two months, it would be easy to affix 
responsibility on the parents. Instead the advocate , 
operated on         assumption that the school system has 
       
responsibility for educating all children and intervened 
accordingly. 
Incident No. 131 
S. is a lO-year-old, black youth ''lho l'laS truant 
from school and had been hanging around the play area of 
the hospital where my agency is affiliated. S.'s parents 
are divorced, and the father is head of the household. 
My goal was to get S. back in school and to notify 
the father of his son's actions. During a talk with S., he told me that he was en-
rolled in three different schools. l-1y first task was to 
find out which school he actually went too I called the 
schools, and all three denied that S. belonged there and 
denied responsibility. I contacted a person from the task force for children 
out of school who found out that S. had not been registered 
in any school for three years. I then wrote S.'s father a 
letter aslcing if we could meet and discuss his son. The 
father called me to set up a meeting. I discovered that the boy belonged in one of the 
schools I had called. The principal of that school denied 
responsibility, saying that S. had told him he "ras transfer-
ring to another school. I told him I could not see how it 
1s possible for a child to be enrolled 1n a school and be 
truant for tl'lO months \'rithout the teacher becoming concerned 
and informing the principal and the principal getting in 
touch with the parents. I said that the transfer excuse was 
ridiculous, as a parent has to sign a permission slip for 
a transfer to be approved. 
My confrontation with the principal proved effective. 
The principal agreed to re-enroll S. at father's request; 
but he continued to deny responsibility. 
It should also be noted that the problem and target 
system may shift overtime. For example,. in incident no. 177 
below, the advocate was originally concerned about a struc-
tural problem of the school system (institutionalized proce-
dures for placing "prOblem," children in speCial classes). 
In order to prevent this, he decided to insist on an inde-
pendent outside evaluation. The advocate then encountered . the problem of lack of coordination and gaps in the community 
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service network. In addition, he was stymied by personnel 
deficiencies in 'the child                 clinic which had become 
a                       target system. Hence, he had to ask still 
another agency to intervene. 
Incident No. 177 
I work with the mother of a black, multi-problem family in a ghetto section of a ,large metropolitan city. 
The local elementary school \'1hich one of Mrs. B.' s children attends complained many times to her about her son's dis-
ruptive behavior. The school finally asked for her permission 
to test the boy in order to place him in a special class. 
(In this city, such permission is required.) Mrs. B., who deeply mistrusts the school's motives regarding her son, feared that he would be placed in a IIdead-end" classroom. I suggested we obtain an outside 
evaluation of the child in the hope of securing an unbiased, 
adequate evaluation. The school vie\'led my intervention with 
hostility, and my contact with the school led me to share 
Mrs. B.'s mistrust of its motives regarding the best interests of her Sal. 
I made a referral to the child guidance clinic of a 
1arge university in the city. A worker at the clinic placed the child on a waiting list with the implication that the 
evalua tion "10uld be done shortly. I called the clinic many times about the evaluation, but nothing was done. My problem 
soon shifted from that of preventing the child from being 
placed in a "dead-end" class to securing the child's evalua-tion by the clinic. 
The l'10rlter' s supervisor at the clinic called my supervisor and asked for a meeting. She said that the child couldn't be tested for several months because "this case wasn't any more urgent than others, lack of staff, etc." 
Thus, supervisor 'backed off from commitment made by worker, with no real explanation given • 
. A t this time, .1 Emlis ted the aid of a third-:-p.arty, a local family, agency which had been previously \'lorking wi th 
the family. The supervisor at this agency thought he could do something to help. I gather that he brought pressure 
to top levels in the clinic, for the child will now be tested at the end of this month. 
v. Objective - This refers to the goal of the advo-
cate's intervention or the result he is attempting to bring 
about. In other words, is the advocate trying to secure 
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rights, services, or resources which the client is not re-
cei ving but to 1r'1hich he is entitled? Or is he attempting 
to enhance the quantity or quality of a service or entitle-
ment which the 'client is already receiving? Is he attempting 
to develop new services or resources which the client needs 
but are not currently available? Or is he attempting to 
prevent, limit, or terminate th¢ client's involvement with 
a target system which is potentially dysfunctional? 
The objectives reported in the sample incidents were 
distributed as follows: 
Securing existing rights, services or resources Enhancing eXisting rights, services or resources 
Developing new rights, services or resources Preventing, limiting or terminating involvement 
with dysfunctional service system Total 
57 34.3% 77 '147 .9%j 
10 6.1% 
19 i11.7%J-163 ( oO.O%T 
In incident no. 52 below, for example, the advocate 
acts to secure and protect an existing right of the client's, 
whereas in incident no. 89 the advocate intervenes to enhance 
an existing service. Incident no. 9 provides a clear example 
of what has been termed system-dodging in that the advocate 
conducts a number of negotiations to prevent the client's 
involvement with the probation department since he feels this 
contact           be dysfunctional for the client. Incident 
no. 57 also is an example of system-dodging; however, in 
this             the advocate's primary objective becomes the 
development of alternative: service resources. 
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Incident No. 52 
A. is a l2-year-old black child who ,.,as expelled 
from school several times for minor offenses. A.' solder 
brother, who went to the same school, "las always getting 
      trouble and being sent home. It seems that at first A. was accused of the same kinds "of things simply because 
his older brother had caused problems. A teacher accused A. of breaking the side-view mirror on her car, and a case was "brought against A. The 
mother asked the court to appoint a lawyer, and when the case came up and a lal'1Yer still had not been appointed., 
she called me.       goal was to secure legal aid and counsel for A. I S family.". 
When A.'s mother informed me that the court had 
scheduled the hearing, I immediately contacted the court 
personally. I first talked to A.'s probation officer who 
seemed to know nothing about the case. He said he "lould call me back, and after several days, I called him again. He learned that the court had still not appointed a lawyer, 
but he had f'ound a lawyer who agreed to represent A.'s 
family.. HO\-leVer., the la''1Yer was not planning to see the 
mother until the hearing. I contacted the lawyer and suggested he get in touch wi th A. I smother bef'ore the hearing, or she l'lould not ShOl'1 
up in court. I talked to the mother and the la"lYer on the day of' the hearing to be sure they had gotten together. 
They had., and the mother f'elt comf'ortable and satisfied with the results of their talk. 
Incident No. 89 
My client is a poor, black ",oman who is the mother 
of' a 3-year-old child who \'laS enrolled in a day care center. Several times she had missed the bus l'1hich would take her 
child to the day care's bus stop. Child was dismissed from day care because of these transportation problems. The 
mother \'las satisfied \'li th the educational philosophy of' the " school and \'las pleased with the grolf/th and development of' 
her child since she had been enrolled (three months ago). She called me in distress wanti-ng help in finding "anot-her school f'or her child. . 
My goal was to resolve the transportaion                 so 
that child could be re-enrolled in day care school. Because the child had adjusted to the school, I did not want the ehild to have to make a transition to another school situation. 
. I was familiar \,/i th the day care center and had estab-
1ished f'riendly relations with them. They have an outstanding 
educational program. I called center and asked them to recon-
sider their reasons for dismissing the child. Their policy 
1s that children arrive         be picked up on schedule. I told 
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them transportation was a small part in helping a child and 
family. I recommended l'lays of \'/orlcing out the mother's 
problem. They \'lere sympathetic and immediately reconsidered 
their position. Other transportation arrangements have since been made, 
and the school called me to say things were \,10rking out 
better for the family. I feel I succeeded because of the 
outside pressure I was able to apply, regarding the irration-
ality of the school's decision. The school has been knm'ln 
to dismiss children unnecessarily. 
Incident No.9 
B. is· a young girl \'/ho .. had run away from home and 
was currently living \'li th her sister, 100 miles a\'lay. Sister 
called me to say it was not a good arrangement as she was in 
school, her parents did not like her, and if they found out 
B. l'laS there they l'lould call the sheriff. B. had ·been in 
juvenile hall before and IIfreaked out ll and did not want to 
return. Sister described father as "middle class applepie 
-------." Sister wanted to know what could be done to re-solve the problem. 
I told her I would try to work something out becl'leen 
sheriff and probation \,/hich ''1ould keep B. out of the hal],. 
I explained that Juveniles essentially have no legal              versus their parents and that legal agencies almost always 
take the side of the parents. 
My goal was to keep the sheriff's office and probation 
out of the case until ''1e could contact the parents and 
someone in their community to handle the problem. It was 
almost certain parents "Tould have B. arrested if they knew 
where she was. t'le wanted to approach them firs t. 
I called the juvenile sBt. "of the county sheriff's 
office and confided to her the information without name and 
asked what kind of legal situation we were in. Sgt. needed 
name and more information. I extracted promise they would 
not bust B. if I gave the information. (I had B.'s per-
mission to use her name.) I told sgt. that B. was safe and 
wanted to get together" with her parents and a neutral party 
(since her father was friendly with some probation officers). 
Sheriff's office had called the home community to 
find out B.'s legal status. She was listed as a runaway, 
but they had used their discretionary powers to ena"ble us 
to find some solution to the problem. In effect, they would 
not bust B. if she promised to stay with sister until we 
could get her home or work· out some arrangement with parents. 
I called a local youth agency in home community and 
asked them to intervene in B.'s behalf, as the local probation 
people had sided with parents over past issues. They agreed. 
I called parents and told them B. was safe and set up a con-
ference with the local agency. Parents agreed to transport 
I" 
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B. and foreGo hnving, sheriff do this. This move effectively 
avoided illvolvement on the pa.rt of local sheriff and probation. 
I later heard from sister that the                     was fairly 
good, but family l'ms not follot-/ing through on thera,py                  
ment.. Advocacy l'ms succesr;f'ul in that B.           home without 
any involvement "lith legal system or any incarceration. 
Effective l:ltlvocacy was a result or the fact that most 
local ao:mcies in the community feel we are legitima.te and 
will accept us at face value. The Juvenile sgt. probably 
felt B. t'ias in good hands. Also, my knowledge of' the workings 
of juvenile department proved valuable. 
This incident               out the need for class advocacy 
to acquire some leGul rights for minors who are not criminal 
but who can't get along with their families. We need some 
facili ty in the community to house these types of kids \'ihen 
they don't have somet,there to go - either a temporary or a 
more permanent base. 
Incident No. 57 
A. and D. are t\'iO boys from a to\>m some distance from 
our agency.                 nothing in that area to keep them in-
terested, and \'1ith a home life that left much to 'be desired, 
they hitched to a larger city where A. has a sister. It is 
deba ta'ble '>1hether they had the full cooperation. and permis-
sion of their parents. 
In an attempt to f.'ind work, A. and D. went to the 
human resources development office \-There a l-lOrker in the 
job                 referred them to our youth advocacy                 i'4y 
goal as the boys' advocate \'ias to get emergency help (since 
A.' s sister had changed her mj.nd about putting them up), to 
help them find             and to give           information. and help 
in avoiding contoc t \'Ti th probation. ('rhe automa tic probatlon 
declsion \llould be to send thern back to the town they had left.) 
Ny agency f'el t no compulsion to return the boys to the tm'ln 
they had left. 
I made several phone calls - to the job corps, child 
protective services, social services department - which turned 
up_ no real ,job possib ili ties other than those generally 
known, such as restaurants, gas                     etc.'l'lTere---was no 
encouragement about 'housinG                               either. 
A. a.wl D. and I then \'lent over a youth resource 
dtrectory Nhich my aGency keeps in the office. 'fhis turned 
up some leads - such as rural manpower l;1nd neighborhood youth 
              tt.J'c also                               the :ncr 1 ts of the boys' going to 
another lorge city \'1here one of the 'boyr.;' brothel' lives. 
I took the             to the first office on their ac;enda; then 
it was up to them. 
        days Inter A. came back to report no success in 
finding emploY:l1ent. He \'ms on his "laY to the other ci ty. 
I feel that                 .Lne:i.<icnt \'las                         and "not 
very cffec tlve                         I" 'fh:lz \'las due p.t'imarily to a total 
lack of'                           :l.n the co:nllluni t:r. 
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VI. Sanctionl - This refers to the basis on \'lhich the 
advocate justifies his intervention. Is the advocate at-
tempting to secure a legal right of the client? a benefit 
which ha.s been administratively specified? a service or 
benefi t \'lhich is available on a discretionary basis? or a 
service \>lhich the client needs but is not currently pro-
vided or guaranteed? 
The sanction f.or the advocates' activity in the 






11.        
19.          
             32.5% 
As will become clearer in the discussion of tech-
. . niques, objects and levels of intervention, the question 
of sanction is a critical one in the advocacy process.l If 
the advocate is seeking to protect his client1s right under 
the law, he can take \'lhatever measures nre necessary to 
insure this, but he may need only to notify the target 
system that his actions are being monitored. Similarly, 
if the advocate has as hls objective the securing of some 
public entitlement, he has a \'lide ranc;e of options available 
lThl'! researcher is indebted to Enid Cox, Columbia 
Univcrnity School of Soci.n.l '-'lork, for highllghting the sig-
nificanc:e of' this variable. Al though the baseline study of 
child advocacy., Ko.im, 1(:)J;Jermnn and t·1cGO\·mn, OPe cit., em-
            izecl nanc tion [I f.> a ph ilosophical is sue, l:fie wri ter ho d 
not                                     considered. the rela tlOllfJh:tp bett-/een the type 
of                         and the typt:! of strategy selected for a partj.<!ular 
interven tion. 
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to him. In lncident no. h belOt\[, for example, the advocate 
had only to contact the proper enforcement authorities to 
insure compliance from a very hostile target system because 
he had legal sanction for his complaint. In incident no. 15 
below, the advocate intervened at several different levels 
to protect his cleint's interests; however, he was free to 
make demands at these different levels because he knew his 
client was entitled to receive food stamps. 
Incidellt No.4 
J. is a retarded, white male. He was being 
exploi ted by his employer \'lho \-las not paying him for 
overtime work. My goal "'las to correct this unlal'lful 51 t-
uation. 
J. told me about his \,lorking conditions and dally 
schedule. I counted up the hours and arrived at a 74-hour 
work l'1eelc. J. is paid $2 per hour; the rent is taken out 
of' his salary by 11is ell1ploye.c; J. tiays         dally for mealo. 
After all these expenses, ha received $h7.50 for his labors. 
He should have been receiving               l'1eelcly, not countlng 
overtime. 
I informed J. of my intentions to file a complaint 
and he approved. So did J'.' s social \·Iorker. I discusserl 
the situation l·lith my brother, l'lho is a field representative 
for the division or civil rights. He found out that this 
type of case "'las handled 'by the division of labor standards. 
I asked him to continue \'11 th the caHe because I felt that 
his interventj.on would assure a prompt response to the 
co:nplaint. 
The commisGioner of the division of labor standards 
\-Ias                         He in turn. contacted the division of                
and hour '11hich sent an fnvesti[!;ator to interview- J-. and his 
employ"cr. Prior to this time a letter, signed by my brother, 
was sont to all the agencies involved telllncs them of the 
importance of the case. Enclosed WQS a letter from the 
director of my (advoca.cy)                 co:mnending me on my actions. 
J. \'1l.l.S fired. by his employer the day of the investi-
gation. I contacted Iny "brother "'ho contacted the supervisor 
of'                 "and hour. He called employcr and told hlm it 1n 
                    for an                         to .fire or harass an employee because 




J. is now receiving overtime pay; he has a new and 
improved \-lorking schedule; and he now works 50 hours a week, 
receiving $47.50 plus overtime. 
Incident No. 15 
My client, T., called to ask if I could take her to 
the community center to be certified for food stamps. She 
was 'disabled because of a crushed ankle and her leg was in 
a cast. I took her to the center. The time allotted for 
certification for food stamps at the center is seven hours, 
from 8 am to 3 pm. The welfare'agent informed T. that he 
only had time to certify ten people and the rest would have 
to' leave. T. then called me and asked if I would come and" 
take her home, since she "las'thirteen on the list, and the 
agent would not certify her. I went there and asked the agent why he could only 
certify ten people, since I knel'l it only takes ten minutes 
to certify a client. He said simply that that was the number 
of people he "chose" to do that day. When asked ii' he 
couldn't make an exception since T. was disabled, he said 
no, to him, "every client lias an emergency" and he could 
make "no exception." , My goal was to get T. certified for stamps because 
this lias the las t day of the month, and she had 11ei ther .rood 
nor i'ood stamp s • 
I consulted the chairman of our program's advisory 
board because he had worked with the food stamp center before. 
I explained \'Iha t had happened at the center. He seemed upse t 
and said he would make a few calls and call me back later. 
He called me back to tell me that he had contacted our council-
man who ",as going to take care of it. Councilman then called one of our state representatives'and had him call me to 
explain that normal procedure for the welfare department 
is to inform their clients at least a month in advance that they had to be certified. Since T. had not been 
informed, they intended to find out l'lhy. They then called 
the                           of welfare to find out why this client had to l'1ai t to be certified. 
The commissioner then called the supervisor of the food stamp center and had him call me to explain again. 
I explained and he decided to check her record. He called 
back to tell me that he had decided to send a representative 
to T.IS home to certify her, and if I could be there, I 
could pick up the stamps for her. I went to T.'s home and 
picked up her stamps. T. 'was certified for stamps indefi-nitely. 
My advocacy was successful because I had a clear 
mandate and knew the right people to call and was able to intervene on many levels. 
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When the advocate's sanction is that of administrative 
discretion" i. e., when he knot-1s that the target system has 
the option of granting his request but is not required 
to do so, he must use rational, persuasive techniques or 
appeal for the sympathy of the decision-maker in the 
target system, as in incident no. 133 below. Similarly, when 
the request is made on the basis of client need" which is 
essentially a matter of value judgment, the advocate is 
forced to use a collaborative approach for his intervention, 
as" for example, in incident no. 39 below. 
Incident No. 133 
My client had an appointment to go into the hospital 
for an operation. She wanted a babysitter to take care of 
her children while she \'1as in the hospital, and t-lanted me to ask welfare to pay. for the babysitter. 
My goal was to get someone to take care of my client's children while she was in the hospital. 
I contacted the welfare department and talked to 
my cl.ient' s social \..rorker. I appealed to the social \..rorker, pointing out that the children would be upset about their 
mother going into the hospital         that they would be much better off being cared for by someone they know - their grandmother. The social worker agreed and contacted my 
client's mother and made arrangements for her to come from the South to take care of the children. The social worker 
arranged for welfare to pay for the grandmother's trip to and from the area. 
My intervention was successful. because I knew the werfare -sys-tem--and -the options- -open to -my- c"li-ent. -WeJ:fare 
is reluctant to give out information to its clients about its avail.abl.e resources and offerings. 
Incident No. 39 
I am counseling E., a white, middle-class woman, who is attempting to deal. with her strong feelings of 
inadequacy as a wife and mother. When she feels really lBdly a'bout herself, she sets the world up to tell her 
how ineffective she is. She has convinced neighbors that 
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she is a bad mother, and they responded by calling the 
school. The school contacted the school psychologist who 
                        that the children be removed from the home. 
E. called me for my opinion. 
I feel that E. is capable of handling her children 
and that she needs someone to take a firm stand l'1i th her 
on this. Also, it seemed very unlikely that child pro-
tective services (CPS) would actually take the children 
away without long court proceedings which would only 
increase her feelings of low esteem. 
I talked with the school psycholoBist and explained 
the major issues E. ,was dealing, with in her continuing 
                      I explained hOTt' some specific incidents reported 
by, neighbors \tlere not actually destructive' experiences for 
the children and how E. had ,coped with them as a result of 
treatment. I was supportive of his knowledge and longer 
experience with the family, and I left to him the decision 
abou t calling baclt CPS. 
The result was that CPS hever contacted the family. 
Advocacy TtlaS effec ti ve because, although my feelings \olere 
strong, I did not allm'l them to get in the way of my 
presentation which I handled rationally and colla'boratively 
\t7ith the school psychologist. 
VII. Resources - This refers to the personal and/or 
'.J': 
organizational assets utilized by the advocate in carrying 
out the intervention. Does he have adequate knowledge of ' 
the client situation, target system, service network and/or 
the                     at large? Does he have significant influence 
with any of these? Is the client cooperative and does he 
take an active role in advocacy activity? What                    
tion skills are 'utilized'by the advocate? And what about 
, , 
the personal (ti,me, energy, skill) and organizational (money, 
community influence, staff resources) commitment underlying 
the advocacy activity? 
The resources utilized by the advocates in the 
interventions reported can be identified as follows: 
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Kno\,lledge of Client Situation Target System 
Service Netl'lork 
Community 
Influence with Client/Primary Group Target System 
Service Netl'lOrk Community . 
Cooperation of Client/Primary Group 
Communication-Relationship Skills Personal Commitment of Advocate 
Organizational Commitment ·of Agency 
152 118 
70 14 4 55 
9 
2 25 43 48 
10 
93.3% 72.4% 42.9% 8.6% 2.5% 33.7% 5.5% 1.2% 15.3% 26.4% 29.5% 16.1% 
(Categories are not mutually                       therefore, they 
do not total 100.0%.) '" 
The resources available for a specific advocacy inter-
vention are a direct function of who the change agent is; 
which resources are actually utilized relates to the target 
system, objectives, and sanction for the intervention. A 
variety of resources are employed in advocacy, but the most 
common is simply that of knowledge. The advocate's know-
ledge of the client situation, target system, etc., is often 
critical to the success of the intervention. In incident 
no. 165 below, for example, it is evident that the advocate 
succeeded primarily because he knew as much, if not more, 
than the judge about court proceedings for adoption. In 
addition, of course, he presented his case well, utilizing 
extensive communication skills. 
Incident No. 165 
A 6-weelt-old female· child was placed in the trial 
adoptive home of Mr. and Mrs. E. I supervised the adoption 
and prepared the papers routinely for the finalization of 
the adoption. In court, the judge felt the papers were in-
complete and was not going to allow the finalization of the adoption. 
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My goal was to effect the finalization of the adoption. 
Rather than accept the judge I s statement that th.e papers \'1ere 
incomplete, I chose to view it as an opinion not backed up 
by facts. I told the judge that I had been coming to this 
court for years and had always prepared the papers in a 
similar fashion and had never run into any difficulties 
before. The judge. stated that the papers would never have 
been satisfactory. I questioned if the clerks of the court knew ··.what information the judge wanted included in the 
reports and she assured me that they should know. I explained 
that, per usual, I had sent a letter with the papers asking 
that I be notified if the papers were not in order so that 
they could be rectified. I had· not been contacted by the 
clerk. I pointed out that some of the information the 
judge was requesting \'ras included in the reports but 
had been overlooked. I asked the judge to list the 
information needed so that I could take this news back to 
my agency to insure more complete reports in the future. 
The judge then allowed the adoption to be finalized. 
My success ''las due to my many previous court appearances and my kno\'rledge of adoption procedures and the requ.irements 
of adoption papers. I ''las able to point out that the agency had done its job as well as possible in light of the fact 
that the               had cer"tain particular ideas· about the infor-
mation necessary but had not relayed these ideas to the agency. 
I did not succeed in persuading the judge that our form for 
the adoption papers was satisfactory, mainly because I was 
not arguing this point, but rather, was fighting to get this 
particular adoption through the courts. 
".Influence with a significant member of the target 
system can also be a critical variable in advocacy. Incident 
no. 6 below is illustrative since the advocate in this case 
was a teen-age volunteer who succeeded primarily because of 
a personal relationship with the president of the local 
board of education. However, influence may not be a suf-
ficient resource in itself, if other forces in the target 
system or in the community at large are strong enough to 
countermand the advocate's influence. In"incident no. 68 
below, for example, the advocate had an ongoing relationship 
with the mayor who was chairman of the agency's advisory 
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board; yet he         unwilling to cooperate with her request 
.', :      
about a housing problem in the black community, probably 
because of the potentially strong reaction in the white 
community to any intervention on his part. 
Incident No.6 
T. is a little girl who had been classified mentally 
retarded as a result of                   T.IS mother is dissatis-
fied with the test result and with the day care center T. 
attends. Mother would like T. to be enrolled in the special .public school program for children with special problems. She asked me to find out· why she ·wasn't notified about the 
program. :My goals \-Iere to find out hOl'T T. was classified mentally retarded and under what                       she was tested, and to have her retested. I called the president of the 
board of education (whom I happened to kno\,l since I had 
worked as a babysitter for his daughter in the past) to find out why T. wasn't in the program and told him or T.'s 
handicaps. He said he would find out about the testing 
and contact our superintendent. As a result of his inter-
vention, I \'1as able to set up an appointment ''lith superin-tendent, \-lho told me hO\-T T.· was placed in day care center 
and about her testing conditions. T.'s mother is unable to communicate with superintendent, so I told him what she 
wanted to know about T. I subsequently met with the school social worker \'1ho was very inf'ormative, interested and helpful. She \'lent to the day care center to                 T. She is also setting up an appointment for me to see the school psychologist about T. I am not a social worker and have no training in this field; my main goal was to have T. retested.       perSistence 
in the case accomplished much: social worker \Olants to get 
T. retested after ten months in a school. She is also 
helping to find out what the state's obligations are toward T. 
Incident No. 68 
. Miss K. is a                           black woman who lives with 
her four children in privately ·o\'med apartments. She came 
to the agency because of her concern over her living condi-
tions. She sought help in improving her housing conditions 
or in finding other housing. Miss K. pays $80 a month rent 
for a one-bedroom apartment with utilities included. She 
had numerous complaints             were shared by other residents 
         
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who ·later came to the office \·rith her. Electricity, \'rator, 
and c;an hod all been t.urned off for the entire complex at 
various times durinG the                 by the utility companies; 
open cesspool in back of apartments; rato and mice; no 
repairs such as broken doors and \'tindm·rs although numerous 
compla·ints had been made to the resident manager. 
lIly immediate Goal was to investicate Miss K.' s com-
plaints anLi, based on the information gathered, contact 
the proper a.gencies or pcroon (landlord) to correct the 
situation. Goal eventually shifted from case advocacy (Miss 
K.'s needo) to class advocacy (tenants as a group). 
I firs t made a home:: visi t         th Miss K.' s consent. 
The open cesspool in back needed repairs, and the lighto 
in apartment \-lere off. I got the owner's name from Miss .t\.. 
but I cou.ld not                 him by phone. lIe rarely sho\'/S up at 
the                                 and then, early in the morning. I called 
the local public health nurse about the rats and open cess-
pool. She referred me to the county sanitation departmerlt. 
A person there informed me tho t the pond \oJ"as an oxidation 
pond and \'Tas legal if the pond \'laS                   properly. He 
then had the rodlJnt control department co:ne and put out 
poison for the mice and rats. 
I then called the local mayor, who is the chairman 
of our advisory board!, to inquire about \'/ho the ot'mer of 
the apart:nent \'la·s and hm'l to contact him. The ma.yor \'las 
not at all                   saying that the tenants delibere.teJ.y 
d r- ro t".o·r","l ..         -' ....... -         ....... 1..,..,···· "'l"la'-":'             tI1 ou·bl-. :'",-tth _...., - .,}_" "" ..... _ J.J..&..t..- .... ,-" .............. '"                           """     .:y,;J .I.\,     ''I''&'' 
the people IJo\.;n there, II (all blacks), and that he \'18sn' t 
sure \'/ho th(:!             O\·mel' \'las. I explained about the utili ties 
being turned off'                     they're included in the rent, but 
he continued to v1.e\.,r the poor conditions as the tenants' 
faul t and not the or.-mer' s responsibill ty. 
I succeeded in finding more adequate housin3 for 
Miss K., an she had n sick child. But the problens still 
exist for the other tenants. The locol health department 
\.,ras receptive to the problems but the local authorities do 
not seem concerned about correcting the situation. There 
is subtle racism in the community, and both the mayor and one 
health official place the blame on the black residents, not 
the o\'me l' • 
I gathered information which will be needed for 
i'urthcr tenant action, but I fecI the tenants will not be 
able to effect chan;·;e Ni thout leadership. Our agency is 
                            t'ri th the tenants, and I feel tha t by comb:i.ning 
several a.Gcncies and cl:i.ent               into a community self-
help .grollp., it \·rj.ll be posDible to resolve these complex 
problems. r·ly intervention in IJehalf of Hiss K. required 
knot·rledr;e of and                     ld.th many dif'fercnt agencies. This 
Itind of                         and action               be needed by the tenanto 
c;roup if it is to be ei'fecttvc. 
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Commitment of time and energy on the part of the 
advocate or his agency can also be a significant resource 
in the attainment of an advocacy objective. In incident 
no. 109 below, for example, the advocate simply persisted 
with the case, refusing to surrender his concern for the 
client. Consequently, he eventually achieved a major 
victory in the juvenile justice system. 
Incident No. 109 
T. is a 16-year-01d, eleventh" grader \-Iho has been 
suspended from school three or four times for "truancy. 
He is on" probation and has already spent six months in 
the county school for delinquents. His mother works as 
a cocktail \'laitress, and his father is separated from the 
family and living in a home for "drug dependent males, 
since he is fighting alcoholism. 
It "became obvious that a1 though T. is a fairly 
bright boy, schoo1"was not the place for him. I discussed 
with his probation officer           the possibility of T.'s 
                a job, dropping out of school and attending night 
school. The PO insisted that school attendance be part 
of his probation and \,Ianted T. to exhaust all day-school 
possibilities first. l'lithin a month, T. did exhaust all possibilities. " 
My goal \'las to get T. away from drugs and alcohol for 
a while. I \,Ianted him to have psychological tests so \'Ie 
would know if anything was seriously wrong, and finally, I 
wanted him to start fresh \,Ii th ne\,1 people and a ne\,1 program 
rather than returning to the people and programs that meant 
f"ailure to him. 
First, T. was scheduled for psycho19gical tests at a 
private clinic which \'Iould qualify him for attendance in a 
voca tiona1 rehabil!"ta-tion program. T. failed- to "snow- up" 
for in take te sting both time s • Next, T. \-Ias se t up wi th t\'lO 
"job interviews through the work experience program at school. He went to the first interview, but didn't get the job; he 
failed to show up for the second interview, which was pre-
arranged to hire him. . " 
A few months later, T. "''las returned to court on a 
"violation - he got drunk and broke $800 worth of windows 
at a local" recreation center. In court, T. promised to 
attend school and stay out of trouble. The first day back 
in school, T. missed five out of six classes and was 
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suspended. The next week, before a court date could be 
arranged, T. stole money from his mother's purse and held 
a grass party at his house which che landlord complained 
about. T.'s mother kicked him out of the house and told 
him not to come back. 
When T. returned to court, I recommended that instead 
of returning him to the county school for six months, he be 
placed in the state juvenile institution for a 3-w'eek psycho-
logical evaluation which they provide. The court agreed, 
admitting that this service would "be of more benefit to T. 
At a staff meeting at this institution, we reviewed T.'S 
case and                         placement in a state group home. This 
placement was a landmark case because it was the first time 
a policy exceptiqn has been made to place a child under 
county care in a state facility. The state, for some time, 
has wanted more participation,·in county decisions, and 
in T.'s case, the state has assumed financial and other 
responsibility for T. 
I feel advocacy was effective. I was able to get 
T. placed in our agency's "open school" \'1hich he has 
attended every day. He is dOing well in the group home 
and will 'be eligible to return home in eight \'leeks. I 
knew the county school would not'be suitable for T. and 
that the state group home would be good for him. 
Lack of resources can be equally as importnnt in 
determining the outcome of any intervention. In incident 
, , 
no. 188 below, admittedly a "horror case" in which the target 
system was exceptionally hostile, the advocate ,failed 
because of a lack of knowledge about how to intervene im-
mediately and a lacle of, influence with any of the significant 
decision-makers in the target system. 
Incident No. 188 
I was called 'by the hospital social service department a'bout L., a l2-year-old, 'black girl who was admitted to the 
city hospital the night she "las in labor. In the morning, 
she delivered a normal, male child by caesarian section. She had had no prenatal care. 
L. is a runaway. She refused to give me her parents' 
address. She had come to the hospital alone. She said she had no friends or relatives in the 
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The hospital said L. was in critical condition, and 
the hospital social \'1orker said the doctors ,\,1anted to do a 
complete hysterectomy. The social \'Iorlcer \"anted our agency 
to work with L. if the operation occurred, but wanted me to 
talk with the doctors immediatly a'bout the ramifications of 
and possible alternatives to a hysterectomy. 
My goal was to explore with the, hospital an alternative 
medical plan, and if there was none, to provide case\,lork 
services for L. and for L.'s family, if possible. 
, The first day L. was in the hospital, I met \'1ith the 
medical staff, who were disgusted with L.: she \'las highly 
,infected with both gonorrhea and syphilis, and she was a 
heroin addict. Her baby wao addicted to heroin and \'1as 
infected \'Iith venereal                   The medical staf'f S'a\'1 her 
as a "poor case of protoplasm" - and black protoplasm at 
that. 
This \Alas L. 's second pregnancy. The f'irst child 
had been naturally a'borted. To repair the damages done 
by the caesarian birth a.nd her addictlon \-lould require 
expensive surgery. The doctors felt it would be easier 
to perform a hysterectomy. They also felt it would save 
society f'rom "offspring from the likes of her." 
The hospital social service department could not 
exert pressure; they felt they could not risk alienating 
the medical staff with l'1hom they \'10uld have to continue 
working. My inf'luence \'I'as insignificant. 
The medical staff \"anted to operate that same day, 
as waiting twenty-four hours,would not change their minds 
and would only compound the medical problem. In fact, as 
we tallted, L. \'las already being "prepped" and was under 
pre-operative medication. 
The next day, I visited L. at the hospital. She 
was still under sedation. The day after, the hospital 
called me. L. had                     suicide. She had jumped from 
the fifth floor window. 
The blatant prejudice, which led directly to what I see as criminal injustice executed on a powerless child, 
evoked my personal involvement in this case. However, I 
failed utterly. I was powerless to intervene or influence 
the hospital                                 I had no, time to gather 
additional resources to use leverage against the                  
administration. 
VIII. Receptivity of Target System - This refers to 
the degree to which significant members of the target system 
are open to and willing to comply with the request or demand 
of the advocate. Are they very or somewhat receptive to the 
advocate's suggestion? Are they completely neutral or are 
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some members of the target system friendly and other hostile? 
Or are the significant mem'bers of the target system somewhat 
or very unreceptive to, the advocate's intervention? 
The receptiveness of the target system was de-
scribed in the advocates' reports as follows: 
Very Receptive 37 
Somewha t                ve 34 
Neutral!Mixed 43 
Somewhat Unreceptive 21 
Very Unreceptive      __              Tq:tal 1 
The receptiveness is a signrficant - if not the 
most critical - variable in determining the outcome of a 
specific advocacy intervention. In incident nos. 68 and 
188 just,cited, for                   the lack of receptivity in the 
target systems was the major reason for the advocates' 
failure. If the target               is receptive initially        
for example, in incident no.                       then the advocate's 
task is much simpler and he is fairly certain to succeed. 
Incident No. 124 
J., a youth in our summer program, was picked up by 
the police for allegedly stealing a battery from a car and was going to be sent to juvenile hall. J.'s mother 
contacted me and asked me to help; she         t that 'because 
of lack of education, she wouldn't be able to communi-
cate with and express herself to the authorities. 
My goal was to get J. out of jail so that he could 
continue in our summer program. ' 
I contacted the juvenile office that was handling 
the case and explained that J. was a student, and this 
was why he was in         program, and that he had displayed 
a positive attitude and a willingness to better his education. 
I was given permission to talk with J. who explained to me 
that he had no knowledge that the battery was stolen. He has 
very good mechanical skills and likes to work with cal'S, 
which is why he was working on the battery which belonged to another youth. 
,I 
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I related to the juvenile officer our conversation. 
He was very cooperative and stated that he was very pleased 
to know that there were some positive programs going on in 
the community. ' J. was released, with the stipulation that 
he continue in the               program and that ! contact the 
juvenile officer periodically to let him know how J. was 
doing. J. stayed with the summer program and his grades 
in school have improved. 
Supervising J. in the             program gave me the 
sanction, I felt, to intervene directly on J.ts behalf 
with the juvenile authorities. 
Receptivity of the target system is not, ,on the other 
hand, the only determinant of outcome. Sometimes advocates 
by skillful intervention are able to overcome lack of re-
ceptiveness in the target system, as in incident no. 19 
below. The attitude of the target system is, however, a 
variable "over which the advocate has little control and 
one which influences significantly his choice of 
strategy and pOints of intervention. 
Incident No. 19 
B. is an Indian boy who has shifted "back and forth 
between white and Indian schoo1s. B. is on probation 
because he has been caught numerous times sniffing paint. B. likes to have people believe he is an innocent by-
stander to incidents he gets involved in: in school, 
primarily with teachers. He plays adults against each 
other - Indian teachers, regular teachers, mother, probation 
officer (PO), assistant principal and myself. 
Today, instead of being in class, B.                             " - around ahd" get"ti"llg irito fights with children and teachers. 
B. I smother, who feels anger toward the white school, often comes 
to his rescue. However, she also calls PO to have her 
son               up for sniffing paint again. B. complains to 
me about his mother's boyfriend and of not wanting to go home. 
I alerted PO to the plain fact that a new approach 
must be devised. He said that B. and his family are "nlaying 
games." I suggested that PO get a "community staffingl' 
(which would include people mentioned above) to meet once 
a week at a set time to talk about problems, work on solutions 
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and share information in an effort to stop the buck-passing 
and games. 
PO immediately resisted this idea, saying it was un-
realistic to                 so much professional time. I explained 
that one hour weekly with results is not much compared to 
the amount of time spent so far with no results. I told him 
that I wanted him to set up the meeting and even wrote 
a list of things to be discussed. 
PO still insisted that my idea was not feasible, but then 
he took the list. PO, who knows me from prior contact, 
doesn't like to cross me, and I was able to offer him a 
viable alternative solution to the problem. I confronted 
him with his failure, as I saw it, to deal with the child's 
delinquency. I· did not merely suggest, but directed and 
monitored his future actions. 
IX. Object of Intervention - This refers to the person(s) 
or organization(s) toward which the advocate's intervention 
is directed. Does he direct his activities toward the 
client in the hope of encouraging self-advocacy? Or does 
he intervene directly with the target system? If so, at 
what level(s) - line staff? supervisory or administrative 
personnel? policy-making or funding bodies? Does he attempt 
to intervene with some third-party which.will in turn try 
to influence the target system? If so, does he direct his 
activities toward public officials? independent service 
organizations? ad hoc coalitions or community groups? 
Does he attempt to work through the legal system? If so, 
does he try to influence a legislative body or does he seek 
redress through an adjudicatory body? 
The object(s) of intervention in the sample incidents 








Policy-Making/Funding Body 8 
Public                         652 Third-Party 
·Ad Hoc Coalition 4 
Adjudicatory Body 5 
(Categories are not mutually exclusive;                     they do 
not total 100.0%.) 
One       the most critical decisions the advocate must 
make is that       determining with whom he should intervene. 
Sometimes the advocate works directly with the client alone, . 
preparing him                                     as in incident no. 92 below. 
And sometimes the advocate intervenes only with some third-
party, asking them to assume responsibility         direct inter-
vention with the target system, as in incident no. 58 below. 
In both       these situations it can be seen that the advocate's 
decision was related to his basic objective, the resources 
available to him, and the probable response       the target 
system. 
Incident No. 92 
Mrs. Z.IS               is white-Spanish. She has six 
children; her husband works irregularly; and the               is 
on ADC           the                 department. 
Because Mrs. Z.' s husband couldn't seem to keep a 
job, and she was behind in her rent and bills, and because 
she seemed to have quite a         problems every other week, 
we talked about l!er .:rights and                                          
My goal was to educate Mrs. Z. to the agencies in 
her area that             help her when she needed it. 
When I was on vacation, Mrs. Z.'s ceiling           in. 
She called her landlord who said he'd send someone right 
over to         the ceiling. She waited for three days and 
no one came. She called housing inspection, and they sent 
an inspector over. On the same day that the inspector 
                  the landlord of his violat1on, the landlord sent 
someone over to         the ceiling. 
My advocacy was                       in that I made a self-
advocate       my client. Mrs. Z. is nowa·ble to advocate for her O\'ln               needs. 
Incident No. 53 
P. is a thirteen-year-old, Indian airl who lives in a 
large, metropolitan ci           She \'llHi suspended from school and 
\'Ias out for over a \'Ieek and a half. Mr. S., my friend and 
the                     pri.ncipal for the eir;hth grade, alerted me to 
the suspension. He thouc;ht I could put pressure on the 
seventh grade assistant principal, because the lenc;th of 
the suspension seemed unreasonable. There "Iere also rumors of P.' s expulsion. Efforts 'by P.' 5 mother to find out 
anythinl?; :from the school \'1cre rebuffed. 
My goo.l \'10.5 to have P. re-admitted to the school and 
to give the youth service bureau (YSB) an opportunity to be 
a communj,ty pressure on the school. I would playa follow-up 
role in the case. I knet'l the assista.nt principa.l who suspended P. to be 
a difficult person, and felt that for something as important 
as possible expulsion from school, the community needed to 
have specific information to doc1xment irresponsibility on 
the part of the school. YSB took over the case, and P. \'las 
back in school the next morning. YSB also t'lorl':,cd out a plan 
to continue to \'Iorlt with P. to help her school situation. 
In this case, effective intervention began with the 
eighth grade principal's               the initiative in seeking 
outside help to prevent P.'s expulsion. YSB took up the 
                      r()lp. \,lhtch extended to helping P. after she had 
been re-admitted to the school. 
\,lhen the advocate intervenes directly in the targe t 
system, the choice ofobjoct(s) can also be critical. For 
example, in incident no. 86 beloN, the advocate himself 
indicates that when he met with resistance at the staff 
level, he should have c;one to a higher level, probably 
supervisory or policy-making. In contrast, in incident no. 
129 belm'l, the advocate started at the supervisory level, 
but when he met with resistance he shifted his stra.tegy, 
aalting his supervinor to ur.c influence with a per:'lon in Do 
different position 1n the target system. 
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Incident No. 86 
B., my client, needed an operation, but has three 
children and no one to care £or them if she went to the 
hospital. She was passing out three or four times a day. 
My goal was to have B. operated on and to get 
someone to Care for her children while she was in the hos-pital. . 
I took B. to the hospital. They said she needed to 
be hospitalized then, but they had no beds and \'lould let . 
me know when she could be admitted. They said it would be 
in a day or so. 
I contacted homemakers service of the welfare depart-
ment and was told that there were no homemakers available at 
this ti'me. I am told this time and time again, whenever I 
call. I contacted a public day care program, but they said 
they could not care for the baby, who is going on two years 
old. I contacted a sister out o£ state to see if she could 
care for the child. She said she would,but she couldn't get 
here until the following day. I said fine. 
B. got very sick during the night. I took her to the 
hospi tal. She stayed there for five hours 'before seeing a 
doctor. The doctor finally saw her, and told her he still didn't have a bed for her. He           her to go to another 
hospital because she was hemorrhaging and needed treatment. 
I tried to call back the doctor to see if he had called the 
other hospital to make arrangements and to see if the hospital 
could provide direct transportation. However, I couldn't 
get in touch \-lith the doctor. I was given a different 
telephone nUIliber at least five times. I £inally got through 
to someone \'1ho had the doctor paged, but he didn't answer. 
I finally picked up B. and took her to the other hospital 
where she was admitted. 
Al though my client trias ultimately admitted to a 
different hospital, I was unsuccessful· in getting her aclmi tted 
to the hospital she had selected.         intervention trIas at the bottom levels, and I should have changed my                    
I would insist that the £irst hospital provide a bed for 
B. Also, I would report to the doctor my difficulty in 
contacting him. 
Incident No.' 129 
c., a l5-year-old girl, who had formerly been in an agency foster home, under the care of the state department 
o£ child \'Ielfare, ran away from a deplorable, destructive 
situation in her own home back to the £oster home. I was called by the foster parents. 
My goal was to obta!n state £unding for C. so that 
she could remain in agency care. Also, as we had to go to 
court over custody, we needed the public agency's support. 
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I called, repeatedly, the intake supervisor at division 
of child welfare only to hear that he l'TaS uncertain about 
what he could do, etc., and that if C. did come under state 
custody, she would have to leave her foster home for one that 
was in her             i. e., her mother I·S locale. I was getting 
the runaround in an effort to make me give up on the case. 
I spoke \,Ti th my supervisor l'Tho decided to call another 
supervisor at the child welfare agency - a friend and former 
colleague - in order to bypass the intake supervisor. Her 
friend reopened the case and authorized funding. There 'I.'TaS 
no further problem. C. was able to continue in foster care, 
and support of the public agency was behind the request for 
custody. 
Advocacy was· effective because my supervisor knew the 
workings of the other agency and was able to use her personal 
influence to overcome the obstacles put in our way by the intake supervisor. . 
Decision about the object of intervention may also 
reflect a shift in objectives. In incident no. 110 below, 
for exampl.e, the worker had originally attempted to solve 
a number of problems with the target system on a case level; 
but eventually he decided to move to a class action and 
organized a community group to meet with direct service, 
·supervisory, and administrative personnel in the              
system. 
Incident No. 110 
The social worker from the area school talked with our agency about the large number       children cutting school. 
We were working with many of these children and from the information· we were getting from them, the reasons for their 
absence from school was partially their own fault, but was 
due·mostly to school and family situations: teachers making 
children feel unworthy; students never hearing when issues 
come up between them and .teachers; teachers not taking enough 
time with slow learners; parents keeping children home to 
help 'I.'1i th house\,Tork and l'la tch younger children· parents not 
available to send children .off to school, etc.' . 
My goal was to make the school and parents see how 
they were contributing to the problem and what they must do to help. . 
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A meeting was called among school personnel (school re-
presented by social worker and principal) and our agency and 
other agencies where it was decided to call a meeting and 
strongly request the presence of parents. The residence 
manager sent letters to all parents on a list compiled by 
agency and school personnel. The majority of the parents 
came to the meeting; they were ·very hostile, mainly because 
many of them felt guilty and really didn't know what to 
expect from the meeting.' . 
The issues were presented to the parents, school of-
ficials and others present. They were informed       the 
seriousness of not keeping the children in school and of 
the treatment of the children at the school. It was brought 
out how important it is for school and parents to \'1ork to-
gether rather than against each other. I offered my agency's 
help and services as the need indicated. A committee of 
parents was formed to IIpolice ll the area each day in order to 
send children to school \'1ho \'lere cutting. Other suggestions 
were made, and a follot'l-up meeting was scheduled after all 
had had time to work on the problem. 
It is too soon to tell hm'l effective the action taken 
was, but \'Ie did bring tosether school pe rsonnel and parents to talk Qv:er the problem which both groups are concerned about. 
x. Level of Intervention - This refers to the govern-
mental or organizational level at \'1hich the intervention takes 
place. Does the advocate \'lOrlc at the local or county level? 
Or does he attempt to intervene at the state or national 
levels? 
The levels of intervention in the incidents reported 




155 (95.1%) 8 (4.9%) o 
(Categories are not mutually exclusive; therefore although they happen to total 100.0% in the sample inCidents,          is a coincidence.). . 
The advocate's decision regarding level of interven-
tion is directly related to his sanction and objectives. As 
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indicated earlier, most of the advocacy incidents reported ' 
took place at the local or county level. In the food stamp 
incident cited previously (no. 15), however, the advocate. 
was quick to seek recourse at the state level lflhen his 
efforts at the local level failed. Similarly, in incident 
no. 180 below, the worker went to the regional office of 
the state agency when he was unable to attain his objective 
at the local level. In both of these incidents, hOt'lever, 
it is clear that the advocate had strong sanction for his 
intervention. 
Incident No. 180 
A." a 9-year-old girl, had been absent from school 
for a month when the school called my agency. They had 
tried to reach Mrs. J., A.'s mother, but could not. They 
asked if my agency could identify the problem, as they 
could not get into the J. home. The J.s are a white, 
lower-class fa,mily. 
My goal \'las to try to discover \Ilhat problem(s) \-Tere· 
                A. out of school and to alleviate them. 
l'lhen I a,rrived at the J. home, I found a crisis situat:ton'. Mrs. J. had applied for aid to families of 
dependent children (AFDC) eight months ago, and a worker had come and noted in his report that things were in such a disastrous state that he didn't know where to begin. As 
a result, he did nothing an d subsequently left his job. 
The conditions grew worse. Mrs. J. (f.our times hospitalized for paranoid schizophrenia), A., and three toddlers and a dog 
shared one bed - no sheets, one tattered' blanket, one broken filthy over-stuffed chair, two kitchen               and table, 
one dresser. A. was not attending school because she had no clothes and was ashamed of her appearance. 
When I approached AFDC (local level) about this, they said they could no longer allocate emergency funds for 
clothing, furniture, etc. because this can only be done 
within the first thirty days after application. The fact that the J. family's worker did not procure these things as 
he should have and that Mrs. J. was not mentally capable of 
demanding her rights did not alter the situation in their eyes. 
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After two months of my cajoling, pleading, and de-
manding that they allocate funds, provide a homemaker, etc., 
I finally wrote up a press release and mformed the head, of 
themgional AFDC that I was going to hand-deliver it to 
the area television station and newspaper if funds were not 
alloca ted \\'i thin twenty-four hours. Four hours later, I 
had written agreement as to furniture that would be pur-chased and a check for $300 for clothing. As a result of several more months of pressure, the furniture is now in 
the home and there is a homemaker. A. is in school. Our agency provided, clothes for her. 
, Advocacy was effective. I was not intimidated by welfare because I have had lots of experience with this 
type of thing and knew hOl" to go about achieving my objec-tive. I can also whip up a good press release. 
Sometimes, of course, it is not even necessary for 
the advocate to intervene at the state level as the threat 
of this action is sufficient to produce the                 effect, 
as in incident no. 33 below. 
Incident No. 33 
I met Mr. W. and his family while doing a neishborhood canvass and observed that children (aged 4-"() did not have adequate clothing for the approaching cold and rainy days. 
My goal, at first, was to provide adequate cl9thing for the children, but on my second visit, I learned how serious the situation really was. 
Mr. W. has been separated from the children's mother 
for over three years. Mr. W. is 71 years old. He is illiter-
a.te, unable to "lork, and has a drinking problem. The children:! s mother is in her twenties and has since been in court with 
her ne\,l husband for childbeating. She has had no contact 
with the family since she left. A social worker is assigned to the .family. - -.- _. -. 
Mr. lV'. is dissatisfied with the homemaker (assigned by l'telfare) who co'mes only one day a week and is not there 
in the mornings to help children get dressed for school, and does not do house''lork. The school had reported that the 
children \'1ere not \Ell-groomed. This was reported in a let-ter which ll!r. W. could not read. 
I arranged a meeting attended by a person from my 
agency, the social "/orker, homemaker, her supervisor and 
myself to discuss the misunderstandings between Mr. W. and welfare. This resulted in some temporary improvements 
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in the situation. Shortly thereafter, new problems 
arose. A disagreement between Mr. W. and the homemaker caused 
her to leave. At a meeting with l'lelfare, my major goal was 
to get more adequate homemaker service. Welfare said I 
wanted a housekeeper, not a homemaker. I persisted, saying that the need \'lasn't being met·, and threatened to l'lrite to 
state capitol. Welfare agreed to assign another homemaker 
who proved to be much more helpful to the family. 
l.fy intervention l.;as successful. The children have 
received clothing; the oldest child's orthopedic problem 
is being treated; and another homemaker \'las placed in the 
home (due to threat tactic). I feel there is more communi-
cation ·betl'leen lofr. W. and his family, and between Mr. W. 
and welfare. However, he will need the .help, interest and 
understanding       welfare and the school in order to continue to keep his family together. 
XI. Methods of Intervention - This refers to the means 
employed by the advocate in attempting to achieve the desired 
                      Advocacy methods can·be considered at three 
levels of abstraction: 1) the technique or systematic proce-
dure actually employed; 2) the mode of intervention or way 
of acting; and 3) the strategy or           of action. 
Six major modes of intervention can be identified in 
the advocacy process. The direct modes of intervention are 
intercession, or pleading on the client's behalf; persuasion, 
or convincing by reasonable argument; negotiation, or settling 
by mutual discussion and compromise; pressure, or exerting 
strong and continuous influence; and coerCion, or compelling 
by force. (The techniques associated with each of the direct 
modes of intervention are listed below.) The indirect mode 
of intervention includes such techniques as educating or 
preparing the client to act on his own behalf; organizing a 
community group to take direct action; asking some third-
party to intercede or mediate; system dodging or utilizing 
a variety of roundabout or evasive means to avoid direct 
contact with the target system; and constructing alternatives 
or working to create or discover client options other than 
those presented by the target system. 
The modes of intervention and specific techniques 







Clarify Explain Argue 
Negotia.tion 
D a ogue Sympathize Bargain PJ.acate 
rea en Challenge 
Disregard 
Coercion 
             
Administrative Redress Legal Action 
Indirect 
10 32 15 
34 
• 2.5% 2.5% 
Cll.ent Education or Counsel ng 50 3. /0 Community Organizing 3 1.8% 
Third-Party Intervention 35 21.5% 
System Dodging 19 11.7% Constructing Alternatives 21 '12.9% 
(Categories are not mutually exclusive; therefore they do not total 100.0%) 
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There are three major strategies employed in the 
advocacy process: colla'borutive" in \,lhich the advocate 
attempts to elicit the interest or support of the target 
system" posing the advocacy issue as a joint problem on 
which they must work together; mediatory" in which the 
advocate acts as an intermediary in hope of effecting an 
agreement of compromise. between the client and target system; 
and adversarial" in which         advocate envisions the target 
system as an opponent and proceeds accordingly. 
For analytic purposes, the incidents were classified 
according to the primary strategy employed. If the advocate 
employed only intercession and/or persuasion as the mode of 
intervention, the strategy was described as collaborative. 
If the advocate employed negotiation, either independently 
or in combination with collaborative techniques, the strategy 
was described as mediatory. And if the advocate used pressure 
and/or coercion, either independently or in combination with 
other modes of intervention, the strategy was classified 
as adversarial. Because of the difficulty of categorizing 
indirect techniques, incidents in which there was no direct 
intervention were not classified as to strategy. The 
strategies employed in the sample incidents were identified 
as follows: 






42.0%                . 26.0% (100.0% 
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As suggested earlier, the advocate1s decision regarding 
specific modes and techniques of intervention is a complex· 
one that must reflect his assessment of the other major 
variables in the advocacy process. Generally, the advocates 
employ a blend of techniques as is evident in the incidents 
cited in the chapter. Sometimes, as in the incident of unfair 
labor practices (incident no. 4), the advocate employs an 
adversarial strategy from the beginning because of         nature 
of the problem and the attitude of the target system. More 
frequently, however, the advocates start with a collaborative 
-approach, using a             of intercession and persua.sion, and 
if it seems necessary they may employ negotiation. If· this 
approach fails and they have a strong enough case, i.e., 
the problem is serious and the sanction is clear, they 
generally move into an adversarial approach, employing 
pressure and coercion if necessary. Incident no. 29 provides 
a clear illustration of this approach, as the advocate skill-
fully shifts from intercession to persuasion and negotiation 
and finally employs pressure by challenging a previous action 
on the part of the target system. As soon as the target 
. system accedes to his request, he shifts back to a collabor-
ative approach, complying with the guidance counselor's 
request that he do some of the work necessary to insure that 
his request be carried out. 
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Incident No. 29 
C., a 15-year-old girl, has had a school truancy 
problem ror several months. She called.me to say she had 
been suspended ror ·being caught outside the school during 
a class. I talked with the assistant principal         said C.'s 
mother would have to come to school               c. could return to 
school. We made arrangements to go there the next morning. c. was very upset because she kne\'l her                 "'10uld 
find out, and she was arraid he would beat her. She ran 
away from home that arternoon. The next day, the guidance 
counselor called me and said C. was not suspended. Exams had. started that day. That night C. called me and told me 
where she was and asked that I come and get her. The day 
arter, I went to the school· with C. and her mother. My goal was to get C. back in school and to persuade 
the teachers to let C. take the exams she had missed as well 
as the rest or her exams. 
I talked with the guidance counselor and principal 
about C.'s behavior and requested that they allow C. to 
take her exams. They said that since hers ltras an unexcused 
absence they were not required to do this. They also said 
that C. had been out       class more than she had attended. 
The principal said that ir C.'s attendance                     they 
might be able to a.sk the teachers to Blve her e. ma.ke-up 
exam, but not until then. 
I argued that it was partly their rault that nothing 
more had been done to keep C. in school, since I had 
requested that either the parents or I be                   or C.'s progress a.nd or the nu.'nber or days she was out or classes. 
No one had gotten in touch with the parents or me. The 
                    said he           that a l5-year-old should be responsi-
ble         her own actions. I agreed, but asked what they should do when they found that someone was not that mature. The 
only answer was that they were too understarred to keep this close a watch on each student. 
I also asked \'rhy c. was given the impression she was 
suspended if this was not the case. The principa.l said, he 
would be glad to work with me in trying to keep a day-to-
day report on C.'s attendance. The guidance counselor 
then told us to talk to each or c.rs teachers about the make-
up exams. This was done, and C. was allowed to take the 
two exams she had missed and to return to her regular exams 
the next·day. 
I feel my intervention was successrul. I would not 
take no ror an answer or let C. bear full responsibility 
for what happened, since the school orficials had not 
                  me or C.'s situation. I relt the school                    
became recept'ive and placative when I modified my approach 
and indicated what their responsibility was to C.rs parents., 
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XII. Outcome - This re£ers to the actual result of 
the advocate's intervention. Is the objective achieved 
wholly or in part? If not, is there some other satisfactory 
solution? If there is no change, does the problem remain 
the same or has the situation deteriorated as a consequence 
of the advocate's intervention? 
The outcome of the advocacy interventions reported 





No Change Total 
104 63.8% 36 22.1% 6 3.7% 2 1.2% 15 9.2% 
I03" (100.0% 
As discussed earlier, there was no independent assess-
ment of outcome. The results summarized above are based 
entirely on the advocates' reports and reflect their judg-
ment (immediately following the incident) as to probable 
outcome. Therefore, it seems likely that the high rate of 
success reflects some worker bias in the selection, report-
ing, and evaluation of incidents. This factor, of course, 
constitutes a major limitation on the findings of the "-study • 
. The unsuccessful incidents which were reported were 
instructive, however, in that most of the failures seem 
to be due to real intransience on the part of the target 
system, worker mishandling, or lack of cooperation from 
the client. Incident no. 7 below, for example, is typical 
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of most of the unsuccessful incidents. 
Inciden.t No.7 
School social worker asked if I would work with D., 
a 16-year-old, black tenth grade student, who had just 
physically attacked a teacher. D. told me the teacher had 
accused him of extorting money from some of the students 
in class and had tried to throw him out of the classroom. 
D. then hit the teacher with a chair. 
I talked with the teacher tlho acknO\'1ledged tha t what 
D. had told me was true. He said D. had ·been extorting 
money for some time. I asked if D. had been extorting when 
the incident occurred. He said no, but that D. had been 
creating a disturbance in 61ass. I asked teacher how he 
felt incident should be handled and he said if D .... ,as with-
drawn from .. school, he wouldn't press charges. I talked with 
the school officials, and they agreed with the teacher. 
My primary goal l'laS to see if D. could remain in 
school, providing he became involved with a group counseling 
program. . 
I talked again with the teacher and explained my idea 
to him. He felt D. would only be involved in another in-
Cident, and. it was about time that strict action be taken 
against disruptive students. I mentioned to him that he 
failed to take into account the present racial tensions and 
the basic value system of the students (school ls predominant-
ly                 The problem with confronting a student in front 
of ,his peers is that he can't act in accord with peer values. 
I told him things might have worked· out differently had 
he asked D. to go out in the hall with him instead of losing 
his temper and confronting D. in class. The teacher wouldn't 
change his original stance, and stated if D. wasn't with-
drawn from school, D. would face legal action. I talked 
again with school officials who backed D.'s withdrawal. 
I explained the situation to D. who felt the school 
was beine; unfa.ir since the teacher had attacked him first. 
I told him I understood how he felt, but that the admini-
stration felt he lacked control and that he should be in-
volved in an alternative program. I told him I thought we 
might be a·ble to find a program that would allow him more . 
freedom and a chance to discuss differences before they 
reach an explosive stage. D. refused to look at any other 
programs. At this time, he is not attending any school. 
Intervention was unsuccessful. The administration 
was hostile to my request and reasoning. It always backs 
the teachers, although some teachers would have been more 
understanding and reasonable. Generally, the problem is 
that of a white-run school in a black community. Teachers 
are upset and threatened by the changes in the student body 
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and make no attempt to accommodate. I felt suspension 
procedures would be useless, because administratively 
                       
If this incident is contrasted with some of the 
successful incidents reported earlier, it can be seen tha.t 
the major difference seemed to be that the workers in the 
unsuccessful incidents limited their activity to low level, 
case-focused advocacy and accepted the outcome of their 
initial interventions.                           the workers who were 
successful either persisted despite the initial resistance 
of the target system, as in incident nos. 15 and 180, or 
moved into class advocacy, as in incident nos. 68 and 110. 
This difference certaInly highlights the importance of. 
evaluation, feedback, flexibility, and innovation in the 
advocacy process." This theme will "be elaborated further 
in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE ADVOCACY PROCESS 
Case advocacy \'las revealed in this study as a complex, 
dynamic process in which there, are a               of interrelated 
variables. Chapter VI described the researcher's effort 
'to identify and classify the most critical variables in this 
process. After developing this classification scheme, it 
seemed important t,o analyze the interrelationship among the 
variables in order to explain some of the dynamics of the 
advocacy process. 
At some future time it should be possible to identify 
a limited               of models of advocacy practice which would 
specify more precise re1ationshipsamone such variables as type 
of problem, objective, target system, and mode of intervention. 
These models could then be delineated in a typology of 
advocacy interventions which would more efficiently account 
for variation in practice. It was not possible for this 
researcher to derive 'such a typology from the empirical 
data presented here for several reasons. First, the primitive 
state of current knOl'11edge about the advocacy process required 
that this study employ a ,design which would enable the re-
searcher simply to identify the major dimensions in the 
process; and although the                   incident technique was 
suitable for this purpose, it did not provide adequate data 
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of the sort which would permit thorough analysis of dynamics. 
In addition, it was observed that the relationships among 
the major components of the advocacy process a.re multivaried . 
and interactive rather than linear in nature, and that 
idiosyncratic factors often appear to               critical 
significance; yet existing methods of data collection and 
analysis do not provide any             means of explaining such 
complex phenomena. Therefore, it does not seem possible at 
the present time to account for all the dynamics in the 
advocacy process on an empirical basis. 
That it is not possible to develop a typology specify-
ing the interrelationship among variables in different models 
of advocacy practice should perhaps not be surprising in view 
of the fact that researchers have not been able to discover 
any clear relationship between type of problem·and treatment 
technique in psychotherapy or direct casework practice. l . 
As casework treatment generally involves a blend of techniques 
selected for a variety of reasons, so it seems that advocacy 
practice frequently demands a complex                           approach 
which is shaped by a number of factors. 
- Despite this, tne researcher still thought it \'las 
important to begin to examine the dynamics of the advocacy 
process. This was accomplished in two ways. First, after 
identifying the major                       she analyzed case incidents 
IFor a fuller discussion of this issue, see Briar and 
Miller,     cit., pp. 140-142. 
.. 
in order to discover patterns of relationship among these 
components. In addition, quantitative associations            
selected variables \'lere computed in order to examine f'urther 
the relationships suggested by the advocacy incidents. As 
a result of these efforts, it \lIas pospible to derive a 
hypothetical matrix of forces or major components in the 
advocacy process. It should, however, be emphasized that 
this analysis of the interrelationship among major variables 
is offered as a very tenta ti ve hypothesis, but one l'lhich 
the researcher hopes \'Iill help to explain some of the dynamics 
of the advocacy process. 
The next section of this chapter describes the 
quantitative associations               selected variables in 
case atlvocacy. rl'he                         section of' the chap ter 
presents a diagram of the hypotheti.cal relationship among 
major components in the advocacy process and sU8gests a 
model for                                 bused on this matrix of forces. 
Clumr;e Agent 
Tt'10 variables included in the classification scheme 
(see Fie;ure 1, Chapter VI) \'rhich appear to have a signii'icant 
influence on the naturc of the advocacy process are the 
change aGent and the                 system. Unlike the other. 
variables identified as :najor components of           advoco.cy 
                  these two are relatively indcpendent in that they 
, ,' . .. 
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are not influenced by the situational factors surrounding 
specific interventions. Hence, their influence remains 
relatively constant •. 
In regard to the change agent, it can be noted that the 
agency setting in which the advocate is employed appears to " 
1 wield a strong influence on the type of strategy and number 
of resources he employs. For example, as Table 8 demonstrates, 
the number of incidents in which adversarial techniques were 
used ranged from 4.8% in one agency to 36.4% in another2 j 
the use of mediatory techniques ranged from 15.4% to 71.4%; 
and the respondents in one agency used collaborative techniques 
exclusively in only 18.2% of the incidents,whereas advocates 
in two other agencies employed this strategy in 50.0% of 
their incidents. Although the differences were not as 
pronounced, wide variation among the agencies was also 
noted in regard to the number of resources, objects, and 
modes of intervention employed. 
Although it was the researcher's impression that 
individual worker style has a strong influence on the nature 
of the advocacy process, the sample was not large" enough to 
lAs discussed in Chapter VI, for analytic purposes the 
methods of intervention have "been collapsed into three basic strategies: collaborative, mediatory, and adversarial. 
2 It is surprising to note that the agency employing an adversarial strategy most frequently was the one agency in 
the study which did not have a formal advocacy program. 
TABLE 8 
MODE OF INTERVENTION BY AGENCY 
MODE OF 
                          A B C D E F G H TOTAL 
(Percentages) 
Collaborative 19.0 23.8 50.0 50.0 27.3 33.4 42.9 18.2 32.0 
Mediatory ·47:1 71.4 15.4 31.3 50.0 33.3 42.9 45.4 42.0 
Adversaria1 33.3 4.8 34.6 18.7 22.7 33.3 14.2. 36.4 26.0 I-' 
0\ TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 : 100.0 100.0 100.0 \.n 
NUMBER (21) (31) (26) (16) (22) (15) (7) (22) (150) 
aln order to avoid identifying specific agencies, letter codes have been used. 
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permit analysis of           issue. 'When the change agents were 
classified according to level of education, however, sig-
nificant differences were noted in regard to the number of 
resources and modes of intervention employed. Generally, 
advocates with .professiona1 training tended to make greater 
use of mediatory approaches and to employ a wider range of 
interventive techniques and a greater               of resources 
than the non-professionals.. Table 9 below, for example, 
demonstrates the difference between these two groups in 
regard to the number of resources and modes of intervention 
employed. Although professional training influenced the 
change agents' methods of intervention in the ways described, 
neither social work education nor in-service training seemed 
to have any significant influence on the methods employed by 
the advocates. 
Target System 
The target system was also noted to have a distinct 
influence on the advocacy process in regard to such variables 
as problem, objective, sanction, strategy. In Table 10 
below, for example, it can be seen that there were sig-
nificant differences in the objective of advocacy                          
with various types of target systems. 
As might be anticipated, the majority of interventions 
with the juvenile justice system (60.9%) were directed toward 
preventing client involvement with. the system, whereas only 
3.3% of interventions with the educational system had this 
TABLE 9 
RESOURCES AND ivIODE OF INTERVENTION 
BY PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
PROFESSIONAL TRAININGa NUMBER OF b 
Yes No RESOURCES EMPLOYED 
(Percentages) 
Low (0-2) 17.4 38.3 
Medium (3-5) 55.1. 50.0 
High (6-7) 27.5 11.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 
Number (69) (94) 
X2 = 11.523, d.f. ='2, p = " .004 
MODE OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
INTERVENTION Yes No 
. (Percentages) 
Colla"bora ti ve 19.7 41.7 
Mediatory 54.5 32.1 
Adversarial 25.8 26.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 
Number (66) (84) 













aAdvocates were coded as having professional training if' 
they had earned a ma'ster's degree in education, psychology or 
social worlt. (These "Tere' the only fields in which the 
respondents had achieved this level of education.) 
b": Number of resources refers to the number of resources 
employed in a single incident out of a possible total of 12. 
This variaoble was coded as follo\'1s: 0,1,2 = low; 3,4,5 = medium; 6,7 = high. 
           OBJECTIVE tion 
Securing 
Existing 37.7· Services 
Enhancing 
Existing 59.0 Services 




OBJECTIVE BY TARGET SYSTEM 
TARGET SYSTEM 
Juvenile Social 




21.1 38.9 18.8 
60.9 11.1 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
(23) (18) (16) 
... 
Health Housing Other Total 
60.0 87.5 85.8 49.3 
40.0 38.0 .... 12.5 7.1 0\ co 
7.1 12.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(10) (8) (14) (150) 
as an objective. Instead, 59.0% of the incidents which 
had school system-as a target were directed toward enhancing 
existing services and resources. And, as might be expected, 
incidents involving financial assistance and housing programs, 
in which benefits are generally specified by law, were most 
often directed simply toward securing existing services 
or resources. 
There was a fairly consistent difference among the 
various types of target systems in regard to their receptiv-
ity to the                       intervention. As illustrated in 
Table 11 belm'l, the juvenile justice sys tern l'laS receptive 
in 66.7% of the incidents and unreceptive in only 8.3% of 
the incidents; in contrast, the financial assistance and 
housing agencies were receptive in 23.5% and 14.3% of the 
incidents, and unreceptive in 47.1% and 85.7% of the incidents, 
respectively. The educational, social serVice, and health 
systems tended to be more               distributed in relation 
to this variable. 
This type of target system involved in the incident 
also had a significant influence on the type of strategy the 
advocate employed. As illustrated in Table 12 below, a 
mediatory approach was used most frequently with the 
majority of target systems. However, this approach was not 
used at a1l with financial assistance programs and it was 
used only 27.3% of the time with health agencies. Instead, 
the advocates relied heavily on collaborative techniques 
in working with the health agencies (72.7%) and made extensive 
TABLE 11 
RECEPTIVITY OF TJ.RGET                  
--
TARGET                    
} .. TTIT7JDE OF Educa- Juvenile Social 
TARGET SYST£'..l tion Justice Service Financial Health Housing Other Total 
(Percentages) 
Receptive 46.(' 66.7 47.4 23.5 50.0 '14.3 40.0 45.2 
:';eutral 27.0 25.0 26.3 '"'9 l! t::. •• 16.7 13.3 23,.6 
t-= -.3 0 
J'r:.reccpti ve 27.0 8.3 26.3         .1 33.3 85.7          7 31.2 
                100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
nm,lEER ( 63) (24) (18) (17) (12) (7) (IS) (157) 
TABLE 12 
MODE OF INTERVENTION BY TARGET SYSTEM 
''pARGET SYSTEM 
MODE OF Educa- Juvenile Social 
INTERVENTION tion Justice Service Financial Health Housing Other Total 
(Percentages) 
Collaborative 23.3 19.0 36.8 47.1 72.7 20.C           31.5 
                      50.0 62.0 42.1 27.3 40.0 43.7 42.3 I-' 
-..;J 
I-' 
Adversarial 26.7 19.0 21.1 52.9 40.0 25.0 26.2 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
NUMBER (60) (21) (19) (17) (11) (5) (16) (149) 
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use of adversarial approaches \,/i th these latter target 
systems may reflect the fact that services and resources 
of these systems are often guaranteed by law; therefore, 
the advocate can risk precipitating a direct confrontation. 
However" it should also be noted that housing and financial 
assistance agencies are usually forced to function with 
insufficieqt resources and             erect barriers to access as 
a- means of controlling their scarce resources. Therefore" 
it may be necessary to employ an adversarial approach to 
overcome the obstacles to service so prevalent in these 
target systems. 
An elderly "bag woman" cited in a poignant book on 
the problems of the aged described these service barriers 
and the tenacity required to overcome them quite eloquently: 
"This is my social life," she said. "I run around 
the city and stand in line •••• I stand in line for medicine, for food, for pa.s ses, for the cards to 
get pills, for the pills; I stand in line to see 
people who never see who I         • •• "Then I die 
there'll probably be a line to get through the 
gate" and when I get up to the front of the line, somebody will push it closed and say, "sorry. Come 
back after lunch." These agencies, I figure they 
have to make it as hard for you to get help as they 
can" so only really strong people or really stubborn 
people like me ca-n survive. All the rest die. Standing in 1 i-ne -. "1 -
lSharon R. Curtin, Nobody Ever Died of Old Age                  
Little, Brown- and Company, 1912), p. gO. 
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Problem, Ol'ljGctive and Sanction 
There is a close association             many of the other 
varin:bles in the advocacy process. For example, in Table 13 
below, it can be seen that \'rhen the prol)lem was related to 
structure or persormel, the objective was primnrily that of 
                  existing services. In contrast, in those inctdcnts 
in \'1hich the problems were primarily individual or transac-
tional in                 the objective was more likely to be that of 
enhancing eXisting services or preventing client involvement 
with a dysfunctional service system. 
There \'las also a close association bet't'leen the objcc·tive 
and sanction for the advocacy intervention. As Table 14 belm'l 
illustrates, \'lhen the objective tolas that of securing existlne; 
rIghtb . ul' s0rvice.::;, the sanction dertvcd from lc.:-r or cnti tlc-
ment over half the time. In contrast, 1I1hen the objective lIlas 
either to enhance eXisting services ox' to prevent client 
involvement \-d.th the target system, the sanction was that of 
administrative discretion or client need in all but a fe\'1 
cases. 
The proble:n, objective, and sanction are all rela ted 
to the receptivity of the tarBet system and the number or 
reSOUI'CC!f:.i employed for the intervention. In Table 15, belo\'l, 
for example, it can be seen that the tarc;et systems were 
receptive over half the time when the sanction derived from 
admin:i.!jtrative discreticn. In contrazt, the                   systems 
,'rere unreceptive in over half           lncidents in \-Ihieh the 
TABLE 13 
OBJECTIVE BY                , 
PROBLEM 
OBJECTIVE Individual Transactional structural 
(Percentages) 
Securing . 23.8 45.7 Existing 50.0 
                 
EI)hancing 42.9 42.9 36.4 Existing Services 
Preventing 11.4· 13.6 Involvemept with 33.3 Target system 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 
NUMBER (21) ('35) ( 44) 
2 . X = 17.880, d.r. = 8, p = .023 
Personnel Community Network Total 
60.c 66 •. 7 49.3 
I-' 
   +=" 
40.0 20.0 38.0 
13.3 12.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 . ( 35) ( 15) ( 150) 
La .. -: 




                   









SANCTION BY 03JECTIVE 
OBJECTrrE 
Enhancin,; 






x2 = 40.583, d.f. = 6,p <: .001 
Preventing 















RECEPTIVITY OF TARGET SYSTEi;I BY SANCTION 
SAl!CTI f m 
                        OF Discretion                                     La. ' .. 1 Entit1e:nent Client !'Teed Total 
(Percentages) 
Receptive 27.8 13.4 55.9 58.8 45.6 
.... 
Heutrel 22.2 33.3 16.9 25.5 23.4    0\ 
Unreceptive 50.0 53.3 27.2 15.7 31.0 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Number (18) (30) (59) (51) (158) 
x2 = 24.929, d.f. = 6, p < .001 
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sanction derived fr'om law or administrative entitlement. 
There are a               of possible ways to interpret this finding; 
however, it seems likely that the advocates were hesitant to 
intervene with unreceptive t'arget systems unless they had 
strong sanction for their advocacy, and that there \'las little 
need for them' to intervene with receptive target systems in 
regard to matters of law or entitlement because cooperative 
organizations would be unl:J.ke1y to deny clients eXisting 
rights or entitlements. 
Table 16 describes the relationship between the problem 
source and the number of resources employed. It can be seen 
that         greatest number of resources were employed when the 
problem was                                         (structural or personnel) 
or interorganizational (c.ommuni ty network), whereas the fewest 
number were employed when the prqblem was located in the 
individual or primary group. It is somewhat difficult to 
understand the reasons for this finding. However, it seems 
probable that in many instances where the                 is primarily 
a.n individual one, the target system' is receptive to the 
advocate's request so he has to use few resources to attain 
his objective; in contrast, when the problem is primarily 
an organizational one, the advocate must employ all the 
resources he can command to effect the desired change. 
Mode of Intervention 
The variables of target receptiveness and               of 
resources discussed above, as well as the                   objective, 
TABLE 16 
NUMBER OF RESOURCES BY PROBLEM 
PROBLEM 
NUMBER OF Individual                             structural Personnel Community Total RESOURCES 
Er·iPLOYED Network 
(Percentages) 
Low (0-2) 56.5. 24.3 9.1 40.5' 31.8 29.4. 
Mediu.'U (3-5) 39.1 59.5 61.4 45.9 45.5 52.1 I-'    (X) 
High (6-7) 4.3 16.2 29.5 13.5 22.7 18.4 
" 
TOTALS 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
NUMBER (23) (37) (44) (37) (22) (163) 
X2 = 22.377, d.f. = 8, p = .005 
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and sanction, are all significantly associated with the 
strategy or mode of intervention employed. In Table 17 . 
i below, for example, it can be seen that the less receptive 
the target system, the more likely the advocate was to use 
an adversarial approach and the less likely he was to use a 
mediatory one. It is, of course, to be expected that the 
advocate would perceive the target system as an opponent 
and make greater use of adversarial techniques when the 
target system is unreceptive than when it is receptive to 
his initial request. In Table 18, below, it can be seen 
that the advocates were likely to use a collaborative or an 
adversarial approach \o1hen the goal was that of securing an 
existing right or serVice, whereas they were more likely to 
use a mediatory approach when the goal was that of enhancing 
an existing service or preventing involvement with the 
target                 This finding is somewhat more difficult to 
interpret. However, it seems that when the objective is 
that of securing an existing service or right, the advocate 
may simply ha-ve to ask; failing that, he is likely to turn 
to an adversarial                           to insist by whatever means 
necessary that his request be met.' On the 'other hand, when 
the objective is that of enhanCing an existing service or 
preventing client involvement t'1ith the target system, he 
must convince the target 'system, on a rational basis, that 
his position is correct or at least acceptable;                      
he is more likely to attempt to negotiate or mediate with 
the target ,system. Since thes'e latter objectives frequently 
MODE OF 
TABLE 17 
MODE OF INTERVEN'fION BY 
'RECEPTIVITY OF TARGET SYSTEM 
RESPONSE OF TARGET SYSTEr4 
INTERVENTION Receptive Neutral Unreceptive 
(PercentaGes) 
Collaborative 30.9 34.3 31.1 
Mediatory 66.2 25.7 20.0 
Adversarial 2.9 40.0 48 .• 9 
Total 
31.8 
           
25.7 
TOTAL 45.9 23.6 30.4 100.0 ,6C) . (JS)              ____                          "".T' """'"rIT'"I ... ,'-.; • ..i.J __ • 
X2 = 42.645, d.t'. = 4 p < .001 
TABLE 18 
MODE OF INTERVEIffION BY OBJECTIVE 
ODJ'EC'rIVE 
MODE OF                  IN'rERVENTION Exis            
Servic.cs 
Enhancing 




I'll tb Targe t 
Syro tera 
(Percentages) 
Colla.horat:tvu             22.2 2l. l l, 
14edi.::, tory 25. 1+ 59.3 78.6 
Auvcrsar:i.al 35.2 18.5 ._--- . __ .. --
'rUrAL 100.0 J.OO.O 100.0 
r-1Ui·mm1 (71) (5h ) (l/-/. ) 







involve more intangible change than the former, use of 
influence is likely to be more successful than force or power. 
Outcome 
The only two variables in the advocacy'process which 
were significantly associated with the outcome of the 
interventions \'1ere the receptivity of the target system 
and the number of resources employed by the advocate. 
Table 19 below demonstrates' that, as might be expected, 
the advocates achieved their objectives in 94.4% of the 
incidents in which the target systems were receptive, whereas 
they were successful in a somewhat smaller proportion (73.5%) 
of the incidents in which the target systems were unreceptive. 
Wha.t is perhaps more interesting is the high association 
between the number of resources employed by the advocate 
and his success in achieving his objective. As can be seen 
in Table 20 below, the greater the number of resources employed, 
the more likely the advocate was to               his objective. 
Although this finding could be interpreted quite simply 
as indicating that hard work produces results, it is important 
to remember that the resources comprisi"ng this category 
include such factors as knowledge, influence and skill; and 
certainly it is to 'be expected that advoca·tes possessing 
these resources are more likely to be successful than those 
without such assets. 
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TABLE 19 
OUTCOME BY RECEPTIVITY OF TARGET SYSTEM 
RECEPTIVITY OF TARGET SYSTEM 
DESIRED OUTCOME Receptive Neutral Unreceptive Total 
(Percentages) 










x2 =                 d.f. =       P = .006 
TABLE 20 
OUTCOME BY             OF RESOURCES 
NUMBER OF RESOURCES                  
Low Medium High DESIRED OUTCOME (0-2) (3-5)            
                         
Achieved 75.0 88.2 96.7 
Not achieved 25.0 11.8 3.3 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 NUMBER (48) (85) (30) 







Dynamics of the Advocacy Process 
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter and 
demonstrated in the cross-tabulations presented above, 
advocacy was revealed in this study as a complex, systemic 
process in which the major components are all highly inter-
related and, at times, tend to overlap. Unfortunately, 
it is not possible to tease out all the associations among 
variables or to determine the relative influence of each. 
It is possible, however, to discern a certain logic in the 
advocacy process, and to develop a hypothetical matrix of 
major components. Figure 2 represents an attempt to portray 
the interrelationship among the major variables in case 
advocacy in schematic form. 
As this diagram illustrates, the advocacy process, is 
usually initiated by the change agent (I) and/or the client 
            Together they delineate the source or location of the 
problem (III). The 'appropriate target                 (IV) is 
                      by the nature of the problem; and this, in turn 
suggests what would be a feasible objective (V). The 
sanction (VI) for the intervention is derived from the laws 
and policies of the target system as these are related to 
the proposed objective. 
Although the change agent determines what resources 
(VII) are available·, the selection and use of spec;:ific 
resources is influenced by the problem, target system, 
objective, and sanction. Somewhat similarly, although the 
°receptivity of the target system (VIII) is controlled directly 
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Figure 2. 'SCHEMATIC RELATIONSHIP AMONG MAJOR VARIABLES 
IN CASE ADVOCACY 
I. Change Agent                               II. Client 
   
III. Problem    / ! ,--- -_._--- .. -
IV. Target           (, ___ . ___ _ 
-_._--, 
I -------t 
VII. Resources of 
Change Agent 
1 
IX. Object of 
Intervention            








Recepti vi ty of I. 
Target System 
I 
·XI. Method of J v---+ Interventidn:- I 
   
I . . I 
. I 
- -- - - - .. - - _. - - - ... 1 
            cuttme 
    direction of influence 
-- -)- direction of' feedback 
....., 
by members of the target system, the               of receptivity 
often is influenced by the client, problem, objective, 
and sanction. 
All of these variables together determine the object 
(IX), level (X) and method (XI) of intervention. There is, 
of course, great interplay among these latter variables so 
that a shift in one is like1y to effect a change in the 
others. 
The object, level, and method of intervention, as re1ated 
to the variables discussed earlier, determine the outcome 
(XII) of the intervention. Evaluation of the outcome may, 
of course,. produce feed'back 1eading to a shift in the object, 
ievel or method of intervention, or to a change in the 
delineation of problem, target system, or objective under-
lying the ,total advocacy effort. 
Critical Decisions in the Advocacy Process 
The hypothetical relationship among these variables can 
perhaps best be understood by examination of the decision-
making process. of the advocate as he attempts to carry out 
a specific intervention. Incident No. '55 below will serve 
for illustrative purposes. 
Incident No. 55 
The public health nurse and visiting teacher referred 
the G. family to our agency due to their concern over the 
housing conditions, illness and truancy of the three children. 
Mr. G. is in his               has some physical disabilities and is 
retarded. He had been in vocational rehabilitation, and his 
counselor there felt he could only work in a sheltered workshop. 
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Mr. G. had been dOing odd jobs in the                       barely 
earning a living for his family. "The G. family lived in 
a 2-room house wi"lih no bath; the house was filled to the 
top (literally) with junk, as there were no shelves or 
closets. The G. family paid $20 a month plus u"cilities. 
The house was cold and the children had been sick most of 
the winter, thus missing a great deat of school. 
While there were many pro"blems (retardation, unem-
ployment, school concerns), my first goal l'las to find 
sui table housing for the family, as the y tolere "living in 
unsanitary, unhealthy, and crowded conditions. 
Mr. and l/lrs. G. and I discussed better housing and 
employment. I felt that pu"blic housing l'laS the best 
solution due to the lack of private housing in the area 
and their current                       situation. I made an appoint-ment to take them to the nearest housing authority so they 
could make an application. At the housing authority I 
helped Mr. G. with the application, as he can't read or write and had difficulty answering questions about birth-
dates, etc. 
The personnel woman was very 3ruff. She asked me how 
Mr. G. could live on his income - as if he weren't present 
in the room. I explained that he had been out of work due 
to the cold weather" and that he hoped things l'lould pick up. 
She continued to ask questions I felt were unnecessary, but 
I held my temper, as "she has a grea t deal to do wi th. " t-Iho 
gets an apartment. " 
After\'lards I felt the G. family \llould not get an 
apartment because Mr. G.' s income" was so low and unsteady. 
I waited a few days and called the housing authority, trying 
to impress on the woman the family's poor living conditions 
and our agency's concern for them. Personnel \'loman was 
abrupt, but called back in a few days to say that if Mr. G. 
would sign a statement saying he anticipated earning $1300 
next year, she would rent them the apartment. I said \Ire 
could not guarantee that, but that we planned to continue worlting with him, and hopefully he \'lould have a steady 
income. Woman agreed to this, and the G.'s got a 4-bedroom 
apartment for $30 a month. " 
Intervention \lIas successful. The housing problem 
was resolved by my b.eing a"ble to deal "wi th per-sonnel l'lOman' s antagonism and possible delaying tactics by making her at-Iare 
of my agency's concern for the family and the priority of 
their needs. 
When the family in this incident \'1as referred to the 
agency, the worker's first task was that of delineating the 
source and location of the problem. (In traditional social 
work terminology, this process WOUld, of course, be calleQ 
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the psycho-social diagnosis.) After consultation with the 
                she decided that the primary problem was poor                  
a problem created by the lack of adequate housing in the 
community for families with limited financial resources. 
                      she decided that she should intervene with the 
locai housing authority in order to obtain public housing 
for this family. Her sanction for this intervention derived 
from the fact that the fam1.ly was within the income limita-
tion prescribed for residents of public housing; since the 
housing authority does not have to provide for all such 
                                      this was a matter of administrative 
discretion. 
In terms of the resources available for this inter-
                  the advocate relied primarily on her knowledge of 
the client situation and the target system and on her 
communication skills. In addition, by highlighting her 
agency's concern for this                 she apparently drew on 
her agency's influence in the larger community.                  
by indicating her optimism about the client's ability to 
secure a steady income, she was relying on the client's 
future cooperation. 
Although the advocate had evidently had no prior 
contact with this particular                     her initial contact 
convinced her that the ta"rget system was some\'1hat unreceptive; 
and this perception influenced her mode of intervention. 
The advocate had little choice in regard to the level 
and object of intervention in .this incident since they were 
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determined by the objective. In regard to the method 
of intervention, the advocate had several options, but chose 
what was essentially a collabora.tive strategy, employing 
a combination of intercession and persuasion. During her 
"first contact with the housing authority, for example, she 
requested, informed and explained. Then when she contacted 
the target system again a few days later, she pleaded, 
persisted, and clarified. During her final contact with 
the housing authority, the advocate refused to guarantee 
the client's future earnings; hO\Olever, she did employ \olhat 
was essentially                         approach by attempting to placate 
the woman's fear and promising to continue working with the 
family. 
This.intervention was, of course, effective in that 
the family was provided with an apartment. In evaluating 
the outcome, the advocate suggests that her success was due . 
to the method of intervention she employed in that she was 
able to counter the lack of receptivity in the target system 
by communicating the urgency of the family's request and 
the extent of her agency's concern. 
Analysis of the advocacy process, as illustrated in 
Incidence No. 55 above, suggests that the major questions 
confronting the change agent as he carries· out his advocacy 
can be identified as follows'·: 
1. What is the source of the problem? 
2. What is the appropriate target system? 
3. What ·is the objective? 
l8g 
4. What is the sanction for the proposed 
intervention? 
5. What resources are available for the 
intervention? 
6. How receptive is the target system? 
7. With whom should the intervention be 
carried out? 
8. At what level should the intervention 
take place? 
9. What methods- of intervention should be 
employed? 
10. What is the outcome? (If the objective has 
not been achieved, is there another approach 
which can be employed? If the immediate ob-
jective has been achieved, has another 
problem been identified which requires addi-
tional advocacy?) 
The answers to these questions should guide the 
advocate's decision-making process and shape the activities 
in which he engages.           as the incidents in         preceding 
                suggest, effective advocacy does not rely on care-
ful, logical analysis alone: it also demands                          
                          and imagination, qualities which must reflect 
the skill and style of the individual worker. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Because of the exploratory nature of this study, 
the findings must be understood as more suggestive than 
definitive. As discussed c;!.arlier, there were limitations 
in the original design for the study; and even more 
difticulties were encountered in its implementation. The 
primary research tool, the critical incident technique, 
is itself a rather weak instrument in that data collection 
is influenced by. the subjective judgments of the respondents 
and certain elements of data integration reflect the sub-
jective judgment of the researcher. 
Reflections on the Research Design 
In evaluating the research design, it should be 
recalled that problems were encountered in this study 
in the data collection phase which previous researchers 
seemed able to avoid. Although the critical incident 
technique does not presuppose any sort of random sampling, 
it does specify that the data be collected in a systematic 
and uniform manner. The researcher established such guide-
lines "but discovered that she had no way to enforce compli-
ance when the respondents reneged on their original agree-
ment. This meant that the researcher had to extend the 
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the data collection pe"riod, accept incidents submitted on 
an irregular basis, and make do with fewer incidents than 
originally planned, all of which increased the p"robabili ty 
1 of worker bias in the data reported. 
On a more positive note, the strengths of the critical 
,incident technique are that it supplies systematic data 
about actual behavior and utilizes the judgments of respond-
ents who are actually                 in the behavior under study. 
              it provides a means of ordering and conceptualizing 
practice wisdom; and certainly this is a necessary ante-
cedent to 't;he development of theory in a relatively unex-
plored area of practice. 
Since the study being reported here had as a primary 
objective this                                     of practice wisdom, one of 
its major strengths is that it was a national study which 
drew on the experience of practitioners from a broad range 
of backgrounds in a wide Variety of settings. It would be 
impossible to draw a random sample of child advocacy prac-
titioners since this is still an undefined universe, but the 
researcher feels confident that the                     reported in 
this study fairly well represent the range and diversity 
in this field. Many of the problems in data collection 
described above resulted from this effort to obtain a 
1 As discussed in Chapter III, this experience suggests 
that researchers planning to employ the critical incident 
technique in future studies should consider the need to 
have some means of insuring respondent cooperation. 
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representative sample. The very fact that incidents were 
solici ted from advoca te-s located in various parts of the 
country, many of whom had limited educational backgrounds 
and were employed in new rather marginal agencies, meant 
that it was extremely difficult to collect data on a 
regular, standardized basis. On the other hand, a major 
advantage of this study is that it was able to tap the prac-
-tice wisdom of advocates such as· these. Hence, despite its 
limitations, the study did yield some intriguing - if 
primitive - insights into the practice of child advocacy. 
Summary of Findings 
Perhaps the most surprising finding of the study, 
in view of the extensive literature on the risks of advocacy 
and the threat which the very term advocacy seems to convey, 
is that the advocates made such extensive use of collabora-
tive and mediatory approaches. For                   in the 150 
. . 
incidents of direct intervention reported, only 39 (26%) 
made any use of adversarial techniques. (And as noted in 
t?e previous chapter, the agency employing the highest portion 
of adversarial approaches was the one agency in which there 
was no formal advocacy program and in which all the respondents 
were white professionals.) This finding would certainly 
seem to challenge the widespread notion that workers in 
advocacy programs, especially paraprofessionals from minority 
groups, are more militant than conventionally-employed social 
workers. 
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The apparent reluctance of advocates to use adver-
'sarial techniques can perhaps be explained by an examina-
tion of the role advocates are asked to asstune. They are 
hired and trained to act in a sense as watchdogs for the 
community in that they are employed in socially sanctioned 
agencies, many of which are supported by public monies. How-
      in their role as w'atchdogs, they are expected to monitor, 
influence, and sometimes                   other.socially sanctioned" 
publically-supported agencies. This means that they must 
frequently disturb or come into con£llct with other repre-
sentatives of some of the very same interests which have 
employed them. There is thus an inherent contradiction 
in. the concept of publically-supported advocacy; 'and practi-
tioners \,lho take on this function are forced to maintain a 
very low profile if the'public is not to decide that their 
disruptive influence cannot be tolerated, despite the good 
they might do. (The               termination of funding for many 
of the more effective advocacy projects established during 
the War on Poverty attests to this risk.) 
One way for advocates to resolve this conflict is for 
them to abjure the use of power or force except when abso-
lutely necessary. Examining the three basic strategies 
described'in this study, it can be seen that the collabora-
tive approach relies almost entirely on effective communi-
cation, whereas the mediatory approach utilizes an equal 
combination of communication and power, and the adversarial 
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approach depends almost entirely on the effective use of 
pOl-Ter. If advocates hope to attaIn their objectives while 
creating the least amount of social disruption necessary, 
then it is appropriate for them to emphasize collaborative 
and mediatory strategies, employing adversarial techniques 
only when other approaches have failed. In this context, 
it should also be noted that advocates generally possess 
little real power or influe.nce; therefore, not only to 
avoid unnecessary conflict, but also to conserve the little 
power and influence they can exert, they must depend 
primarily on effective communication in their change efforts. 
Somewhat related to this is the fact that the advocates 
tended to employ a limited repertoire and engage in a rather 
low level of activity. For example, the advocates employed 
a mean number of only 5.1 techniques per incident out of a 
possible 24, although the range extended from 1 to 13. 
Similarly, the greatest number of interventions took place 
at the staff level (69.6%) and the mean               of objects 
of intervention was only 1.9. Also, in 155 (95.1%) of 
the incidents, the advocates intervened at the local or 
county level and in only 8 (4.9%) did 'chey . take any ·action 
at the state level. 
The advocates' limited activity and their extensive 
use of collaborative techniques may be explained in part 
by the receptivity of the target systems. The target systems 
were reported to be receptive in 43.6% of the incidents and 
neutral in another                 therefore, the advocates had to 
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contend with a lack of receptivity in the target system 
in only 30.1% of these incidents. This finding \'lould 
tend to counter the common assumption that the target of 
change effort.s is likely to be hostile or at least resist-
ant to any outside intervention. HO\'lever, it also raises 
the possibility that the advocates chose to intervene only 
when they knew the target system \'lou1d be relatively 
receptive. (In other \'lords, the greatest acti vi ty may 
be concentrated \'lhere it is least needed.) 
Another possible explanation for the low level of 
activity reported is that the advocates' objectives 'in 
these incidents were generally limited to achieving or 
enhancing some existing benefit for an individual or family. 
For example, in only 7 (4.3%) of the incidents l'lere the 
interventions directed to\'lard developing a new resource 
and in only 3 (1.8%) l'lere the advocates' activities specifi-
cally intended to benefit a larger group. By limiting 
their objectives in this way, the advocates l'lere able to 
communicate the needs of their individual clients without 
precipitating any open conflict with         target systems. 
Hence, the low level of activity and extensive use of 
collaborative techniques. 
The rather limited nature of the advocates' objectives 
may also help to explain their high rate of success. However, 
as discussed earlier, the researcher thirucs this may also 
indicate some caution and selectivity in the type of 
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interventions advocates undertake and some bias in the 
reporting process, as evidenced in the limited               of 
failures recorded. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, two of the 
most important variables in the advocacy process seem to 
be the change agent and the target system. That the style 
of the "change agent seemed to influence the use of specific 
modes of intervention should perhaps not be surprising in 
view of studies indicating that worker style is an important 
determinant of casework treatment techniques. l What is more 
surprising in view of the many recent attacks on professional 
education is that training seemed to have such influence on 
the advocates· activities. For example, the respondents 
with professional training employed a wider range or modes 
of intervention, a greater number of resources, and a larger 
number of objects of inte'rvention than did the paraprofession-
als in the study sample. It should be noted, hO\,lever, that 
no significant differences were noted between professional 
social workers and professionals in other fields, such as 
edu,cation and psychology. 
As mentioned previously, the agency                            . seemed to have a significant influence on the nature or 
the advocacy activity engaged in by their staffs. However, 
it is difficult to separate this factor from that of 
professional education because of the staffing patterns 
lsee, ror example, Edw'ard Mullen, "Differences in 
Worker style in Casework," Social Casework L:6 (June, 1969), 
347-353. 
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within the agencies. And because of the major differences 
among the agencies in regard to geographic location, target 
population, objectives, organizational structure, etc., it 
is impossible to analyze tne influence of the various 
aspects of organizational setting. It would be possible 
to analyze the significance of these variables only if 
incidents were collected from a significant               of 
agencies so that specific                               factors could be 
isolated and intervening variables controlled. 
The target system was the other major independent 
variable which appeared to influence the advocacy process. 
As reported in Chapter VII, there were consistent differ-
ences among the various types of target systems in regard 
to the problem, objective, and sanction for the advocacy, 
the mode of intervention employed, and the receptivity of 
the target system. It was surprising, for this researcher 
at'least, to discover that the type of service rendered by 
the target system is such a constant predictor of these 
other variables. However, the similarity discovered among 
same' types of target systems in different geographic 
. locations, under different administrators, serving different 
population groups, serves to highlight the crucial influence 
of national social policy on local service systems. 
Certainly, this finding suggests that it might be efficacious 
for advocates to become specialists in dealing with different 
types of target systems •. 
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Despite the apparent significance of what were seeming-
ly idiosyncratic factors and the constant influence of the 
change agent and the target system, the study did reveal that 
practitioners of child advocacy engage in a rational process 
which can be conceptualized and should be elucidated for 
new practitioners. To summarize this process briefly, the 
study identified five major modes of direct intervention in 
child advocacy: intercession, persuasion, negotiation, pres-
sure and coercion. In addition, it was noted that indirect 
modes of influence are employed frequently. The advocate's 
use of one or more of these modes of intervention is deter-
mined by his analysis of the problem, objective and sanction 
for the intervention; his resources; and the receptivity 
of the target system. These variables also influence his 
decision as to the level and object of his intervention. It " 
appears, however, that there is constant interaction and" 
feedback among these components of the advocacy process so 
that the change agent constantly reassesses "his approach 
in relation to his changing understanding "of these various 
factors. And after the initial intervention has been completed, 
the advocate's evaluation of the outcome "influences his decision 
as to whether to terminate his activity, adopt a different 
strategy, or initiate additional advocacy because of new 
problems or different objectives which have been identified. 
                  the study highlighted the importance of the 
resources of the change agent and the receptivity of the 
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tareet system in determining the outco:nc of' case advocacy. 
This sugGests that if advocates do not \<1ant to limit their 
intervention to receptive target systems, they IrlUSt con-
centrate on                     their resources" c1ef'ined in this 
study as knOt·rledGe, influence or pm'ler, conununication skill" 
client cooperation, a.gency support" and personal co:nmittment. 
Theoretical                        
The analysis of the advocacy process described in this 
report                     the follot'Ting empirical generalizations about 
the PI'.'3.C tice of case advocacy on behalf' of children: 
1. The major determinants of' the advocacy process 
are the change agent and the target system. Hm'Tever, the 
choice of strategy for a particular intervention is also 
influenced by the nature of: the problem" the objective" 
the sanction, the                         of the change agent and the 
recap ti vi ty of the ta':CGct system. 
2. The                   the sanctlon f:or a pa.rticular 
intervention, the greu tel" are the advocate I s options in 
                to mcthod(c), o'bjcct(s)" and J.evel(s) of: intervention. 
3a The re::lources of: the change                             kl1O\·rled.ge" 
influence, cO;:J:;'lW1ication skill, etc." and the receptivity 
of the tarGet syn tem {-l rc! the prim::! ry determinants ai' the 
ou teo::'!c in D ny inc llien t of ca se D. dvocacy • 
L! .• . Hhcn cncat:ed In case advocacy" advaca teri tend to 
lind t their objectivcn to thoGe t"hich meet minimal client 
need and arc JI10fit t;:l!::ily a.tta.:Lnable; Similarly, they tend 
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to employ the lm'lest level of activity necessary to achieve 
a given objective. 
'5. The                     the cormnunica tion skill of the advocate 
and the Illore \'filling the target sYf-ltem to engage in dialogue, 
the less likely the advocate is to assert po\'ler or employ 
adversarial techniques. 
Areas for Further Rcoearch 
The theoretical formulations outlined above suggest 
a number of areas in which further research is indicated. 
Ultimately, it ''1ill, of course, be necessary to translate 
each of these generalizations into specific hypotheses and to 
eni3ac;e in a process of verif'ication. Because theory and 
practice in this field is so limited, hO\'1ever, 1. t '11Quld be 
useful at present to concerltrate research efforts on the 
following questions: 
1. What                       which cases advocates pursue and 
the extent of their in.volvement? 
2. \'lhat to the succecs:fllilure ratio in advocacy 
praGtice If all attempted interventlons are ta!-:.en into 
account? I'lhat i:-3 it if' all requests for intervention are 
incluc..h:Hl'? 
3 0                                           te is the deci                           process 
which                                     in                   out a specific inter-
vention'? l'fha 1; fae tor8 im:'luencc thelr deeioi,on-makin .:? 
\'lhat l!" t.he :eela t::.ve \'1C::Vj.ltin.'s               to different fact-oro? 
h. Wh·'l t 13                           t:lvc i!npol:' tn.nce of different 
                        of th'J chan!.';e o.{,:C!nt :i.n determining outcome? 
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5. What is the relative \'leighting of all the Cliffe rent 
variables in the advocacy process in determining outcome? 
6. Can specif'ic strategies be identified \'lhich are 
effective with different types of target systems? 
7. What components of professional training contribute 
to more effective advocacy practice? Can staff development 
programs provide an adequate substitute? 
8. How does the practice of class advocacy differ 
from that of case advocacy? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of integrating these modes of practice? 
9. What are the relative benefits of client self-
help efforts versus case advocacy? 
10. t'1hat is the most, strategic organi"zational base for 
different types of advocacy activities? What forces deter-
mine which agencies will 'be most effective in monitoring 
and enhancing the services of other organizations'? 
Implications for Practice 
One of the researcher's primary motivations for 
carrying out this study of the advocacy process was to 
develop a conceptual                           which might serve to 
enhance the work of practitioners in child advocacy. Hence, 
the relevance of this research to practice is seen as a 
critical issue. The study revealed that case advocacy is . a very complex process \,lhich. is not easily analyzed or 
explained; therefore, it is difficult to describe the 
immediate pertinence of a conceptual study such as this 
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for people currently engaged in practice. HO\,lever, certaj,n 
implications for practice and staff training can be derived 
from the study findings. 
The fact that \'lorlcers \'1i th professional training 
seem to be more effective than those without suggests 
that case advocacy is a practice which can be taught; yet, 
that there were no differences noted in this study between 
the practice of advocates with in-service training and 
those without suggests that the staff training provided 
in the sample agencies is not serving this educational 
function. This failure to provide adequate training may 
result in unnecessary ineptitude on the part of staff. 
For example, in her evaluative study of community            
ch:ild advocacy programs, Kamerman concluded, "Among the 
most important indica of difficulty in project development 
is failure to provide adequate training for                   staff."l 
                      the study helped to identify several significant 
learning areas which should be included in sta£f development 
programs. 
First, in regard to the advocacy process itself, the 
model for deCision-making outlined in c.hapter VII identifies 
the salient issues \,lhich advocates should be taught to 
analyze and assess; and the modes of intervention described 
in Chapter VI provide a listing of the basic techniques 
which advocates should learn to employ with skill and 
sensitivity. 
ll{amerman, .2E.!.. cit., p. 196. 
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However, it should be emphasized that the resources 
. which the change agent brings to a particular incident seem 
perhaps even more important than the specific strategy he 
employs to carry out the intervention. Therefore, in· 
addition to teaching the advocacy process outlined above, 
it would be appropriate for advocacy training programs to 
highlight three major areas: first, developing the advocates' 
skills in communication and use of power; second, enhancing 
their general knowledge of human behavior, organizational 
functioning, and community processes; and finally, teaching 
the advocates how to acquire and analyze essential informa-
tion about the target systems with which they are dealing. 
Certain implications for the organization and                  
of child advocacy services can also be derived from the 
study findings. First, the finding .that professional 
training enhances the flexibility and efficacy of child 
advocacy practitioners raises some question about current 
staffing patterns in which indigenous paraprofessionals 
tend to predominate. 1 It would seem that                              
should consider employing at least a combination of 
professional and paraprofessional staff. 
Second, the importance of the change agents' know-
ledge and skill in determining the outcome of their inter-
ventions highlights the need for adequate staff development 
lstaffing patterns in child advocacy projects were 
described in Kahn, Kamerman and McGowan,     cit., p. 60. 
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and supervision on an ongoing basis. l 
Third., the finding that the agency's influence l'lith 
significant members of the target system., the service 
netl'lork., and the community at large is significant in 
determining the outcome of the advocates' intervention's 
suggests that administrators and board members of advocacy 
programs should devote considerable energy to\'lard developing 
this influence. 
Fourth., the significance of agency support in 
determining the outcome of the advocates' interventions 
suggests that there must be structural support         advocacy 
activities. It l'louJ.d seem that the social \'lork assertion 
that advocacy spould be an integral component of the 
professional role is simply not sufficient. As discussed 
                    because of the marginal ,role advocates are forced 
to                   they need continuous organizational support to 
be effective in their \'lork. 
Finally, the fact that the target system is such a 
significant influence on the nature of the advocacy process 
indicates that it might be appropriate ,for advocacy programs 
to be organized around specific types of target systems; 
and if this is impossible, it would seem that agencies 
should at least train their staff to be specialists in 
2 dealing with different types of target systems. 
          is similar to a conclusion reached in the 
study by Kamerman.,     Cit., p. 226. 
2This conclusion was also reached by Kamerman, 
    Cit., p. 225. 
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To conclude, this study of case advocacy on behalf 
of children has revealed that although this i"s a complex and 
.unexplored area of practice, it is one in which there is an 
underlying order and               It is hoped that this initial 
effort at conceptualization will at least serve to stimulate 
further investigation and analysis of the advocacy process. 
Those who are nm'l engaged in the important but demanding 
practice of child advocacy frequently display knm'rledge, skill, 
imagination and perseverance. To succeed, hm-rever, they must 
be supported at t,,'10 levels. First, they require additional 
clarification and elucidation of the complex tasks they 
are attempting to perform; and it is at this level that 
this study has attempted to make a contri"bution. 
What is perhaps more important, however, is that 
advocates need a responsible political, legal, and 
administrative system in "rhich to work. As Burgess 
commented in examining the \'Tork of the ,-re1fare rights offi-
cer in Great Britain, " ••• this new kind of function will 
only worlt properly with social cOlmni ttment behind it. 
This is more important than simply the skills of a welfare 
rights 'technician,."l It is hoped that in their work on 
behalf of individuals, case advocates can serve a sort of 
gadfly function for the system as a whole, exposing            
ciencies and clarifying areas in which change is needed. 
1p •A• Burgess, "Rights Man in·Welfare." Nel'1 Society, 
25:571 (September 13,.1973), p. 642. 
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Real change in the existing system of services for children, 
however, will come about only through action in the political 
sphere reflecting widespread societal                       to the wel-
fare of children. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Columbia University School of Social Work New York. N. Y. 10025 
Child Advocacy Research Project 622 West 113th Stroot 
LETTER TO                   DIRECTORS 
Dear ------------------
'\ITe have recently compl.eted our na tional survey of' 
child advocacy proGrams. Publication of our mono{:Sraph, 
Child Advocacy: A Nattonal Baselin.e study, is expected 
shortly. You l'li11, of' course, receive An early copy of 
the report, l'lhich t'le hope you             find of' interes t. 
Needless-to-say, \lIe t'lere most appreciative of your 
cooperation in this project. 
l,le. are continuing our study of child advocac;y, 
again under the auspices of the Office of Child Develop-
ment. This year's project \'1ill have tt'10 major facets: 
1) an evaluative' study of                                                     and 
2) an exploratory study of'. the methods and techniques 
of child advocacy. I am t'lriting to asle your cooperation 
in the latter study. 
This study on the practice components of child 
advocacy \'laS                         because of the nu.'nerous requests 
\'le received last year for information regarding                  
manuals, staff development programa, etc. In vie\,1 of the 
rapid proliferation of child advocacy proGrams, there is 
obvious need to develop a systematic body of knOt'Tledge 
which can be transmitted to             prac ti tioners. As yet, 
hot-lever, practice far outdistances theory in this area. 
Therefore, by employing the                               approach kno\'m 
as the critical incident technique, \ole hope to 'be able 
to capture the practice \'Iisdom gained by participants 
in various child advocacy programs and to begin to con-
ceptualize this in some meaning.f.'ul l'lay. 
The specific goals of the study are: 1) to discover, 
analyze and classify,the techniques used in the practice 
of child advocacy; and 2) to develop some beginning theoreti-
cal formulations about the conditions necessary for the 
effective use of specific approaches. At the conclusion 
of the study a monoeraph suitable for use as a training 




If you are willing to participate in the study, we 
",ould ask for 2-4 volunteers among your staff to fill out 
a brief form once a l'leek. describing an advocacy activity 
they ensaged in tha t                   In addition, I '-lOuld be 
telephoning them on an occasiona.l basis to clarify responses 
and obtain any necessary additional information about 
your pr05ram. ' 
I would need           to explain the procedure to 
your staff, either individually or in a. aroup, and 
possibly some limited additional time for the telephone 
and in-person interviel'lS described above. l'1e are prepared 
to pay the respondents $10 for each report they submit; 
therefore, the reports need"not 'be filled out on agency 
time. Arrangements regarding payment, time allocation, 
etc., can be made in vlhatever t'lay you \'lish. I am enclos-
ing a draft of the critical incident report form for your 
review. (If your staff are very reluctant to make out 
\'1ri tten reports, I could arrange ins tead to telephone 
them on a                     basis.) 
The agencies we are asking to participate in the 
study t-Iere selected carefully on the basis of information 
gathered last year as w1ique exa:nples of different types 
of child advoca,cy programs. Therefore, t'le are very hope-
ful of your cooperation. ' 
I shall telephone you in about a weelc to anSl'Ter any, 
questions you might have and, if possi'ble, to discuss 
arrangements for meeting "lith your staff. 
Again, my thanks for your pa,st cooperation. I am 




Information for Respondents in Critical Incident Study 
The Study 
This study on methods and techniques of child advocacy is part of a 
larger pro.1 ect conducted by Columbia Uni vers i ty School of Socia.l "lork and 
funded by the Office of Child Develop.ment/U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. The purpose of the study is.to determine what people actually 
do when they engage in advocacy. After collecting a number of reports of 
specific incidents from -personnel in a wide variety of settinp;s, the '" -,,, 
researcher hopes to generalize from these incidents in order to develop 
a training manual for child advocacy. 
In view of the rapid proliferation of child advocacy programs, there 
is obvious need to develop a systematic           of knowledge and to begin 
to prepare training materials for those                   the field. This study 
was undertaken in the hope of                   from the successes and failures of 
the early leaders in the field. You are             asked to participate in the 
study because the national study conducted last year by the Child Advocacy 
Research Project indica.tes that your program is somehow'unique or provj.des 
a good example of a particular type of child advocacy prop,ram. 
Your Role in the Study 
With this general purpose in mind, you are asked to recall and write 
out, briefly but specifically, a number of specific occurrences when you 
engaged in or observed an especially effective or ineffective act of child 
advocacy. Your reports of critical incidents will comprise the basic data 
for this study. An "incident" is not intended to tell the- whole s'cory of 
a case or an event. Rather it is intended to describe a               snecific 
activity, some na.rticular             done on a narticular occasion, typical or 
interesting in itself, regardless of the eventual outcome of the case or 
of the efficacy of this particular activity. 
TYpe of Incident to be Reported 
As you                   know, the child advocacy label is currently being used 
to describe a wide variety of programs and activities. Many of you, however, 
either participated in or are                   with the baseline study of child 
advocacy conducted last year by the staff of the Child Advocacy Research 
Project. This study concluded that the                               characteristic of 
child advocacy is that it involves intervention on behalf of children in 
relation to those services and institutions                       on their lives. This 
definition distinguishes child advocacy activities, which attempt to 
influence or change secondary institutions such as schools, hospitals and 
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neighborhood facilities from child welfare activities, which have traditionally 
attempted to influence or change children and/or their families                    
The study conducted last year also pointed out the difference between case 
advocacy (action on behalf of an individual child) and class advocacy (action 
on behalf of a class or group of children). In the current             you nre 
asked to report incidents which fall within the above definition of child 
advocacy and which have case advocacy as their goal. (Since effective advocacy 
for a specific child may often necessitate action which benefits a larger 
group of children, you may also report incidents of class advocacy if they 
were initiated with the welfare of a.particular child in view). 
Hol' To Select Incidents 
To be reported, an incident should be somethinp, you yourself                
in or observed recentlY and thought to be a                             effective or ineffective 
child advocacy                 It need not be a dramatic event, but should be some-
thing important enough to stand out in your mind. When you are reporting on 
a weekly basis we would ask that you report the first incident in the week 
which meets the criteria outlined above.                       possible we would prefer 
that you report an incident you engaged in rather than one you observed.) 
Each incident you report is an important item for the study. Although 
it may seem menger by itself, it is                         in                       the range of 
child advocacy activities. Combined with the incidents collected from              
allover the country, it should provj.de a comnrehensive picture of the range 
of techniques and methods employed in child advocacy. 
We· are interested in determining what types of techniques seem to work 
in what kinds of circumstances and when carried out by advocates with what 
kinds of experience in what sorts of settings. Therefore, we can learn from 
your failures as well as your successes and would like you to rerort ineffective 
as well as effective advocacy attempts. The incidents you report will, of 
course, be held in confidence. We are               you to                 yourself and 
your agency only so that we can relate the kinds of techniques used to the 
type of setting, community or professional experience, etc. The incidents 
you report will not be identified in your agency or in the                                      
Examples 
In the case of a school suspension you might report in detail, for 
example, about incidents such as the following: 
1) You held a meeting with the school principal at which time you pointed 
out that you realize the student has a record of disruptive behavior, probably 
       
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as a result of his very stressful family situation. However, since he wants 
to remain in school, you feel the school has a responsibility to help him 
rather than simply excluding him from class. 
2) You held a meeting with the principal at which time you                 out that 
the particular teacher in question has recently requested suspension of four 
Puerto Rican youngsters, none of whom had-been in trouble before; therefore, 
you would recommend that the principal examine the teacher's attitude and 
behavior in order to determine what       said or did which aroused problem 
behavior on the part of these students. 
3) You filed a request for a fair hearing with the board of apneals on student 
suspensions. At the hearing you presented evidence from several neutral 
observers indicating that the student had not behaved in the way described 
in the suspension notice. 
4) You organized a student boycott of classes in support ot a student suspended 
for circulating a petition demanding the publication of a student bill of 
rights. 
In the case of a mildly retarded child who was refused admittance to a 
neighborhood day care program you might report in detail, for example, about 
incidents such as the following: 
1) You called the intake worker of the program, described the child's limitations 
and potentials more fully, explained his need for the program, and convinced 
him to admit the child on a trial basis. 
2) You described the situation to the director of your agency and asked her 
to negotiate this with the administrator of the day care program, a personal 
friend of your director. 
3) You presented the situation at a monthly meeting of the local community 
council, determined from the                   of representatives from other agencies 
that day care facilities for retarded children was an unmet community need, 
and presented a motion                       the staff of the community council to 
investigate the possibility of establishing such a program. 
4) You filed a complaint with the state department of public welfare which 
provides funds for the day care program in question,                   out that this 
child met the center's stated admission requirements and was unfairly refused 
admission. 
a. . .. .• . 
APPENDIX C 
Sample Form 
       
• CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT 
            David Howard Da te 9/25/12 
                                                     
Agency Somerville Lay Advocacy Center 
First Name and Last Initial or Client_.;;;s.;;;al:::;:.l:;:Y:....;.M.;.:.:..-__________ _ 
Advocacy Target (Name of Agency P.S. 110 Somerville Elementary Schools 
or Institution Intervened                
Date{s) of.Advocacy Activity __                          __________    ______________ ___ 
Describe briefly an advocacy eff'orto'on behalf of an individual child 
or fa.:nily .. /ilich you                 in or observed this ·,',e:k. (Please rcmemoer 
that advocacy in this conte::ct is dei'ined as In-cervention on behalf of 
children in relation to the services and                           impinging on 
their lives.) 
1) v1hat circum.stances led up to this incident? (l'7hat \'1as the problem? How 
did it           to your attention? Were         involved in the case previously?) 
The grandmother       a ten year old girl called the Center in June to ask for 
help •. She explained that she had custody       Sally and her nine year old brother 
and that she was very upset because she had just received a letter from the 
school principal saying that Sally would have to repeat fourth grade. She won-
dered on what grounds Sally was beinB held           since the school had given no 
earlier indication that Sally was having                         Also she was very concerned 
about the           that Sally was             assigned to the same class as her brother. 
I wrote a letter to the district superintendent protesting the way this had 
been handled and requesting a meeting. Since I received no reply, I sup,p'ested 
that the grandmother keep Sally out       school the                           school and plan 
to go with me to talk with the principal the                     day. 
2) What "las your goal?                 \'iere you hcp:lng to accomplish by this 
spectfic ac ti vi ty'? ) 
My primary goal was to Bet Sally promoted to           grade.                 that, 
·1 at least wanted to get her assigned to a class                               her brother's. 
,', 




3) tfna.t did you as an advocate actua.lly do? (vrnat specific steps did 
you take?             did you say'? t'/hat problems did you encounter? Hot., 
did you resolve them?) 
At the meeting with the principal I· explained that we would like to 
discuss Sally's placement because ·the family had not been given an adequate 
explanation of the reasons for this decision and were concerned about its 
effect on Sally's self-image. 
The principal explained that Sally tested two years behind grade level 
in reading and seemed immature for her aF,e. Therefore her teacher had recommended 
that she repeat fourth grade. !.{rs.             said that she did not know too much 
about reading scores but that Sally had always had a hard time staying ahead 
of her brother· and that the one thinp; she always held onto was that she was 
ahead of him in school. Sally had been very upset all summer and' !·frs. M. 
thought this was related to her worry about being held back. Therefore she 
was very concerned about the emotional effect of this decision on Sally. 
The principal quickly stated that it had been a real                     on the school's 
part to assir,n Sally to her brother's class - they would never do this 
deliberately - and that certainly he would reassien her immediately. 
I .. then 'said that this would be a                                         but that after 
. talking with Sally and her grandmother, I questioned whether she should be 
held back at all. Sally had had             teachers the previous year and had made 
rapid progress during the first part·of the year, especially with her second 
teacher.             this teacher left Sally had a                     time                   to the 
third teacher and felt that this teacher disliked her. Certainly it would 
seem that the school had some responsibility to help Sally under these circum-
stances rather than penalize her for the rapid staff turnover, a problem which 
was definitely the school's fault. The principal agreed that the chnnge in . 
teachers had been unfortunate, but said that the other children in 8ally's 
class had been '·1 able to progress normally. Therefore, they had concluded that 
Sally needed remedi DJ. reading help and would have t.o repeat fourth grade. 
I said that I agreed that Sally needed renledial help, but felt this could 
be provided just as well in the context of fifth grade. The principal said 
that he would not debate this with me any further as this was a professional 
decision and I as a layman did not have the right or the expertise to question 
the school's decision. 
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4) Who made the decision to intervene at this time? (Was this your 
decision? Did you discuss it l'iith your supervisor? Did your agency. support you in this activity?) 
Since this is the type of activity the Center routinely engages in, I 
made the decision to intervene.           I failed to achieve my goal, I presented 
the case at a staff meeting "in order to discuss possible reasons :t"or the 
impasse and to         suggestions for further action. 
5) Did this particular intervention require an sneciallzed                    
or training? Could a parent or friend,         example, have handled 
this situation or did you need some special expertise? wnat kind?) 
6) 
In this case I was better able to achieve the class transfer than 
Sally's grandmother because I knew the               principal and           more 
comfortable about                         with him; however, many parents could have 
accomplished this on their own. 
"', ... 
_In re6ard to the larger issue of getting Sally promoted, I think .. 
someone with more expertise was needed. In other words,                   I felt 
I·knew enough to be certain that Sally should be promoted, the principal 
was not willing to accept my judgment or the·                             in this area. 
I think he would have been more receptive       I had been a                          
educator. 
Com"Oared to other situations,               involved personally t'Tere you in 
this incident'l (nia. its resolution matter a great deal to you."or 
not? \1'ayEI) 
          Involvement_; Below Average_; Average .; Above Average X ; High_ 
      ... -
I felt sorry for the grandmother as she is an elderly woman and is doing 
her best to raise these children on her own; however she             she is too old 
to understand all the problems of children today and thinks younger parents 
would be more effective. 
Also, "on a personal level, I feel strongly that decisions reRarding 
promotion               follow the·same procedural guidelines as those for suspension 
since they are often made in an arbitrary manner and can have very                  
"effects on children.                     I wanted to pursue this case and, if possible, 
would like to make a test case out of it. 
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7) Generally speaking, would you say that the organization and/or people 
You l'lere intervening "lith               receptive or fiOS'ti Ie to your request'? 
(Did you ha.ve any prior involvement or krim'lledge OI' this agen'::y 
whlch led you to expect a certain type of response?) 
In my past contacts with this school, the staff members have always 
been polite and relatively cooperative. (Basically·I think that they are 
.                 of the Center because they think we may create adverse nublicity 
for the school.) In this case, however, the principal was obviously threatened 
by my 'attem:r;>t to intervene                     what he felt was a "nrofessional" matter. 
Therefore, althoush he was not really hostile, he was totally unreceptive. 
8) What was the result of your advocacy? (Did you acco:nplish l'lhat you 
wanted to? Did you think 1t was efrective or not?) 
I succeeded in                 Sally transferred out of her brother's class. 
However, we failed to get her promoted to fifth grade which was our 
primary goal. 
9) Why do you thln..1t you succeeded or fa.lled? (liould you do anything 
dif:t"erencly nm'i? Hhat resources ""TOuld you have needed to accomplish 
your goal more easily or efrectively?) 
I think the primary problem is that the school system does not have any 
procedural guidelines to protect stUdents who are held back, as, for                  
exist to protect students who are s1lspended. As a result the principal was 
able to hide behind the issue· of professionalism. At least until such adminis-
trative guideline.s are instituted, I think it would be more effective to have 
a professional educator act as advocate in cases such as this since he could 
discuss questions of student evaluation in the same terms as the school adminis-
tration and might have greater influence with them. 
Additional                     (use back if necessary) 
Since this incident we have                   for Sally to have a tutor who has 
'Worked with her intensively. He is now tryinp.; to set up a                 with the 
principal and the                 teacher to renort on her nrogress and ap,ain request a 
promotion to fifth grade.           plan was initiated at the                         of a 
guidance counselor in the district office who said         could not interfere 
'With the principal in this situation but thought this mir.;ht be nn effective 
approach. 
• J 
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Identifying Data 
Name: Home Address: ------------------------- --------------------------
(rnclude zip code) 
Agency:_· _______________________ " Home Phone: ______                        
(Include Area Code) 
Social Security No. ----------- Best Time to Reach you by Phone: Work: ____________________________ _ 
Home: -------------------------------
Training and Experience 
Education {Highest Grade or Degree Completed): ________________________ __ 
If Appropriate, Major Field or Area of Concentration: ______________ _ 
Specialized Training in Advocacy' (Please Describe the Type of Training, Where you Received This, and When):. 
Current Position: ______________________________________________________ __ 
Full-Time ----- Part-Time ---- Work-Study ___ _ Volunteer -----
If                                     Occupation ____________________    ____    ______ __ 
Numb'er of Months in Current Position: ------------------------------------
Prior Work Experience (Please List Positions, Name or Type of Organiza-tion(s), and Dates): 
.    j 
:    
J 
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Personal 
Age: 20 or under 21-29 ___ _ 30-39 __ _ 40 or over ---- ----
Marital status: --------------------Parent's Occupation: __________________________________    
Race or Ethnic Group: _______________________________ __ 
outside Residenae: Within Area Served by Agency ------ -------
If Outside, Have you lived within Area in the Past ______________ _ 
Income: Under $5000 --- $5000-7499 __ _ $7500-9999 __ _ 
$10,000-12,499 ____ _ Over $12, 500:; 
Is There Anything in Your Personal Background or Experience Which Has 
Been Especially Helpful to You as an Advocate (Please Describe): 
21B 
. APPENDIX E 
The Columbia University School of Social \Vork New.York. N. Y. 10025 
Child Advocacy Research Project 622 West 113th Stroet 
MEMORANDUM 
February 15, 1973 
TO: Participants in Critical Incident Study 
FROM:' Brenda G. McGowan, Child Advocacy Research Project 
The reports I have received from you to date have been 
very good and are providing a great deal of information 
. about the techniques you use in practice. I just have a feli 
general comments and requests to make. 
1. Although I neglected to ask'specifically, on the 
questionnaire, lo1hen you anSlo1er the first question about the 
background ·and circumstances which lead up to the incident, 
I would appreciate your indicating the age of the client, 
and where relevant, race and socio-economic background or 
general income level. The comments made by a few of you 
. lead me to think that these factors may have some relation-
ship to the outcome of your                    
2. In terms of the incidents you report, please remember 
that wllenever possible you should describe the first incident 
you encounter each week. If you do not have any incidents in 
a given week or if for some reason you cannot send a report . 
one week, please just skip that '''leek and report on the first 
incident of the follO'Co1ing week. -.• 
3. The reports have generally been quite SlOli coming in. 
Some of you have been sending them regula-r.ly and a few have 
explained the reasons for the delay. I wonder, ho'to1ever, why 
the other reports are so infrequent. Is it that you simply 
don't have any advocacy activities to report - or is there 
some problem with the reporting process itself? lVhen I 
planned the             I estimated that it would take you about 
'one-half to one hour to complete each report and therefore 
decided that $10 "10uld be fair compensation. Do you find 




reports - or are there certain questions you are having 
difficulty with? If so, would some of you find it more 
efficient to make the complete report by                      
When the reports don't come in on a regular basis, I 
face- the problem of deciding whether or not I can use them 
since one of the assumptions of the study is that the 
incidents reported will not be selected on any special basis 
-but rather will be representative of your total practice. 
Also,' as I mentioned when I met with you, there is urgent 
need for advocacy training materials for new people entering 
the field; but in order to complete my report this summer 
as planned, I need to have six to             reports from each 
of you by the end of March. Therefore, if any of you have 
any comments or suggestions as to how the reporting process 
could be speeded up, I would really appreciate your dropping 
me a line or calling me- collect at (212)280-4473. 
Again, my thanks for all         cooperation you've given 
me to date. The reports so far are great; it's just that I 
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